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Abstract
Single Carrier-Frequency Domain Equalization (SC-FDE) has been shown to be a
favorable choice for uplink communication. In an uplink SC-FDE, Space Division
Multiple Access (SDMA) cellular system, a receiver has to deal with inter-user
interference along with the Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI). Inter-user interference can
arise by two kinds of users: In-cell co-channel Users (ICUs) and Out of Cell co-channel
Interferers (OCIs) from neighboring cells. This thesis presents a combination of iterative
channel equalization and Channel Estimation (CE) algorithms for mobile users in such
interference-prone SC-FDE uplink systems.
For equalization purposes, a low complexity multi-user Soft Decision-based Iterative
Block Decision Feedback Equalization (SD-IBDFE) is introduced in which at each
iteration estimated co-channel and inter-symbol interference, derived from soft detector
outputs, is subtracted. It is shown that this soft subtraction yields substantially lower error
probability for frequency selective multi-user channels. Utilizing the SD-IBDFE, a low
complexity threshold-based Hard Decision-based Decision Feedback Iterative Channel
Estimation (DFICE) algorithm (HD-DFICE) is proposed.
Adaptive suppression of the out-of-cell interference can be done without explicitly
estimating out-of-cell interference data or channels by Least Squares (LS) processing
over a series of successive Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) blocks. Based on this, an
interference suppression algorithm (LS-IS) is proposed in which it is shown that the SDIBDFE with Parallel Interference Cancellation (PIC) and the LS adaptation algorithm
give significant improvement in DFICE to estimate the in-cell SDMA users and their data
in an iterative manner. Also we show that iterative CE over multiple frames to estimate
the desired user's channels provides some additional gain at slightly higher complexity.
We also present a DFICE technique using soft estimates of the decisions derived from the
Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) code-based Turbo Equalization (TE). In Soft
Decision-based DFICE (SD-DFICE) the extrinsic information is used in the soft mapping
of the symbols. While deriving the SD-DFICE via an Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm we also provide a rationale to justify the use of threshold in DFICE algorithm.

-11-

The proposed SD-IBDFE assisted DFICE is also applied to suppress the multi-user
interference in a SC-FDE power efficient chunk-based uplink system B-IFDMA defined
under the WINNER1 concept. For comparison purposes the CE performance of BIFDMA is compared with the full bandwidth and a Local Frequency Division Multiple
Access (L-FDMA) system. Finally, we present methods like time domain processing and
overlap-cut method to deal with the asynchronous OCIs.

WINNER-Wireless World Initiative New Radio is a consortium of 41 members coordinated by Nokia-Siemens Networks.
https://www.ist-winner.org/
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1. Thesis Objectives
Next generation wireless communication is required to provide high-speed, high-quality
multimedia transmission. However, there exist challenges with frequency selective
channels, which are introduced by the multi-path effect. Frequency-Domain Equalization
(FDE) has been shown to be an attractive solution for frequency selective channels
[FAB02]. FDE outperforms the conventional Time-Domain Equalization (TDE), as it
requires less computational complexity by using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and Single Carrier with
Frequency Domain Equalization (SC-FDE) are the two fundamental FDE techniques.
Compared to OFDM, single carrier has lower Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) and
is less sensitive to carrier synchronization. Therefore, SC-FDE is a strong candidate for
the uplink (mobile user to Base Station (BS) transmission) scenario in order to keep the
cost and complexity of the user terminal low. The objective of this thesis is to study the
multi-user Channel Estimation (CE) for SC-FDE uplink systems.
In an uplink SDMA cellular system, the BS has to deal with inter-user interference along
with the Inter Symbol Interference (ISI). Inter-user interference can arise with two kinds
of users: the In-Cell co-channel Users (ICUs) and users from adjacent or neighboring
cells. We call the latter Out of Cell Interferers (OCIs). The interference scenario
considered in this thesis is depicted in Figure 1.1 where the BS of the desired cell (the
cell in the middle) is experiencing in-cell as well as out of cell interferences while
estimating the channels of one of the ICU.
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Fig. 1.1. Distribution of intra and inter-cell interference.

Usually, all the ICUs in a given cell are of interest and their channels are to be estimated
for equalization purposes. All the ICUs cause intra-cell interference. Also co-channel
users in the neighboring cells cause inter-cell interference. The objective of this thesis is
to explore the receiver processing in order to detect the data and estimate the channels of
the desired users in such an interference-prone SC-FDE uplink environment.
There are three main techniques used to improve any communication link:
1. Equalization
2. Diversity
3. Channel coding
We will use different forms of these three techniques for improving the multi-user
detection and CE process. In interference-prone systems, good channel estimation is
possible only if we can suppress the inter-user interference. There are three major
approaches to deal with the interference. First, interference averaging, second
interference avoidance and third is interference suppression via smart antennas. In this
thesis we consider the second and third approach of dealing the interference suppression
to improve the desired users' channel estimates.
First we apply interference avoidance techniques. In-cell interference avoidance is done
by appropriate design of the transmitted signal structure, use of optimum training
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sequences and their coordinated placements. Multi-cellular interference avoidance
includes some kind of upper layer co-ordination to keep the average received power of
the co-channel OCIs low. Such control can be achieved by appropriate frequency reuse
strategy, sectorization and spread spectrum. After achieving the desired advantages
provided by the avoidance methods we apply interference rejection via signal processing
at the receiver. Interference suppression via receiver signal processing involves smart
antennas, soft decision-based iterative equalization and turbo processing. After
suppressing the interference we perform channel estimation that, utilizes the interferencesuppressed signal in hard and soft decision feedback-based iterative channel estimation.
The CE aspects of a SC-FDE-based system in the presence of ICUs and OCIs are
relatively new and not yet explored much. Smart antenna techniques have been shown to
be effective in reducing co-channel interference at the receiver side, when supporting
multiple users. In this work, we investigate array signal processing as an Interference
Rejection Combining (IRC) technique combined with some novel equalization and
adaptation algorithms to update the channel estimates with iterative processing. Improved
hard or soft decisions are used in the proposed Decision Feedback Iterative Channel
Estimation (DFICE) algorithm. In summary, the focus of this thesis is to develop and
investigate the design and performance of different CE, equalization and adaptation
techniques with improved performance obtained via a combination of orthogonal
training, spatial diversity and iterative receiver processing.

1.2. Thesis Contributions
This thesis proposes techniques to combat multi-user interference in SC-FDE blockbased communication system under a time varying frequency selective fading
environment. The following are the contributions:

•

We investigate the use of different interpolation techniques and optimum training
sequences to obtain good pilot-assisted initial multi-user channel estimates. With
SC-FDE, multi-user uplink scenario, we introduce two ways of multiplexing the
pilots with the data: Time Multiplexed Training (TMT) and Frequency
Multiplexed Training (FMT). It is shown that an arrangement of frequency-
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multiplexed pilots has the same performance as an equivalent conventional
arrangement of the time-multiplexed pilots. Different pilot placements among
different In-Cell Users (ICUs) are compared, showing that the channel estimates
in the presence of interference can be improved by keeping their training signals
or pilots orthogonal to one another. This requires time and frequency resources
proportional to the number of interferers. {Contribution appears in Chapter 2
and 3)
•

To deal with the Out of Cell Interferers (OCIs) different types of compensations
and pilot placements are introduced. One approach would be to keep the OCIs'
pilots orthogonal to the pilots of ICUs. Orthogonal OCIs' pilots require that each
cell leave further unused time or frequency resources for adjacent interfering
cells' pilots. Known OCFs training could further help to improve their estimates.
This requires high overhead; it is shown that with low power OCIs, overlapping
pilots become more practical and with the help of spatial processing a reasonable
performance is achievable with overlapping pilots. But in the case of equal power
ICUs' overlapping pilots, the channel estimates deteriorate significantly. We
suggest keeping the ICUs' pilot orthogonal to each other while allowing the
OCIs' pilots to overlap. All cells thus share the same time and frequency
resources for their pilots. It is observed that although the strength of OCIs could
be very weak, their number could be large enough to deteriorate the In-cell CE
performance. (Contribution appears in Chapter 4)

•

We also study the impact of multi-user channel estimation errors on the Mean
Squared Error (MSE) of the equalizer output with or without unknown OCIs.
{Contribution appears in Chapter 3 and 4)

•

A novel low complexity multi-user Soft Decision-based Iterative Block Decision
Feedback Equalizer (SD-IBDFE) is introduced which uses soft decisions to adapt
the antenna array feed forward and feedback coefficients and suppresses the ISI
and the Inter-user interference. Such structures reduce the complexity of the nonlinear processing compared to the time domain approaches. Also as the feedback
loop takes into account not just the decisions for each block but also the overall
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block reliability, error propagation is reduced. {Contribution appears in Chapter
5)
•

We have developed a structure of a low-complexity hard decision-based multiuser DFICE (HD-DFICE). The threshold-based structure of the hard decisionbased multi-user DFICE utilizes the coding gain and feeds the SD-IBDFE with
multi-user's frequency domain channel estimates relatively better than the solely
pilot-based estimates. In SC-FDE, the envelope of the frequency response of the
decisions is not constant which creates noise enhancement at certain frequencies
while computing the CFR via decisions. A threshold-based solution is introduced
in which the CFR obtained from decisions at noise enhancement frequencies are
replaced by the CFR estimates of the previous ICE iteration. We name this
Frequency Replacement Technique (FRT). An Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm-based rationale is presented to justify the use of FRT algorithm. It
addresses and solves the problem of noise enhancement in SC-FDE DFICE
channel estimates due to data sequence frequency selectivity. We also show that
an iterative receiver impressively increases the number of supported users in an
interference-prone environment when Parallel Interference Cancellation (PIC)
supports the proposed HD-DFICE. We propose a Least Square (LS) adaptation in
combination of PIC assisted SD-IBDFE, which can suppress the interference
caused by In-Cell and Out of Cell users without explicitly estimating the channel
links of the OCIs. {Contribution appears in Chapter 6)

•

We present a Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) code-based Turbo Equalization
(TE), which improves the equalization and DFICE performance. It works in
combination with LS interference suppression, PIC and Soft-In Soft Out
(SoISoO)-IBDFE algorithms, and shows gain in terms of the required Signal-toNoise Ratio (SNR) to achieve a certain Frame Error Rate (FER). In the presence
of Out of Cell Interference a further channel estimation improvement is achieved
by using a sub-space-based interference cancellation method. The threshold-based
structure of the multi-user HD-DFICE is altered and by using an EM algorithm
approach a Soft Decisions-based DFICE (SD-DFICE) algorithm is proposed.
{Contribution appears in Chapter 7)
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•

CE aspects of a newly introduced chunk-based multiple access schemes in the
WINNER2 concept, named Block-Interleaved Frequency Division Multiple
Access (B-IFDMA) and Local-IFDMA (L-IFDMA) are explored. Pilot design for
multi-user transmission in chunk-based systems is proposed in order to reduce the
transmission overhead. HD-DFICE proposed for the full bandwidth systems is
applied to these partial band systems. {Contribution appears in Chapter 8)

•

We also show that a multi-frame multi-user CE strategy in both full bandwidth
and chunk-based systems is useful and provide some additional gain at slightly
higher complexity. {Contribution appears in Chapter 6 and 8)

•

Finally, we present methods like time domain processing and overlap-cut method
to deal with the asynchronous OCIs. {Contribution appears in Appendix B)

Publications referenced as [SDF07a], [SDF07b], [SDF08a], [SDF08b] and [SDF08c] are
based on the contributions described above.

1.3. Thesis Structure
Chapter 2 describes some of the background topics like signal and channel model to be
used in the rest of the thesis and the basic techniques of multi-user CE and equalization.
Chapter 3 and 4 describes the CE and interference suppression by using different
interference avoidance techniques like pilot placements in the presence of intra and intercell interference. Chapter 5, 6 and 7 explicitly describe the proposed CE and interference
suppression algorithms. Chapter 8 is dedicated to the CE and interference suppression in
chunk-based systems. Chapter 9 describes conclusions and possible future research work.

Detailed chapter wise organization of the thesis is as follows.

Chapter 2 presents an overall multi-user Single Carrier Frequency Domain Equalization
(SC-FDE) signal, channel and system model. A Generalized Multi-Carrier (GMC)
SDMA transceiver structure is presented. This chapter also provides necessary
2

WINNER-Wireless World Initiative New Radio is a consortium of 41 members coordinated by Nokia-Siemens Networks.
https://www.ist-winner.org/
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background and related literature review on channel estimation, optimum pilot design,
pilot multiplexing, interpolation techniques, channel equalization, adaptation techniques
and previous work done towards SC-FDE MIMO equalization and CE.

Chapter 3 deals with the uplink pilot-based adaptive linear receiver spatial-frequency
processing techniques for efficiently mitigating the intra-cell interference. Our focus in
this chapter is on pilot-assisted CE techniques and on exploring different ways of intracell interference suppression via pilot placement. Efficient inter-user pilot coordination is
proposed. Comparison between orthogonal and overlapping pilots, performance of
different interpolation techniques and their complexities and the effect of mobility on the
pilot multiplexing are illustrated via simulations. Finally, BER and MSE analysis with
Perfect Channel State Information (PCSI) and with CE is presented.

Chapter 4 introduces the effects of the co-channel Out of Cell Interferers (OCIs) (Intercell Interference) on the multi-user CE process. These OCIs can have known or unknown
training sequences, and hence affect the CE performance accordingly. This chapter
proposes different forms of compensations and training arrangements that can be used to
suppress the effects of OCIs. Simulation results compare the gain obtained from receiver
diversity, knowing the training sequences of the OCIs and orthogonal placement of
different users in the system. A Gaussian Approximation (GA) based OCI modeling is
also presented.

Chapter 5 describes the structure of a proposed low complexity Soft-Decision-based
Iterative Block Decision Feedback Equalizer (SD-IBDFE). The proposed SD-IBDFE
helps in efficiently suppressing the inter-user interference along with Inter Symbol
Interference (ISI). The performance gain via iterative equalization is illustrated through
computer simulations. It is observed that additional diversity gain improves the SDIBDFE performance and reduces the SNR degradation. This gives a notion that with
improved channel estimates via any decision-directed approach, the proposed SD-IBDFE
can efficiently combat the interference. This is verified in Chapter 6 when we use the SDIBDFE in combination with different proposed DFICE algorithms. Moreover, as SD-
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D3DFE computes and updates the soft decisions, it is modified in Chapter 7 to
accommodate the Turbo Equalization (TE).
Chapter 6 proposes three extensions to the multi-user CE problem. A Decision Feedback
Iterative CE (DFICE) technique is introduced. The proposed DFICE utilizes the gain
from the SD-IBDFE to compute the hard decisions and feeds back the updated channel
estimates to the SD-IBDFE iteratively. Parallel Interference Cancellation (PlC)-supported
DFICE is the second step introduced in the chapter to further improve the DFICE
performance. PIC removes the effects of the intra-cell interference and achieves a cleaned
version of the array input to be used in DFICE. The last section of the chapter is
dedicated to the proposed Least Squares (LS) interference suppression algorithm. In this
algorithm, a LS forward filter processing is used to further mitigate the inter-user
interference.

Chapter 7 describes the Turbo Equalization (TE) assisted CE techniques. A Low-Density
Parity-Check (LDPC) code based TE is used. An improved Soft Decisions-based DFICE
(SD-DFICE) is derived from an EM algorithm. The proposed interference cancellation
scheme with forward LS processing described in Chapter 6 is combined with LDPC codebased TE. SD-DFICE performance is improved because of the soft information transfer
between the equalizer and the decoder. Moreover, a Sub-Space (SS) based method is also
introduced to suppress the OCIs explicitly.

Chapter 8 is dedicated to the CE aspects for the chunk-based or split-spectrum system
with SC-FDE transmission. In this chapter, the multi-user SD-IBDFE and proposed
DFICE is applied to suppress the intra-cell and inter-cell interference in a chunk-based
system. A chunk-based system introduced under the WINNER concept, named Block
Interleaved Frequency Division Multiple Access (B-IFDMA), is described. Performance
of the CE with orthogonal ICUs' pilots and overlapping OCIs is evaluated under different
pilot overheads. For comparison purposes the B-IFDMA is compared with the Full
Bandwidth (FBW) system as well as with so-called partial-band Local Frequency
Division Multiple Access (L-FMDA) system.
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Finally, chapter 9 describes conclusions and possible future research directions.
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Chapter 2
Frequency Domain Processing in Uplink
SDMA Cellular Systems
2.1. Introduction
In this chapter, we describe the preliminaries of the thesis with some general background
and previous work related to the multi-user Single Carrier with Frequency Domain
Equalization (SC-FDE) systems and initial Channel Estimation (CE). Sections 2.2, 2.3
and 2.4 describe an overview of multi-user SC-FDE approach with a brief description of
some initial work done on SC-FDE. A Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA) SC-FDE
signal and channel model defined in WINNER [WinOl] concept is described in Section
2.5. Some key concepts involved in SDMA Linear Equalization (LE) and array
adaptation techniques are briefly stated in Section 2.6. Section 2.7 describes a brief
overview of the optimum initial pilot-aided CE including an introduction of pilot design,
pilot multiplexing, interpolation and time domain smoothing filter.

2.2. Single Carrier Frequency Domain Equalization (SC-FDE)
Block-based transmission with Frequency Domain Equalization (FDE) has been shown to
be an attractive technique for frequency selective channels [FAB02], [SKJ95]. Compared
to the Time-Domain Equalization (TDE), FDE outperforms in complexity with the use of
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The hardware complexity with FDE is approximately
proportional to the logarithm of the maximum delay spread of the channel [FAB02].
There are mainly two frequency domain approaches that counteract the Inter-Symbol
Interference (ISI) phenomenon in a distinct manner: OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency
Division

Multiplexing)

and

SC-FDE

(Single-Carrier

Equalization).
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with Frequency

Domain

SC-FDE is an approach that counteracts the Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR)
problem associated with OFDM while keeping the same low complexity of the whole
equalization process, similar to that of the OFDM. The data is transmitted using a single
carrier with a classical modulation scheme, which eliminates the problem of expensive
power amplifiers to handle a high PAPR. The whole complexity of the equalization is
distributed at the receiver and is still based on FFT processing. Better power amplifier
efficiency (requiring smaller power back-off) is the reason SC-FDE is proposed for
uplink communication [FAB02] and [DGE04 and references therein]. A simplified block
diagram of a coded SC-FDE transceiver is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Fig. 2.1. Block diagram of a coded SC-FDE transceiver.

2.2.1. Initial Work on SC-FDE
SC-FDE is relatively new in wireless communications. It was first introduced in [WS73]
in the early 1970s and afterward in [Fer85]. A detailed introductory description of the
SC-FDE and its comparisons with OFDM, equalization issues, analysis with known
channels and CE is given in [FAB02]. Eventually a mixed mode is defined in which a
coexistence of OFDM and SC-FDE is proposed that is OFDM in downlink and terminals
use SC-FDE for uplink communication.
Kadel introduced a receiver structure based on the SC-FDE in [Kad97]. [Czy97]
compared single carrier systems with OFDM employing Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
Volker compared SC-FDE with OFDM in quasi-static channel conditions with random
coding techniques [AFV98]. They showed that both systems perform differently at
different code rates. They advocated adopting the Minimum Mean Squared Error
(MMSE) criteria for updating the Linear Equalizer (LE) coefficients. The initial work on
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pilot-assisted synchronization in SC-FDE is done in [Czy98]. In [GDCOO], SC-FDE is
compared with a general Multi-Carrier (MC) system in terms of FDE, impact of channel
coding and power amplifier requirements with back-off issues. [TCP01] also compared
OFDM and SC-FDE in terms of phase noise and power amplifier performance, and
showed that OFDM and SC-FDE have the same phase-noise sensitivity provided the
number of used sub-carriers is not large. It is shown in [PVM95] that the performance
degradation due to phase noise in OFDM is proportional to the number of sub-carriers
while in SC-FDE the expression for the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) degradation due to
phase noise is independent of the number of sub-carriers. However, it is shown in
[TCP01] that SC-FDE has increased power amplifier efficiency and therefore a good
choice for the portable high data rate terminals. Noise variance estimation in SC-FDE is
addressed in [CSB04]. It was shown that a good quality channel estimates are necessary
to reliably estimate the variance of the additive Gaussian noise.

2.3. MIMO SC-FDE
A single transmitting source with multiple antennas, multiple desired users in a system or
presence of several interferers all constitute a MIMO channel. Our objective is to design
and evaluate FDE and CE algorithms in such channel conditions. In particular, we will
mainly concentrate on the uplink (terminal to Base Station (BS)) of a cellular system
employing a SDMA scheme.
Initial work towards MIMO-SC-FDE started with simple transmit diversity schemes
which were incorporated with perfect CE in SC-FDE. [WSW99] and [AldOl] proposed
the Alamouti space-time coding and also added the receiver diversity in a multi-path
fading environment. A comprehensive comparison between MIMO OFDM and MIMO
SC-FDE is presented in [CSB03]. Later, a similar work on space-time Transmit Diversity
(STTD) is explored in [TIA04]. A series of papers, [KDF04a] and [KDF04b], show the
performance of the iterative frequency domain layered space-time receiver structure for
MIMO-SC-FDE systems. Capacity improvements and successive as well as Parallel
Interference Cancellation (PIC) are the main issues of that work.
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2.4. Multi-User Channel Estimation
Our main focus in this thesis is on the multi-user CE aspects in an interference-prone SCFDE multi-cellular system. When addressing intra-cell interference or SDMA users in a
cell, all the In-Cell Users (ICUs) are of interest. The CE between each transmitting and
receiving antenna pair has to be performed before data demodulation can proceed. The
accuracy of the channel estimates is crucial to the performance of the overall system in
terms of the Bit Error Rate (BER). However, the quality of the channel estimates depends
on how effectively we can estimate and separate multi-user channels from the composite
observation. The use of SDMA and aggressive frequency reuse strategies give rise to
high levels of co-channel interference, which must be mitigated by spatial processing at
the receiver. Spatial processing that adapts to the desired signals', interferers' locations
and spatial signatures requires accurate CE and appropriate allocation of pilot signals.
Also the frequency domain array coefficients (function of the estimated Channel
Frequency Response (CFR)) given in (2.11) need reliable channel estimates at the
receiver. CE techniques proposed in the literature can be categorized as:
1. Pilot-assisted.
2. Blind.
3. Decision-Feedback.
The pilot or training-based CE is based on the training data sent from the transmitter and
known a-priori at the receiver. On the other hand, blind CE exploits the statistical
information of the channel and certain properties of the transmitted signals. Though the
latter has its advantage in that it has no overhead loss, it is only applicable to slowly timevarying channels. This thesis utilizes the training-based CE. We will also use the iterative
receiver processing in which Decision Feedback Iterative CE (DFICE) is employed.

2.4.1. Previous Work on MIMO Channel Estimation
In this section we briefly explore some of the previous work related to the CE of multiuser or MIMO channels. Similar to OFDM systems, training sequences or pilots are used
to get the initial estimates of the multi-user Channel Frequency Responses (CFRs) in SCFDE systems. Before the advent of the Generalized Multi-Carrier (GMC) [Win02]
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approach of generating SC-FDE signals at the transmitter described in Section 2.5.1, it
was assumed that time domain multiplexing is the only way in single carrier systems to
multiplex the training with the data [Czy98] and [DGE01]. With the GMC transceiver
structure, it is possible in single carrier modulation to insert the training symbols into the
data block in a frequency-multiplexed manner. With frequency multiplexed pilots the
initial CE schemes employed in OFDM can readily be used in the SC-FDE systems.
A comprehensive description on CE in MIMO-OFDM systems is given in [HK06]. With
OFDM, the pilot-assisted CE techniques are also investigated in [CS02], [Hoh91,
HKR97, IKY98, LiOO, TM97, WLOO] and [YLC99, YCLOla, YCLOlb]. [JTN04]
presents the pilot-assisted CE in the presence of interference with OFDM system.
[LSA99] introduces the LS-based DFICE, which makes use of the cross-correlation
properties of the transmitted sub-carrier symbol sequences. Optimum training sequences
are also proposed in [LSA99]. A reduced complexity version of the LS-based DFICE of
[LSA99] is introduced in [MKB02], based on exploiting the channel's correlation in the
frequency-direction, as opposed to the channel's correlation in time-direction presented in
[Li02]. A similar approach is suggested by [SH02] with two transmit antennas. Time
domain PIC-assisted DFICE is investigated in [LiOOb] which is a simplified version of
the [LSA99]. A more detailed discussion on the time domain based PIC-assisted DFICE
is provided in [Li02]. Frequency domain PIC-based DFICE is studied in [JPCOO], which
exploits the channel's slow time variation. Blind CE and equalization using second-order
cyclo-stationary statistics as well as antenna precoding techniques are explored in
[BHP02]. MMSE-assisted DFICE is presented in [GL01]. Expectation Maximization
(EM) based CFR estimation approach for DFICE is presented in [XG01]. Robust subspace based weight vector calculations and tracking are employed for co-channel
interference suppression in [WP98].
With SC-FDE [DGE01] proposed transformation of the Cyclic Prefix (CP) into training
sequence and named it as Training Aided Single Carrier (TASC). There are a few others
who showed the utility of replacing CP with such a known sequence to be used for
different purposes like synchronization and CE. A more common name given is Unique
Word (UW) [Witsc02] and [FAB02]. Some later work like [CBM04a] uses UW as a
standard part of the SC-FDE system. More recently, [CS05] showed how a well-designed
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UW with good spectral and correlation properties might improve the estimates of the
channel. MIMO CE in SC-FDE is elaborated in [SCP04]. A comparison of different
SDMA detection techniques is presented in [VPE99], namely MMSE, Successive
Interference Cancellation (SIC) and Maximum Likelihood (ML). Further improvements
of SIC detection are suggested by adaptively tracking multiple symbol decisions. There is
an amount of work being done with OFDM transmission in the context of suppressing cochannel interference in cellular communication systems. [LS98, LS99, LCS98, KCC99]
and [MKH99] have explored techniques and algorithms designed for multi-user CE and
interference suppression.
Our focus in this thesis will be on CE aspects of a SC-FDE-based system in the presence
of In-Cell co-channel Users (ICUs) and Out of Cell Interferers (OCIs), which are not
much investigated yet.

2.5. SC-FDE SDMA Signal and Channel Model
In this section we describe a general multi-user signal model to be used in the system
evaluation via simulations in this thesis. We consider a coded block-based single carrier,
SDMA uplink system with K co-channel In-Cell Users (ICUs) and M receiving antenna
elements at the desired Base Station (BS). Each ICU has a single antenna element in
order to keep the cost of the user terminal low. Linear or iterative equalization, explained
in the later chapters, are used to equalize the channel. In this thesis a convolutional
encoder/Viterbi decoder is used. An LDPC encoder/decoder is used in the case of Turbo
Equalization (TE) (described in Chapter 7). In each frame all ICUs can simultaneously
transmit QPSK modulated signals to the BS. At the BS, processing the signal vectors
received at the array separates streams of the ICUs.

2.5.1. Generalized Multi-Carrier (GMC) SDMA Transceiver Structure
We employed a Generalized Multi-Carrier (GMC) transceiver structure [Win02] for the
single carrier multi-user system. The GMC transceiver structure provides a framework
for future-generation air interfaces. With GMC transmitters, a more general class of
signals such as Direct Sequence-Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA), MultiCarrier CDMA (MC-CDMA) etc. can be generated by either including or excluding the
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FFT matrix. The GMC structure provides a low complexity solution of frequency domain
processing in which computational complexity is proportional to the logarithm of the
maximum Channel Impulse Response (CIR) length [Taf06]. In this thesis, we will be
using the GMC structure when we multiplex pilot symbols with data in frequency
domain. A generalized transceiver block diagram is given in Figure 2.2.
Let the kxh user group its coded data in blocks of length B. Let sk(q) denotes the qth
element in a block where g=0,l...,B-l.

A fi-point FFT transforms the block into the

frequency domain. Then X-B zeros are padded, and the resulting X samples go through an
Inverse FFT (IFFT), followed by the Cyclic Prefix (CP). A CP is added to change the
convolution from linear to circular, which allows the efficient frequency domain
equalization. The CP is also used to prevent the Inter-Block Interference (DBI) and to
make the received block appear to be periodic with period X [BT02b]. The transmission
is through a frequency selective, time-varying channel model with memory L. The
channel model and the corresponding average Power Delay Profile (PDP) are given in
Section 2.5.2 and Table 2.1 respectively. Because of the channel memory, each block is
preceded with a CP, at least equal to length L, which is the repetition of the last L
symbols of the block.
In the frequency domain, the single carrier signal3 is the FFT of the s\q)
Sk[n] = £ V ( ? ) e x p ( - 7 ^ / B ) = FB (/(?)) ,
where FB represents a fi-point FFT, j represents

(2.1)

and q is the discrete time index

for q=0,l,...,B-l. Each user's data is assumed to be uncorrelated with that of the others,
with unit average symbol energy and symbol period T. The frequency domain sequences
from the K users are transformed to the time domain by Inverse FFTs (IFFTs) and
transmitted through the MxK independent Channel Impulse Responses (CIRs) hmk(qi),
where hmk(qi) is the baseband representation of the channel from user k to antenna m as
shown in Figure 2.2, for k=l,2,...,K, m=l,2,...,M and #i=0,l,...,X-l. At the receiver, the
mth antenna element receives the convolutional output, which can be shown to be given
by:

3

Also called DFT-precoded OFDM in the GMC context [Win02].
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K B-\

-y-

(2.2)
where nm(qi) is white Gaussian noise with variance a\, s\q) represents the data samples
of Mi user, and hmh(q{) represents the oversampled cyclic impulse response of the
channel such as hkm{qx) = hkm{qx + IX), for any integer /. At the receiver we assume that all
users are symbol synchronized (the effect of asynchronism is evaluated in Appendix B).
BS- Receiver

User-/f

Fig. 2.2. Block diagram of a GMC structure-based SC-FDE transceiver.

After a X-point FFT, which yields the M received frequency domain sequences,
Y[m]=[Yi[ni],Y2[fli],...,Yjif[ni]] , where m=0,l,...,X-l, and n\ is the sub-carrier index.
The cyclic convolution is equivalent to the multiplication in the frequency domain, i.e.,
we obtain
Y[ni]=H[/n]S[/ii]+N[ni]
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(2.3)

with Y[m]e C Mxl , H[ni]e CMxK, S[/ii]e C* xl , N[m]e C Mxl , where C represents
complex elements of a vector or matrix, also Y[«j] = [Y1[»1],Y2[«,],...,YM[«1]]T,
S[»1] = [s ,1 [» 1 ],i ,2 [» 1 ],...,i ,i: [» 1 ]r.

N[a1] = [N1[»1],N2[»1],...,JVM[»1]Jr

and

are the X-point FFTs of the corresponding time domain

H[»J =
HMIKJ-HMISJ

sequences, and T in the superscript denotes transpose of a vector.

2.5.2. Rayleigh Faded Doubly Selective Channel Model
In a built-up environment with No Line of Sight (NLOS) between the transmitter and
receiver, the propagating radio wave could be broken into multiple components, either (a)
due to scattering or diffraction if it encounters objects that are smaller in dimension
compared to its wavelength, or (b) due to reflection if it encounters objects that are larger
in dimension compared to its wavelength. In a highly cluttered environment, the envelope
of the radio signal usually follows a Rayleigh distribution. Thus, in this model, the signal
is assumed to undergo a Rayleigh fading channel. Figure 2.3 presents a model of K signal
sources passing through a multi-path Rayleigh fading channel.

Fig. 2.3. A multi-user multi-path channel model.

In this model, we assume that the modulated signals of all sources are mutually
uncorrelated with zero mean and unit variance and also uncorrelated with the noise. The
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output at the mth antenna element can be expressed as given in (2.2). hkm (/) is a zeromean complex Gaussian random impulse response associated with user k and antenna
element m. Fading components are independent and uncorrelated. When the long-term
effects are considered, hm (t) is modeled as:

{-f h2Jt),...,{—fb'jt)

M ' ) = i-fh'jt),

(2.4)

where gk is the distance of the user k from the receiver for k=l,2,...,K, ra=l,2,...,M, and
Q represents the propagation path loss exponent. Modified Smith's method [YBOO] is
used to generate the Rayleigh fading samples in simulations. A block diagram and
procedure to implement the fading model is described in [YBOO].
With the consideration of time varying multi-path channel, we consider a frequency
selective Rayleigh fading channel, modeled by a tapped delay line with L non-zero taps
[Pro95] with a CIR

^(/.0 = S^(/,/)%-r/(/))

(2.5)

where hkm (/, /) represents time-varying complex gain of the /th path between &th user and
mth antenna element and r 7 (/) is the Zth delay of the path. Random fluctuation of h^(t,l)
is caused by the scattering or diffraction and can be modeled as a zero mean Wide Sense
Stationary (WSS) Gaussian random variable. The CFR is obtained by taking the FFT of
the CIR.
The channel model mostly used in this thesis is a 20-path C2-Urban Macro channel
[WinOl] defined by the WINNER project for a wide area scenario (other than the SUI-5
three path channel model which is used in Appendix B). The average PDP of the C2Urban Macro channel is given in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Average PDP of C2-channel [WinOl].
Average Power [dB]
-0.50
0
-3.40
-2.80
-4.60
-0.90
-6.70
-4.50
-9.00
-7.80
-7.40
-8.40
-11.00
-9.00
-5.10
-6.70
-12.10
-13.20
-13.70
-19.80

Delays in microseconds [fisec]
0
0.005
.135
.160
.215
.260
.385
.400
.530
.540
.650
.670
.720
.750
.800
.945
1.035
1.185
1.390
1.470

A snapshot in Figure 2.4 shows the doubly selective nature of the simulated channel. A
total of 416 sub-carriers are used (5=416) and 120 consecutive blocks (F=120, where F is
the number of blocks in a frame) are shown as an example with a vehicular speed of 50
km/hr.
A snapshot of the Time varying frequency selective channel

Fr«q«ncy.(S*c,jne- s J

Tim. (Symbols)

Fig. 2.4. Snapshot of time-frequency variation of the channel (one frame with F=120).
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The fading samples created above could be used for simulating multiple consecutive
frame transmission; for disjoint transmission (having sleep mode in between the blocks),
different fading samples should be used in each frame as shown in Figure 2.5 with an
assumption that a frame consists of 12 blocks (F=12).
Indapendant Blocks '••

Fig. 2.5. Snapshot of time-frequency variation for disjoint transmission (two frames each
has F=12).

2.6. Frequency Domain Linear Equalization and Adaptation
In this section, we briefly describe the Linear Equalization (LE) and two basic
approaches of the equalizer adaptation techniques for SC-FDE systems. The SC-FDE
modulation is also referred to as Serial Modulation (SM) or DFT-precoded OFDM in the
Generalized Multi-Carrier (GMC) context [Win02]. This leads to the similarity of SCFDE system with OFDM. Therefore, in a SC-FDE system, the time-varying frequency
selective channel can be transformed into a set of parallel time-varying frequency flat
channels (so-called sub-carriers). Hence on each sub-carrier, we may apply existing
frequency domain equalization techniques. Frequency domain channel equalization for
SC-FDE is considered in [FAB02, SKJ9524, TB04 and references therein].
In a multi-element receiver based on FDE, there could be two approaches to compute the
antenna array coefficients to tackle the equalization and/or interference suppression
problem. In the first, the coefficients are directly computed from the received antenna
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array output error using a training sequence or receiver decisions as reference [Hay02]. In
the second, we compute the array weighing coefficients from the estimates of the multilink CFRs. We call the former direct adaptation and the latter indirect adaptation
[Hay02]. One might think that direct adaptation and indirect adaptation would perform in
the same way in equalizer weight update. However, as they use the training data in
different ways, they may perform differently [Zie91].

2.6.1. Direct Adaptation using Decisions or Pilots
In the direct adaptation technique the CE is implicit, producing the estimates of the
equalizer coefficients directly, for example Least Squares (LS) or Recursive Least
Squares (RLS) algorithms. We define the estimated equalizer coefficients as W[«] e
CMxK, by using the hard decisions S e C ^ B or pilot symbols (denoted as A e CKxTr), we
calculate the coefficients with the Least Squares (LS) optimization criteria as
W[»] = (Y[»]Y[»]H ) - 1 (Y[»]S[»] H )

(2.6)

where <> means time average over several DFT-precoded OFDM blocks (F), H in the
superscript denotes Hermitian transpose and n is the frequency index for «=0,1,...,B-1. A
similar approach is used in one of the proposed interference suppression techniques
described in Chapter 6.
Following are a few points about the direct adaptation:
•

Directly adapting the array coefficient is well suited to decision-directed
adaptation.

•

With the direct adaptation method W[/z] can be updated by means of any of the
existing adaptation algorithms such as Least Mean Squares (LMS), Constant
Modulus Algorithm (CMA) or exponentially weighted Recursive Least Squares
(RLS) algorithm at each frequency.

•

In direct adaptation, a condition of implementation is that all the users or
interferers should be present in each received signal.

•

One of the key issues associated with the direct adaptation is its convergence
characteristics.
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•

Speed of convergence depends on the suitable conditions to cause less error
propagation.

•

The number of blocks available for time averaging also affects the direct
adaptation performance.

•

There is no need to estimate properties or numbers of interferers.

2.6.2. Indirect Adaptation with Perfect (Known) Channel State
Information
In indirect frequency domain equalizer adaptation we utilize the channel frequency
responses either known to the receiver (this section) or their estimated values (Section
2.6.3). The Linear MMSE multi-user spatial processing uses the antenna weights such
that the power of the differential signal between the combiner output and a reference
signal,

which

is:E sk(q)-sk(qi

is

characteristic

of

the

desired

user,

is

minimized,

that

, where sh{q) represents the Mi user data symbol and sk{q) is the

corresponding estimate. The solution is given by the well-known Wiener Hopf equation,
which can be directly solved in order to yield the optimum weights. The antenna array
weighing coefficients of the frequency domain Linear Equalization (LE), W [n]e CMxK
in case of Perfect Channel State Information (PCSI) are given by [Hay02]:
W[»] = [H[»]H[»] H + < 7, 2 I M r i H[*], n=0,\,...,B-l

(2.7)

where a] is the noise variance, \M is an identity matrix of size M, H[n]e CMxK and

H

denotes Hermitian transpose. As from (2.3), the frequency domain antenna array input
vector Y[«]E C MX1 , the frequency domain equalizer output is given by:
V[»] = W[»]HY[»]

(2.8)

where «=0,1,...,B-1 is the frequency index. The equalizer time domain output samples
are given by:
v(?) = F; 1 (VW)
where Fg1 represents 5-point IFFT. The corresponding MMSE for LE is given by:
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(2.9)

/ « . =-^-X4(WW H HW-I K )(WW H HW-I K ) H +<7a2WWWWH](2.10)
where fr represents the trace of a matrix.

2.6.3. Indirect Adaptation using Estimated CFR
To compute the equalizer coefficients with the estimated CFRs, the known CFRs in the
MMSE equalizer's coefficient equation (2.7) are replaced with the estimates, as given
below:

WW = [ H W H W H +a2„IMYH[n]

(2.11)

where H[n] € CMxK is the estimated channel matrix at frequency n for all K interfering
signals. In indirect adaptation, the CE is done explicitly to produce the estimates of the
CFRs between the sources and the receiving antennas. Following are a few points about
the indirect adaptation:
•

H[n] is a result of interpolation in frequency and time from pilot measurements
on the pilot grid. We need interpolation in the frequency axis if the pilots are
scattered among the data symbols. Moreover, time interpolation is necessary due
to time variation of the channel.

•

Indirect adaptation requires explicit channel estimates of all interfering user
signals.

•

Estimation process does not require that all pilots be transmitted simultaneously,
and is therefore well suited to separate (orthogonal) transmission of pilots.

•

Separate estimation of noise variance a2 is necessary.

2.7. Pilot Multiplexing
We employed a pilot or training sequence-based CE in multi-user SC-FDE system. CE
using pilot symbols is employed in current 3 rd Generation (3G) systems [Kor03] and will
most likely be applied in the proposed 4G or beyond 3G wireless communication systems
[Win03]. In order to estimate interference-prone channels, we need to design training
sequences with good correlation properties. We will show that the proper choice of Chu
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sequences [Chu72] may ease the problem of estimation in multi-user scenarios. In order
to estimate the channel in a multi-user SC-FDE system, different training sequences or
pilot placements are compared. Training could be multiplexed with data, either (a) in
time-multiplexed fashion, in which short training blocks are multiplexed with data blocks
in time, which we call Time Multiplexed Training (TMT), or (b) in frequency
multiplexed fashion, in which pilots are inserted into the data block, which we call
Frequency Multiplexed Training (FMT). For FMT, we have to use the GMC transceiver
structure described in Section 2.5.1, to insert the pilot tones among the data symbols.
Moreover, it will be shown that CE with inter-user interference could be improved by
keeping the training sequences of ICUs orthogonal to each other. We have compared a
few such choices with which we can improve the multi-user channel estimates.

2.7.1. Time Multiplexed Training (TMT)
In Time Multiplexed Training (TMT), consecutive short training blocks preceded by CPs
are sent. Since the CIR is just a fraction of the block duration, we could employ training
blocks that are shorter than the standard data block. The length of these blocks is at least
equal to or greater than the expected maximum channel delay spread (L). The concept is
depicted in Figure 2.6. CP for training and data blocks are omitted for the sake of
simplicity. A short block 'T r ' in the beginning denotes the block containing the training
sequence. As we are dealing with blocks that appear periodic, (since they have CPs), we
can imagine repeating the length-Tr training sequence B/Tr times in order to make a total
block of length B. Tr denotes the length of the short block. The FFT of this block is a Bpoint sequence, which is zero except at the Tr "sample points", spaced at intervals of
B/Tr. These are the Tr "training pilots", distributed uniformly in the block of B
frequencies.
Pilots distributed in
frequency

Fig. 2.6. Concept of Time Multiplexed Training (TMT).
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Notice that the channel estimates can be improved by time averaging over several such
short training blocks. To achieve better CE, different Chu sequences should be used in
consecutive blocks.

2.7.2. Frequency Multiplexed Training (FMT)
The second pilot multiplexing method is in frequency domain. In SC-FDE with the GMC
structure, we can insert pilots in the frequency domain at any sub-carrier to form a
desirable pilot grid, exactly the same way as in OFDM. This is the reason why SC-FDE is
also known as DFT-precoded OFDM. The pilot insertion is depicted in Figure 2.7. In
Figure 2.7 pilots are denoted by 'T'.

Fig. 2.7. Concept of Frequency Multiplexed Training (FMT).

There are two approaches to pilot insertion in frequency domain: Frequency-Expanding
Technique (FET) and Frequency-Domain Superimposed Pilot Technique (FDSP)
[LDF06] or also known as implicit or superimposed pilots [LLM04]. In the former, the
data carriers are shifted to accommodate the pilot tones. In FDSP, pilot tones are superimposed with some scaling, on the data sub-carriers. Both schemes have their own merits
and demerits. FDSP is spectrum efficient but has some performance degradation
[LDF06]. One of the problems associated with the FDSP is the interference between the
data and the pilots. Also the channel estimates are corrupted by the data resulting in an
irreducible noise floor. Because of the performance superiority, we will be considering
FET called here FMT technique with an extension to multi-user scenario.
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2.7.3. Comparison of TMT and FMT
In this section we will compare the two pilot multiplexing choices described above. The
main advantage of using FMT is that estimation process is done in a single block,
compared to the TMT in which short training blocks are sent along with the data blocks.
The advantage of TMT is its superior PAPR. As in the TMT, short training blocks have
CPs; therefore, TMT has a slightly higher overhead penalty. A disadvantage of FMT is
that the resulting data plus frequency-multiplexed pilot waveform, is no longer a pure
single carrier waveform, and therefore has a slightly higher PAPR than a data waveform
without pilots or a TMT waveform. As a result, the data power in transmitted blocks
containing FMT pilots must be backed off about an extra 1 to 1.5 dB to satisfy typical
power spectrum mask requirements [LDF06].

2.7.4. Optimal Training Sequence
Selection of proper training sequences to be used as pilots is crucial in CE process. The
training sequences to be used in the TMT or FMT training schemes should be chosen
with the objective of minimizing the MSE of the estimated CFR. Such a desired training
sequence having constant envelope in time domain is good to encounter the PAPR, and
also their flat spectrum, which is favorable in frequency domain CE process. These
properties are found in a well-known Chu sequence [Chu72]. Chu sequences are
generated according to the procedure given in [Chu72]. The following equations are used
to generate Chu sequences for Tr length of training sequence:
ak{q) = exp(ji7fq21 Tr)
ak(q) = exp{jzxq(q -1) / Tr)

for even Tr
for

odd Tr

(2.12)
(2.13)

where <f=0,l,...,7>l is the discrete time index, k=l,2,...,K is the source or user index
and ^ represents prime numbers relative to Tr. In this thesis we always use an even Tr.
For the multi-user case a base Chu sequence is generated for one transmitter-receiver
link, and sequences for the other links are phase-rotated versions of the base sequence
[SCP04]. Phase-rotation in time gives a shift in the frequency domain pilots, making
them orthogonal in frequency domain. We will be using this approach for generating
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training sequences in order to deal with known orthogonal interferers and is described in
Chapter 3.

2.7.5. Initial Channel Estimates
To obtain the frequency domain initial pilot-based short estimate of the CFR, timemultiplexed short training blocks in the case of TMT, or scattered pilots in the case of
FMT are used. We call such channel estimates "short" since the pilot symbols are
sparsely placed in a pilot-carrying block and TT<B, where Tr is the total number of pilots
in one block and B is the block length. A simple method to estimate the CFR is based on
Least Squares (LS) principle [JHS95], [SNT03], [KSN03] and [CM98]. Short training
blocks are sent from the transmitter in TMT or the pilots scattered in FMT, and by
performing simple element by element division on the received vector we obtain the
initial short estimate as follows:

H[»,?] = 3

^

(2.14)

A[n]
where »=0,1,...,7>1, is the pilot frequency index, c represents the index for the pilotcarrying blocks in a frame, for example in Figure 2.8, c could be 1 and 12 representing
the first and twelfth pilot-carrying block in a 12-block frame, Y{WJ] e C Mxl is the array
input during the training phase, H[«,?] e CMxK is the short channel estimate at «th
frequency and A[n] e CKxTr is the FFT of the Chu training sequences of all the K users
such that
A = [A\A 2 ,...,A K ] T

(2.15)

Ak=[A^,A^,...,A^]

(2.16)

and

for k=l,2,...,K. After getting short CFRs, interpolation is required in both frequency and
time axes to obtain estimates for the whole time-frequency grid.
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2.7.6. Interpolation
In order to get a full length estimate of the CFRs H[ti,c] e CMxK for

n=0,l,...,B-l,

frequency and time axes interpolation is carried out. There are several interpolation
techniques available in the literature, which have their own benefits and drawbacks in
terms of performance and complexities [HKR97] and [SJS03]. An existing interpolation
method for CE for any multi-carrier system can be employed in a SC-FDE system.

2.7.6.1. Pilot Grid Selection
We define a frame, consisting of F blocks, each having B frequencies. This forms a timefrequency grid as shown in Figure 2.8.

n;idddidddTddc

d d T d (I c
J— J
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Fig. 2.8. Single user pilot grid (a frame).

The spacing between the pilots depends on the variation of the channel in time and
frequency. Nyquist sampling theorem dictates the inter-pilot spacing. In order to find the
minimum pilot spacing in time and frequency, expected bandwidth of the channel
variation in time and frequency should be known. Doppler spread and the maximum
delay spread of the channel give us this information. In general the requirements for the
pilot spacing are given by [Par04], [NES97]:
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D <— a n d D < — - —
T

q

(2.17)

If

where L represents the maximum delay spread of the channel, /Dmax is the maximum
expected Doppler frequency and Dn and Dq represent pilot spacing in frequency and
time. Moreover, the number of pilots also depends on the compromise between the
required data rate (pilot overhead) and the estimation performance.

2 J.6.2. FFT/IFFT Interpolation and Smoothing
A straightforward and simple interpolation technique is based on IFFT/FFT. A Low Pass
(LP) smoothing filter is also used to further improve the channel estimates [YA97]. This
technique uses a LP filtering in a so-called transform domain. Following are the steps to
obtain an interpolated CFR from pilot-based, sparsely sampled short channel estimates:
•

Convert the short channel estimates H[n,c]e CMxK into time domain by IFFT,
where n =0,1,...,7>1 and c represents the index for the pilot-carrying blocks in a
frame.

•

Pad the resulting time domain samples to the length of the block (B) with zeros.

•

Take the FFT of the resulting zero-padded sequence to obtain the full-length CFR.

The sparsely sampled short estimated CFRs are converted into time domain by using
IFFT as:
g = F" 1 (H)

(2.18)

where F^1 represents a 7>point IFFT and g(q)(= CMxK for ^=0,1,...,7,-1. The initial
portion of the resulting estimated Impulse Response (IR) can be viewed as the signal
region while the noise component is spread over the remaining region. The LP filtering is
done in this domain by putting zeros all over, other than in the so-called signal region:
fg»(<M)
[0

0<q<I
Odierwise

where q is the sample index in the transformed domain, Ir is the span of the signal space
defined in number of samples, m is the index for the antenna elements for m=l,2,...,M
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and q=0,l,...,B-l. The Ir can also be visualized as the cutoff of the LP filter. Full length
interpolated estimated CFR for each of the pilot-carrying block in a frame is obtained as:
H = F B (f)

(2.20)

where FB represents a B-point FFT. Windowing out the first Ir fingers in the CIR and
transferring them back to the frequency domain will reduce the noise variance in the CE
[YA97].
Figure 2.9 shows the re-growth in obtaining the initial CE caused by the interpolation
errors. In these simulations, there are 104 pilots (Tr =104) in a block of 416 sub-carriers
(£=416).
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Fig. 2.9. Re-growth in the estimated CIR.

Figure 2.10 shows the process of LP windowing filter and how the re-growth is
suppressed by filling in the zeroes. Figures 2.11 and 2.12 show the smoothing effects of
the LP filter on the estimated CFR.
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2.7.6.3. 2xlD Wiener Interpolation
Two-dimensional (2-D) interpolation based on Wiener filtering is a well-known
interpolation method [HKR97]. In this method, a 2-D interpolation matrix is computed
for whole of the time-frequency grid. From an implementation point of view the
computation of the full 2-D interpolation matrix is too complex. A well-known solution is
to break the 2-D interpolation problem into two cascaded 1-D filters, one working in the
frequency direction and the other in time. It is called 2xlD or separable Wiener
interpolation filter [HKR97]. Let the FIR filter in frequency and time direction be
denoted by

4»*W = [<[«],$ 2 '[»],...,^[*]] T

and

0'[?] = [<[?], 0 ^ ] , . . . , ^ ] ] T

respectively, then the estimator for 2xlD solution is obtained by using the Kronecker
product, so 0[/z, q\ = 0'[«]4>'[^] of dimension Qn^Qq, where Qn and Qq are the number
of pilots available in the sliding window defined later in this section. The optimal filter in
the sense of minimizing the MSE is the Wiener filter [Kay93]. The estimators <J>"0] and
<I>'[^]are obtained by solving the Wiener-Hopf equation in the frequency and time
directions, respectively [HKR97]. The filters <!>*[«] and <&'[q\ are designed such that
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they cover a variety of power delay profiles and Doppler power spectra. A rectangular
shaped PDP with maximum delay and a rectangular shaped Doppler power spectrum with
maximum Doppler frequency are used. The parameters of the robust estimator should
always be equal to or larger than the worst case channel conditions, i.e. largest
propagation delays and maximum expected velocity of the mobile user. Furthermore, the
average SNR at the array input, which is used to generate the filter coefficients should be
equal or larger than actual average SNR.
In our 2xlD interpolation filters, the filter coefficients of Wiener filter with so called
model mismatch are generated with the following prior knowledge about channel
statistics:
•

The maximum delay of the channel is known.

•

The maximum expected velocity is also known to the receiver.

•

SNR is assumed to be perfectly known.

In order to estimate full length CFRs, we may use all the pilots' correlations available in
the block. But this involves inversion of a larger matrix, resulting in a greater
computational complexity. Therefore, a 2D window of shorter size is defined, covering
fewer pilots {Qn or Qq). In 2xlD interpolation, we may start either with frequency axis
filtering or the time axis, as the order of filtering does not matter due to the linearity of
the process. The filtering in the frequency direction is obtained by multiplying the Wiener
filter coefficients with the short estimates as [SJS03]:
H[»]=2*t»]H-

(2.21)

where HOT represents the pilot-based estimates of the CFRs within the sliding window
defined by Qn and Qn is the number of pilots available in the sliding window, n is the
frequency

of

interest,

en

is

the

nearest

pilot

position

and

&"[t2] = [&"[n],&"[n],...,&Qit[n]]ris the filter coefficient. The filter coefficient vector is
defined at each antenna element, computed for all the pilot-carrying blocks in a frame,
given by:
fl»t«] = [RH H [»] + ^ J - X H [»]
P

P
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^

P

(2-22)

where RH H is the auto-correlation function e QQ»*Qn between pilots themselves and
RJQJ

is the cross-correlation vector e CQnxl between pilots and the actual channel

response. By assuming that the data symbols have zero mean and are statistically
independent from the pilots, the cross-correlation function is equal to the discrete timefrequency cross-correlation function
RHHpW = k[»-»i].-.R»[»-» j 2 »]J

(2-23)

the auto-correlation function is given by:

(2.24)

R,
_*,[**-*i]-JU0]_

The cross-correlation function depends on the distances between the actual CE position n
and all pilot positions, while auto-correlation function is independent of the actual
estimation position n as it depends only on the distances between the pilot positions.
In order to compute the cross-correlation vector and auto-correlation matrix, prior
knowledge of the maximum delay spread of the channel is assumed and is computed
using the following [ESB96]:
R,(A») =

-I.[(l/rm,)+2^(A «/B)]\

(,-,

U l - ^ M f + 2,f

(2.25)

An approximation of uniform PDP and letting xrms —> «> further reduces the expression to

RM«)=[—

i

An
27TJL\
B

(2.26)

After filtering in the frequency axis, the full estimate i.e. H is available for every pilotcarrying block. Interpolation in time direction is carried out to obtain the complete
estimates of the entire time-frequency grid i.e. H . For this purpose another Wiener filter
0'[^] = [<Pi[#],$2[#]»"-'^2?[#]]T

1S u s e

d

m a

similar way as described for the frequency

axis. The difference is the different window size (Dq). To compute the correlation
functions, we assume uniform Doppler spectrum and prior knowledge of the maximum
Doppler frequency. The auto and cross-correlation functions are computed by:
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Kq (Aq) = J0 (2^ Dmax (1 + L/B)Aq)

(2.27)

where Jo is zeroth order Bessel's function of first kind, / Dmax represents the maximum
Doppler frequency and B is the block size.

2.8. Summary
This chapter provides an introduction to the basic multi-user frequency domain
equalization and CE techniques and a brief overview of some of the previous work. In
essence, the chapter provides a framework in terms of equalization, adaptation, channel
modeling and channel estimation techniques. This framework in turn gives us an
overview of different basic approaches to be used in the rest of the thesis. (In this chapter,
a multi-user signal and channel model is also presented. A wide or metropolitan area,
urban macro channel, defined in the WINNER project is also described).
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Chapter 3
Pilot Multiplexing in SC-FDE with Intra-Cell
Interference
3.1. Introduction
This chapter deals with the in-cell SDMA interference avoidance techniques. In this
chapter we describe the uplink pilot placement and multiplexing techniques to deal with
the intra-cell interference in cellular SC-FDE SDMA systems. We propose and evaluate
orthogonal (non-overlapping) multi-user training signal generation and their placement
by using either Time Multiplexed Training (TMT) or Frequency Multiplexed Training
(FMT) and compare them with the non-orthogonal (overlapping) training. Least Squares
(LS) Channel Estimation (CE) with Linear Equalization (LE) is used in the simulation
results with different performance criteria in support of the proper selection and
placement of the training sequences. Comparison of different interpolation techniques
and effect of user mobility are also simulated. Finally, we present an analytical approach
to analyze the simulation results with a Gaussian approximation in an environment with
intra-cell interference.

3.2. Inter-User Pilot Co-ordination in SC-FDE with Intra-Cell
Interference
In this section, we extend the concepts of pilot multiplexing either in time (TMT) or in
frequency (FMT) described in Section 2.7 (Chapter 2) to multi-user in-cell SDMA
scenarios. Throughout this thesis work, we assume that the users' data always overlap
and hence interfere with each other, although they may or may not overlap during their
training phases. Moreover, the training sequences of all the users may or may not be
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known to the receiver. Two possible multi-user pilot placement choices are compared:
one with pilots that are overlapping from user to user, and one with orthogonal pilots.
Therefore, the two possible pilot coordination schemes are:
1. Overlapping training
2. Orthogonal training

3.2.1. Overlapping Training
When pilots from In-Cell Users (ICUs) are transmitted simultaneously, they would
overlap and interfere with one another. This could be termed as "No Coordination". For
CE, we assume that receiver knows the training sequences of every overlapping user at
any specific time-frequency instance. This assumption is quite practical, as signal
processing is carried out at the BS, and the BS is expected to have complete knowledge
about the training of all the users in a cell.
With overlapping TMT schemes, there are mainly two possibilities. In the first, all users
send their short training blocks at the same time with some space-time coding such as
Alamouti precoding scheme (TMT-A1). Alamouti precoding produces orthogonal training
with two users in the system. In the second possibility, we deal with more than two ICUs.
In this case, we cannot create orthogonality with any space-time precoding. In this case,
overlapping pilots must be constituted by special sequences having good correlation
properties. In TMT with overlapping Chu sequences [Chu72] (TMT-Chu) or TMT with
overlapping random QPSK symbols (TMT-QPSK), with K ICUs in the system, we send
and average over at least K short training blocks. The overlapping (non-orthogonal) TMT
concept with an assumption of three users, is depicted in Figure 3.1. In the figure 'Tr'
represents a short training block.

T,

,

T.

T

Data

\/

iMim.Mafl«H User3

Fig. 3.1. Non-Orthogonal Time Multiplexed Training (TMT-Chu with three users).
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On reception of a short training block after FFT we have, at frequency n ,
Ym[n,c] = fjHka[n,c]Ak[n]

+ Na[n,c]

(3-1)

where, m=l,2,...,M, c represents the index for the pilot-carrying blocks in a frame and
~n =0,l,...,r r -l, where Tr is the training sequence length and Ym[n,c] is the received signal
during training at the mth antenna element and Ak[n] is the FFT of the Chu training
sequence for the Mi user and NM[n,c] is the Gaussian noise.
3.2.1.1. Least Squares (LS) Multi-User CEfor Non-Orthogonal

Training

To obtain the initial pilot-based short estimates (assuming Tr<B) of the channel transfer
function for all in-cell overlapping users, joint estimation based on the Least Squares
(LS) principle [JHS95], [SNT03], [KSN03] and [CM98] is used. For K simultaneous
pilots, LS estimation of the K user channels requires at least K pilot-based blocks per user
in TMT and symbols per user in FMT. Here we give details with an example of TMT
training. (A similar approach can be used for the FMT.)
Short training blocks are sent from each of the transmitters (ICUs), and by using the joint
LS algorithm (described below), we form short time-averaged estimates of correlation
matrices at each frequency n . After getting the sparsely sampled frequency responses of
all the users, 2xlD interpolation filters, as explained in Section 2.7.6.3 in Chapter 2 are
used to obtain the estimates for the full time-frequency grid (BxF), where B is the total
number of frequencies in a block and F is the total number of blocks per frame.

Initial CE:
Consider the training sequence of Mi In-Cell User (ICU) Ak[n] to be the FFT of the Chu
sequence, while A[«] is the training vector of all users at frequency « .
A[«] = [A1[n],A2[n],...,AK[W]]r

(3.2)

With TMT we must have different training sequences in different blocks of the Mi user
and the total number of training blocks (NT) should at least be equal to the number of
users (K). The received signal at frequency n , at antenna element m, during the training
block b for b= 1,2,... ,NT is given by:
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=YHt[n,c]Ak[n]b

YJnJl

+Na[n,c]b

(3.3)

in matrix form,
Y[n,c]b = H[n,c] A[n]b + N[U,c]b

(3.4)

c represents the index for the pilot-carrying blocks in a frame. The dimension of the
vectors and matrices are given by:
Y[n,c] e C Mxl , H[n,c]e CMxK, A [ « ] G C f o l , N[«,?]e C Mxl .
For a given channel matrix H[»,?], the received signal Y[«,?] is assumed to be
Gaussian. The likelihood function will be:

/(Y[«,r]|lWl) = exp ~ ^ i § ; t ^ ^
I °n

Ni

*=1

J
(3.5)

where (.)H denotes Hermitian complex transpose of a matrix, a\ is the complex noise
variance and NT is the number of training blocks. The objective is to pick H[«,?], which
maximizes the likelihood function in (3.5) or minimize the kernel of (3.5).
The solution to the maximization of (3.5) to obtain the H[»,?] gives:
H[n,c] = 3[nY1B[n,c]

(3.6)

where
1

NT

3[«] = — 2 A , [ « ] A , [ ; » ] H
b=X

B[n,c] =

„
—-Y,Ab[nfYb[n,c]

(3.7)

i v 1 b=\

where n =0,l,...,T r -l. Note that the size of H is equal to the length of the short training
sequence (7V) or the total number of pilots in one data block. In order to obtain the
estimate for all the sub-carriers for Mi ICU i.e. H° (equal to data block length B,
assuming Tr<B), 2xlD Wiener interpolation filters are used.
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3.2.2. Orthogonal Training
Second possible pilot coordination is to place the pilots orthogonally among the ICUs.
Orthogonality between the short training blocks or pilots of different users eliminates
inter-user interference. Orthogonality can be achieved by an etiquette-driven system in
which only one ICU sends its short training block at a time or leaves those tones unused,
which are being used for pilots by other ICUs. With two users, a well-known space-time
coding known as Alamouti coding also serves this purpose. But the Alamouti precoding
scheme is valid for only two users' case. For more than two users, we force them to be
orthogonal with the help of a centralized control by the BS over the users' training
timings or frequencies.

3.2.2.1. Orthogonal Time Multiplexed Training

(TMT-ortho)

In orthogonal Time Multiplexed Training (TMT-ortho), at a certain time instant no other
ICU transmits if one user is transmitting its short training block. On the reception of a
short training block after FFT, (3.1) becomes:
Ym[n,c] = HAm[n,clAkm + N„[n,c]

(3.8)

having no interference from the K-\ users. Hence the users' training blocks would remain
orthogonal to each other and do not interfere. As every user follows the same etiquette,
they all remain orthogonal during the training phase. TMT-ortho with an assumption of
three users in the system, is depicted in Figure 3.2. 'Tr' in the figure represents short
pilot-carrying block.
Short Training Blocks

Data

[_
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*• -

0

o

'

0

-

j.i,..tliMi«iK&^/j
\J

User2

Data

T,

Data

Userl

>J

mmmmmmmfy User3

4Training Phase

Fig. 3.2. Orthogonal Time Multiplexed Training (TMT-ortho with three users).
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3.2.2.2. Orthogonal Frequency Multiplexed Training (FMT)
In case of orthogonal FMT, we keep different ICUs' pilots orthogonal to each other. For
example, pilots in three users' data blocks are shown in Figure 3.3 in which T ' and 'd'
denote the pilot and data symbols respectively. In orthogonal FMT, the pilots of Mi user
are placed such that the other ^T-l users should have zero at those specific tones.

0

1 2

3

4

5...

16 17 18 19 20 21...

...B-1

Fig. 3.3. Concept of Frequency Multiplexed Training (FMT) with three users.

Multi-user Orthogonal pilot Signal Generation:
Orthogonal frequency domain pilot distribution in different users is generated by using
the concept described in [CBM04b], in which a Chu sequence for the first ICU (k=l) is
generated using (2.12) and rewritten for convenience (for even 7V):

where ^=0,1,...,7>1 and £ represents prime number relative to Tr. A base-sequence is
generated by repeating the Chu sequence generated in (3.9) Pr times for Pr=B/Tr, where B
is the data block size and Tr is the total number of pilots in a block. If we denote the Chu
sequence generated by using (3.9) as:
i1 =(a\0),al(X),...,a\Tr-lj)

(3.10)

the base sequence can be written as:
a1 =(al,a12,...,a1pJ

(3.11)

where a1 e C lxB . FFT of a1 generates scattered pilots within the data block of the first
user.
A^i-F^a1)

(3.12)

r

where FB represents a 5-point FFT. The result is a Frequency-Domain Orthogonal
Signature Sequences (FDOSS) [CC00], or Interleaved Frequency Division Multiple
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Access (IFDMA) signal bearing FFT of the Chu sequence of the first user. Time domain
base sequence of length B is used to generate the other user's orthogonal sequences in
frequency by multiplying the base sequence with an exponential term (phase rotation).
a\q)

for k=l,2,...JC, and q=0,l,...,5-1.

= a\q)exTp{j2hr(q/B))

(3.13)

The FFT of these phase-rotated sequences gives the

orthogonal pilots for all the other users in the system, given by:
AM=j-FB(zk)

(3.14)

r

Therefore in FMT, similar to orthogonal TMT, (3.1) becomes
Ya[n,c] = HkJ«,c]Akm

+ Nm[n,c]

(3.15)

having no interference from the K-\ users.

3.2.2.3. Pilot Overhead Definition
For orthogonal ICUs the pilot overhead is defined as:

(# of pilot — carrying blocks perframe) * (# ofICUs) * (# of short training blocks) * (# of pilots per ICU per training block)
overhead =
(# of blocks perframe) * (# of symbols per block)

3.2.2.4. Least Squares (LS) Multi-User CEfor Orthogonal

Training

With Orthogonal TMT or Orthogonal FMT, the full LS joint estimation simplifies to a
simple division of the received vector (array input) with the known training. If A[n]
denote short training blocks in TMT or pilot sequence generated as described above in
FMT, and Y[«,?] is the received signal during training phase in TMT or picked from
every pilot location in case of FMT, then by simple element by element division on the
received vector, we obtain the initial short estimates and (3.6) becomes:

H[«,,-] = 5 ^ 1

(3.16)

A[«]
Y[n,c] is the array input vector e C Mxl for each pilot frequency n , for »=0,1,...,7>1
and c represents the index for the pilot-carrying blocks in a frame. After obtaining the
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short frequency response, interpolation in frequency and time is carried out to obtain
estimates of the whole time-frequency grid for each ICU.

3.3. Comparison between Orthogonal and Overlapping
Training
In this section, we present a set of simulation results illustrating different combinations of
TMT and FMT training with different numbers of orthogonal or overlapping ICUs and
receiver diversity. For the sake of brevity, we drop the term "ortho" with FMT.
Therefore, wherever FMT is used, it represents orthogonal FMT. In case of TMT we still
use TMT-ortho, TMT-Chu, TMT-A1 or TMT-QPSK to differentiate between the type of
sequence used and to show that they are orthogonal or not. Following conventions are
used:
•

TMT-ortho

Orthogonal TMT.

•

TMT-Chu

Overlapping TMT with all users sending different Chu
sequences at any time-frequency instance.

•

TMT-QPSK

Overlapping TMT with all users sending different random
QPSK symbols at any time-frequency instance.

•

TMT-A1

Orthogonal TMT with space-time Alamouti coding (only
valid for K=2).

•

FMT or FMT-Chu

Orthogonal FMT with Chu sequences used as pilots.

3.3.1. Simulation Results
System Parameters and Spatial Distribution:
System and simulation parameters are selected from a European WINNER project
[Win02] and given in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1. System Parameters
FFT size
Used sub-carriers
Number of pilots
Channel coding (convolutional)
Modulation Scheme
Carrier frequency
Signal BW
Duplex mode
Sub-carrier spacing
Maximum Doppler frequency
Up sampling factor
Time domain windowing roll off factor
Total symbol length
Cyclic Prefix length
Number of blocks/Code Frame
Number of users in the system
Number of receiving elements
Number of short training blocks (NT) in case
ofTMT

X=512
5=416
7>104
(133,171)0
QPSK
4.2GHz
16.25MHz
FDD
39.0625kHz
194.4 Hz
10
23%
28.8 usee
3.2 usee
F=12
£=1,2 or 3
Af=l,2or3
Vary from case to case

The spatial distribution of the ICUs in the simulation assumes equi-distant (equal average
received power) uplink users. Average Bit Error Rate (BER) performance of SC-FDE,
with different pilot-multiplexing schemes described above, has been evaluated. A
frequency selective time varying channel [WinOl] with a vehicular speed of 50 km/hr is
used. The average PDP was given in Table 2.1. Average BER curves with Perfect
Channel State Information (PCSI) are presented for reference purposes. QPSK
modulation-based single carrier system is simulated for a range of received Signal to
Noise Ratios (SNRs), each with 2000 random channel realizations. SNR is the signal to
noise ratio per receive antenna element. A random interleaver and convolutional Vz-rate
encoder with a constraint length of 7 and code generator polynomial [133,171] is used.
Other simulation parameters are given in Table 3.1. In most of the results, number of
receiving elements (M) is kept equal to the number of ICUs (K) unless otherwise stated.
All users' SC-FDE frames are assumed to be perfectly synchronized. With TMT, to the
first and the last block of each frame is added two short training blocks containing a Chu
sequence of 104 pilot symbols. The resulting pilot waveform is therefore uniform in
amplitude and spectrum. With FMT, there are 104 pilots spread over the first, second,
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eleventh and last block of the code frame. Note that for equal pilot overhead in TMT and
FMT, we send more pilot-carrying blocks in FMT to compensate the cases of NT>\ with
TMT.
3.3.1.1. Comparison between TMT and FMT
Two ICUs with two antenna elements at the BS is compared in Figure 3.4. With two
users, there are three possible training schemes with which we maintain the orthogonality
between them. They are Alamouti Space Time Transmit Diversity (STTD), TMT-ortho
and FMT. We compare the average BER performances with all of these orthogonal pilot
options. Initial channel estimate for each user to each receiving antenna is made by using
the LS estimation and 2xlD Wiener interpolation described in Sections 2.7.5 and 2.7.6.3.
From channel estimates frequency domain LE array coefficients W[«] as given in (2.11)
is obtained, and the equalizer output for each user is passed to a decoder, yielding data
symbol decisions.
Orthogonal FMT shows the same performance as with TMT-ortho and TMT-A1 with
equal amount of pilot overhead, with a difference of around 2.3dB from the PCSI. TMTChu is the non-orthogonal counter part with same pilot overhead. It is observed that with
time averaging over three short training blocks (same overhead as with orthogonal
pilots), the performance of the overlapping pilots is 0.8dB worse than the orthogonal
counter parts. Figure 3.4 also suggests that the TMT-Chu could perform slightly better at
the cost of additional training blocks but still worse than the orthogonal pilot
arrangements. TMT-QPSK is the case of overlapping training with pilots consisting of
random QPSK symbols.
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Fig. 3.4. Coded average BER performance, M=K=2, NT=2 and 3, LE - Performance of
orthogonal FMT Vs Overlapping TMT with QPSK random data symbols as training
(Perfect Channel State Information (PCSI) curve shown for reference).

In order to overcome the intra-cell interference, if orthogonality between ICUs during
their training phase is assured, then better performance is achievable than with nonorthogonal training with equal amount of overhead. Moreover, it is shown that the way in
which we multiplex the training either in time or frequency does not affect the
performance in time-variant channels as long as the orthogonality is maintained.
Therefore, intra-cell interference could be managed by orthogonal training either in time
or frequency.
In Figure 3.4, the SNR gap between PCSI BER performance and non-PCSI performance
for LE is around 2.3 dB which is around 0.8 dB more than the SNR degradation observed
in the Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) case [LFD08] and also in Figures 3.6 and 3.7.
This CE degradation is caused by the effect of the multi-user SDMA interference. Better
CE algorithms like decision feedback iterative CE described in later chapters are needed
to suppress these effects.
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3.3.1.2. Comparison between Interpolation Choices and Complexities
Figures 3.5-3.7 show comparison between a few of the possible combinations of different
interpolation schemes and their complexities. One antenna element (M=l) and one user
(K=l) are considered. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the average MSE at the equalizer output
and the corresponding average BER curves with different interpolation combination
choices. The legend FFT/Linear represents FFT-interpolation described in Section 2.7.6.2
in the frequency axis with a Linear Interpolation (LI) in the time axis. Similarly, other
legends can be interpreted. Superior results suggest the use of Wiener filter in both time
and frequency axes (2xlD filter).
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Fig. 3.5. Comparison of interpolation choices (FMT, M=K=1) in terms of average MSE.
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Fig. 3.6. Comparison of interpolation choices (FMT, M=K=l)- coded average BER.

A concern associated with the 2xlD interpolation is the computational complexity, which
increases with the selected window size in the time and frequency. Three different
window sizes are compared. Average BER with these three window sizes are shown in
Figure 3.7. It can be seen that we may obtain slightly higher gain at higher SNR values
with more complex interpolation parameters. 13x13 in the legend shows the window size
of 13 (0n=13).
FMTrEffect of Interpolation ComplexitfesvBER C2^harirvereC-P=1H:,S0l<m/hr, LE, M=1 ,K=1
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Fig. 3.7. Comparison of interpolation complexities (FMT, M=K=l)- coded average BER.
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3.3.1.3. Time Averaging in TMT
In TMT an improvement via time averaging of short training sequences is possible. We
send more short training blocks, assuming that they are short enough that the channel
does not change much during the transmission. At the receiver, the averaging of such
training blocks gives us better channel estimates by suppressing the effects of noise at the
cost of additional overhead. In the following simulations, contiguous short training
blocks (1 or 2) at the beginning of the first and last data block in each code frame are
used. With a single link, the same Chu-sequence-based training can be used in all short
blocks while in multi-user case different sequences per user are sent. A more detailed
description of time averaging is given in Chapter 4 where we deal with the Out of Cell
Interferers (OCIs). Figure 3.8 shows an improvement of around 0.5dB in average BER by
sending two training blocks compared to the case with no time averaging. Here we see a
bit more improvement with time averaging compared to the improvement shown in
Figure 3.4 (from NT=2 to NT=3) due to the multi-user interference.
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Fig. 3.8. Effect of time averaging on coded average BER (TMT-Chu), NT=l and 2, LE.
3.3.1.4. CE and Vehicular Speeds
Higher mobility affects the CE process. From the pilot multiplexing point of view, a
concern is their performances in the presence of higher vehicular speeds. It is shown
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through simulations that the higher Doppler does not affect the multiplexing way
differently. This is shown in Figure 3.9.

,!>;:

BMrahtt&TMT-Cftu;£fcMVehiajlar Speeds,
BER C2-Etonnal CC^i/2i5a,B0J^,i]0HW/hf;'LE, M=1 ,K=1

Avg. SNR(dB).

Fig. 3.9. Coded average BER performance, effect of different Doppler on pilot
multiplexing and channel estimation (M=K=l).

3.4. BER Analysis with Channel Estimation
In this section we present an analysis for the average MSE at the equalizer output and the
CE error. By using the computed MSE, we calculate the average BER by using a wellknown Gaussian Approximation (GA) with PCSI (known CFRs) as well as with the CE
errors. It is shown that the approximation works well in the presence of intra-cell
interference by comparing the analytical results with the simulation results.
With PCSI the average MMSE at the equalizer output is given in (2.10) and given below
for convenience:

•/«*> =T7^S /r t W W H HW-IJ(WW H HW-IJ H +^ 2 WWWW H ] (3.17)
o -K «=o

where tr is the trace of a matrix, a] is the noise variance, \K is an identity matrix of size
K, H[ra]e cMxK j s the CFR matrix, H denotes Hermitian transpose and the antenna array
weighing coefficients of the LE, W[«]e CMxK in case of Perfect Channel State
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Information (PCSI) are given as W[»] =

[H[»]H[»]H

+ a2J MY H[n], n=0,l,...,B-l. With

the assumption that the residual error at the LE output is Gaussian with zero mean and
variance equals to 7 min , the BER performance of an uncoded QPSK system can be
written as:
(

BER = Q

I

J min

L

] 1 erjcf 1-7.
J

7

V

.

/2

(3.18)

J min

where Q{x) is Gaussian probability integral [Hay02] and defined as:
2

Q{x) = -^J\e'^dj

(3.19)

The kernel of the (3.18) represents the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR).
Figure 3.10 shows the effectiveness of the approximation (3.18) with single user and
single element scenario (M=K=1). PCSI average BER result with the approximation
using (3.18) perfectly matches the simulation curve.
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Fig. 3.10. Average uncoded BER, Analytical Vs Simulation, M=K=\, LE with PCSI.

3.4.1. Analysis of CE Error in Multi-User Scenario
Channel estimation error in general includes the effect of noise and interpolation errors.
An analysis on parameterization of the estimation error is presented in [Gun04]. In multi-
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user systems CE error is also affected by the multi-user interference. If the estimated
CFR at antenna element m for fcth user at nth frequency is denoted byHkm[n\, then the
decision variable of the transmitted symbol Sk[n] is given by:
(3.20)

J.M=*«M.":W'M+Z:M

where Ym[n] represents the element of the array input at mth antenna at nth sub-carrier
and Z'[«] includes the effect of noise and multi-user interference. The channel
estimation error for Mi user at nth frequency and at mth antenna element is assumed to be
a Gaussian random variable and is given by:
*£[*] = H* [«]-£*[„]

(3.21)

where HkJn\ represents the actual CFR. The objective here is to analytically estimate the
BER performance of an uncoded QPSK system in such environments, given the average
MSE of the multi-user channel estimates. The BER can be found by replacing the MMSE
J^ in (3.18) with the MSE with CE errors / est . Such MSE is the sum of the MMSE and
the access MSE caused by the CE errors. The MSE averaged over all the ICUs can be
computed as:
•/es. = ^ E 4 ( W W H H W - I ( C ) ( W W H H [ « ] - I 1 C ) H

+(

7,2WWWWH]

(3.22)

We call this method semi-analytical approach. Using (3.22) and the actual equalizer
output with the perfect and the estimated CFRs of the M=K=2 link, histograms and
corresponding Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDF) are plotted in Figures 3.11 and
3.12 showing the validity of the Gaussian assumption. Figure 3.11 assumes CFR
perfectly known (PCSI) while in Figure 3.12 CE errors are also included.
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3.4.2. Mean Squared Error (MSE) Analysis
Another way of finding the average MSE typically when using the indirect adaptation
involve multi-user CE error. We call this method indirect adaptation-approach. The
estimated equalizer coefficients are multiplied with the array input thusly:
V[»] = W[«]HY[»]

(3.23)

where V[«]e C* xl . Equalizer output samples are given by:
v(i) = FB-I(V[»])

(3.24)

The CE error at frequency n can be written as:
x[»] = H[»]-H[»]

(3.25)

where, H[n] e CMxK, H[«] e CMx*and x[«] e CMxK
Using (3.22), substituting H[n] from (3.25) and the estimated weighing coefficients from
(2.11), the MSE at the equalizer output can be written as:

j

l

=

(H[*] - A.nf

[ H [ » ] H [ » ] H + a]lu

(H[«] - x[n]f

[ H [ » ] H [ » ] H + <J2JMY H[»] - 1 * j

Y H[»] - IK

B-l

1

Ytr

(3.26)

+

^ 2 |HWHW H + ^ 2 I M ^ H W I H W H W H +^„ 2 I M ^HWJ
J

B-l

Y tr

L

B*Kti

H[»]H[HWH[»]H

+t7 2 I M ]" 1 HW-lJ-KW H [HWHW H +., 2 I M f 1 HW +

* 2 |HMH[*] H +^ 2 I M ^HWIHWHW H

+.Xf'HW
(3.27)

H[»]H[H[»]H[«]H + ( 7 2 I M ] " 1 H W - I J C |

+ ||X[*] H [H[*]H[*] H

+ff,2IMI'1H[»]|

2

(HW H [H[«]HW H +ff JMYH[n]-IKf _
Y tr 2 Re
B*K£?Q
(H[«]H [H[*]HWH + a]\u Y HW - 1 J
J

B-l

ff2[HMH[*]H +ff2IM}'1H[»]|H[»]H[*]H +a2nIMYH[»]
(3.28)
By making the following assumptions
[H[«]H[«] H + « 7 2 I J ' = [ H W H W H +°]IMY
H[«]H[HWHWH +^ 2 I M ]" 1 HW=HW H [HWHW H +* 2 I J " ' H M
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•

E[x[#]H H[/z]J = 0, orthogonality principle [Hay02]

•

E||X[»]||

\=(?l (The MSE of the channel estimates at different frequencies are

constant and equal to the variance a2x).
(3.28) can be written as:
»-> (a2n [H[«]H[«]H + a]\MX
Jest =

+ a2xH[n]H [u[n]U[„]H + o]\M \ ^

B*K^r ^ H W H W ^ . X f ' H W

(3.29)

In (3.29) the first term represents the MMSE with PCSI while the second term is the
excess MSE caused by the CE error.

3.4.3. Comparison of Analytical and Simulation Results
In this section we compare the simulation results with 2x2 (M=K=2) and 3x3 (M=K=3)
cases with the two Gaussian approximation-based analytical approaches presented above.
Simulations are carried out with uncoded, LE and 2000 C2-channel realizations. The
average BER comparison is shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14 with 2x2 and 3x3 cases
respectively. In the legend, 'IA Approach' means indirect approach given by (3.29),
while 'Semi-analytical Approach' is given by (3.22). The figures illustrate the validity of
the Gaussian assumption for the CE errors in a system with interference. It should be
noted that with CE errors although the analytical approaches are not very tight, they are
reasonably close to the simulation results. Therefore the MSE analysis presented above
can replace the LE-based cumbersome simulation process.
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3.5. Summary
In this chapter, the issue of CE with intra-cell interference due to multiple In-Cell Users
(ICUs) in SC-FDE system has been addressed. Several techniques and performance
measures were tested, such as optimal training sequences and their placement, different
methods of interpolation, LP filtration to suppress the effects of noise, effect of time
averaging on the CE, effect of mobility and receiver diversity. Analytical approaches for
computing uncoded BER with MBVIO channels are also presented. There are two main
findings in the chapter. First, it was shown that with the multi-user SC-FDE system, an
arrangement of time-multiplexed pilots gives the same performance as an equivalent
arrangement of frequency multiplexed pilots. Secondly, it was shown that the channel
estimates in the presence of the inter-user interference can be improved by keeping their
training phases orthogonal to each other. Hence we can have equally good performance
with orthogonal training either with TMT or FMT to mitigate the effects of inter-user
interference in SC-FDE, SDMA system.
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Chapter 4
Inter-Cell Interference in SC-FDE SDMA
Systems
4.1. Introduction
Using SC-FDE in an interference-limited multi-cellular environment is relatively new. It
is therefore desirable to obtain a better knowledge of how SC-FDE system performs in a
cellular environment in the presence of inter-cell interference. In the previous chapter, it
is shown that the channel estimates in the presence of intra-cell interference are improved
by making the training of the In-Cell Users (ICUs) mutually orthogonal to each other. In
this chapter, we extend our discussion of CE via interference avoidance with multiple InCell co-channel Users (ICUs) in the presence of Out of Cell Interferers (OCIs). When
users from different cells are present on the same sub-carrier during a given symbol
interval, the resulting signal at each receive antenna element of the BS is a result of a
superposition of several co-channel uplink ICUs and OCIs. This chapter elaborates
different forms of possible compensations and training arrangements that can be used to
suppress the effects of OCIs, on the CE process of the desired ICUs.

4.2. Signal & System Model with OCIs
This section presents an extension to the signal model presented in Chapter 2 with the
inclusion of OCIs. The data to be transmitted by each in-cell and out of cell user is coded,
interleaved and passed to a mapping unit, which uses QPSK modulation. Perfect
synchronization between the ICUs and OCIs and full control over the selection of the
training sequences for all the users at any time-frequency instance is assumed. This
control is achieved by the coordination between the BSs of the interfering cells.
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At the BS, processing the signal vectors received at the array separates streams of the K
ICUs. Also, processing is carried out for P OCIs, if the BS knows the training sequences
of the OCIs. Each user's coded data symbols are organized into blocks of length B in the
same way that is presented in the signal model in Chapter 2. The resulting sequences
from the users are transmitted through K+P channel impulse responses. At the receiver a
composite signal is received, after Z-point FFT, we have
Y = F x (y)

(4.1)

where Y[ni]=[Yi[ni]...FM["i]]T where ni=0,l,...,X-l, m is the sub-carrier index and T in
the superscript denotes transpose. Y[«i] contains superposition of all ICUs and OCIs. The
cyclic convolution is equivalent to the multiplication in the frequency domain; i.e., we
obtain
Y[ni]=H[ni]S[ni]+N[m]

where,

Y[»J = [¥,[«,], Y2[nl],...,YMUl]f,

(4.2)

S[/zJ = [j,1[»1],i,2[»1],...,l$,|:+,,[«1]f,

H'My-H^in,]

are the Z-point
N[«1] = [iV1[«1],iV2[«1],...,JVM[«1]]T and H[»J =

H>,]

M [»J

FFTs of the corresponding time domain sequences.

4.2.1. Spatial Distribution of OCIs
The BS of the desired cell can serve up to K ICUs with M antenna elements. The spatial
distribution of users assumes equi-distant ICUs. A maximum of P adjacent interfering
cells with one interfering OCI per cell is considered. Due to the use of SDMA and
aggressive frequency reuse, a high level of co-channel interference is expected. OCIs'
average received powers at a given BS will depend on their propagation paths to their
own BSs. ICUs are assigned orthogonal pilots; thus there is no in-cell interference to
pilots. Inter-cell pilot interference can be minimized by adopting a frequency reuse
partitioning strategy, in which user terminals with low path loss to their BSs, but which
are in different cells, have frequency reuse of one, while user terminals experiencing
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higher path loss have a higher frequency reuse factor, and thus experience out-of-cell
interference only from more distant cells [Win05].
A representative frequency reuse partitioning scenario is presented in Appendix A in
which the frequency reuse factors for terminals within and beyond 70% of the cell radius
are 1 and 3, respectively. It is shown that based on a WINNER wide area propagation
model, average received power from each OCI in this deployment scenario is at least 15
dB below that of ICUs. Other techniques may be employed to reduce out-of-cell
interference, such as dynamic channel allocation and scheduling [Win05]. For evaluation
of CE performance for SDMA with out-of-cell interference, we assume that one or more
of these techniques have been applied, so that uplink OCI signals arrive at a victim BS
with an average received power of -15 dB, -16.6dB or -18.2dB relative to the average
power of each in-cell received signal. To simulate a severe out of cell interference, a
special case of 6dB below the ICU is also considered.

4.3. Dealing with OCIs
The performance of the desired ICUs' CE in the presence of OCIs depends largely on the
amount of interference offered by the OCIs at a specific time instant. This amount
depends on the number and relative power levels of the interfering OCIs. To deal with the
inter-cell interference, we may or may not consider higher layer coordination to
compensate the OCIs via resource reservations. We categorize the OCIs into two classes,
one in which we reserve orthogonal pilot resources (compensated) and the other in which
we do not reserve the resources (uncompensated).

4.3.1. Compensated OCIs
One of the solutions for handling the inter-cell interference is to keep the training
symbols of the OCIs also orthogonal to these of the ICUs. By keeping all the pilots
orthogonal to one other, a good initial estimate of the channels of both ICUs and OCIs is
achievable. Compensation is done by reserving tones for the OCIs pilots in the ICUs
blocks. The idea is depicted in Figure 4.1 and 4.2, with FMT and TMT pilot-multiplexing
options respectively. We keep the ICUs and OCIs' training orthogonal by keeping the
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OCIs' pilot locations unused. A further form of compensation is that the desired BS also
knows OCI's training.
With these compensations, we obtain two advantages. With orthogonal OCIs' pilots,
inter-cell interference does not affect ICUs' channel estimates; moreover, the knowledge
of the OCIs channel estimates will further improve the desired ICUs estimation. These
two compensations cost more transmission overhead and extra receiver processing. More
realistic compensation would be when OCIs' pilots overlap the ICUs pilots, and the BS
knows the training sequences sent by the OCIs.

Fig. 4.1. One compensated OCI (FMT example).
Short TraningBlocte

\nC>* Usor 1

/

Z _

A

Fig. 4.2. Orthogonal ICUs and an OCI (TMT example).

The above-mentioned forms of compensations can be summarized as:
Option-1: ICUs' training and OCIs' training are kept orthogonal to each other
and the desired BS knows training sequences from all users.
Option-2: ICUs' training and OCIs' training are kept orthogonal to each other
and the desired BS does not know the OCI's training.
Option-3: ICUs' training and OCIs' training overlap, and the desired BS knows
the OCI's training.
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4.3.2. Uncompensated OCIs
Allowing for orthogonal out-of-cell pilots requires that each cell leaves unused time or
frequency resources for adjacent interfering cells' pilots. By keeping all the pilots
orthogonal to each other we may obtain a good initial channel estimates of the ICUs but
the compensation will cost resources proportional to the number of ICUs plus OCIs. A
more realistic and practical approach in the presence of relatively low power OCIs is not
to reserve resources for them. This means that when an OCI appears in a system, its pilots
overlap and interfere with the ICU's pilots. This situation is shown in Figure 4.3 and
termed uncompensated OCIs in the rest of the thesis. Here we ignore the OCIs during the
estimation process. Obviously, with a larger number of such overlapping OCIs, more
deteriorated and noisy estimates are anticipated. In analogy to the above three options,
the uncompensated case is described as:
Option-4: ICUs' training and OCIs' training overlap, and the desired BS does not
know the OCFs training.
In all of these options, all users' pilots are orthogonal to all users' data.
, In-Cell User's Pilot
Overlaping OCI Pilot
ata bearing tones

4 f 4A

/

_|4"|

/

AA AA
•

•

•

Frequency

Fig. 4.3. Uncompensated OCIs (FMT example).

Received Array Input during Training:
In an environment with inter-cell interference, the received vector at the adaptive array
during the training phase depends on the type of compensation. Assuming Time
Multiplexed Training (TMT), with K ICUs and P OCIs in the system, time averaging
over at least K+P short training blocks, one per user, is necessary if all K+P user channels
are to be estimated. With non-orthogonal (overlapping) ICUs and overlapping OCIs
(whether or not we know the OCIs' training), on the reception of a short training block
after FFT we have,
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K+P

Yjm=Y.Hk^nAkm+Na[n,n

(4.3)

where, m=l,2,...,M, c represents the index for the pilot-carrying blocks in a frame and
n=0,l,...,Tr-l.

Tr is the length of the training block and YJn,c~\ is the received signal at

the mth antenna element, Ak [W] is the training sequence of the k th user at frequency n
for k =1,2,...,K+P, and Nm[n,c] is the AWGN vector. In case of orthogonal ICUs (nonoverlapping) with overlapping OCIs, (4.3) becomes:
p+i

Y.&>?] = Y,Hkm[n,c]AM[n] + Nm[n,c]

(4.4)

k=\

Similarly, in the case of no knowledge of the OCIs at the BS, as far as the receiver
processing is concerned, overlapping OCIs' training is treated as an implicit part of
Na[n,n

in (4.4).

4.4. Simulation Results and Discussions
To simulate the inter-cell interference along with the intra-cell interference we consider
the same signal characteristics and parameters described in Section 2.5.1 for the ICUs
and OCIs. Simulation parameters are modified from those used in Chapter 3 and are
given in Table 4.1. The number of ICUs in the system could be 1 or 2, with their pilots
orthogonal to each other. The number of training blocks (NT) depends on the total
number of users or according to the time-averaging requirements. C2 urban macro 20path channel model is used [WinOl]. A vehicular speed of 50km/hr is used. The power
delay profile is given in Table 2.1. Convolutional coding with a Vi-rate, a constraint
length of 7 and the code generator polynomial [133,171] is used. A Viterbi decoder at the
receiver is used. Indirect adaptation is used in all simulations throughout the chapter.
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Table 4.1. Modified simulation parameters.
System Parameters
Used sub-carriers (B)
Modulation Scheme
Carrier frequency
Signal BW
Number of blocks/Code Frame (F)
Number of In-Cell users (K)
Number of Out of Cell users (P)
Number of receiving elements (M)
Number of short training blocks (NT) in case of TMT

Values
1024
QPSK
3.7GHz
40 MHz
12
Varies in different
simulation scenarios
Varies in different
simulation scenarios
Varies in different
simulation scenarios
Vary from case to case

4.4.1. Comparison between Compensated and Uncompensated OCIs
In this section we evaluate the average BER performance with different forms of the
compensations and placements of OCIs' training sequences. A QPSK modulation based
SC-FDE system is simulated for a range of received SNRs, each with 2,000 random
channel realizations. Results after LE are shown with 256 pilots used in the first and
twelfth data block in each 12-block code frame. The number of receiving antenna
elements is 3 (M=3). The transmitted signal arrives at each receiving antenna through an
independent C2 channel with a vehicle speed of 50 km/hr. We assume that the data of all
the users (K+P) overlaps over the entire time-frequency frame. In Figure 4.4, we consider
two ICUs (K=2) and one OCI (P=l) with the simulation scenarios given in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2. Simulation scenarios.
TMT-ortho,UC,

ICUs pilots are orthogonal and ICUs' and OCIs' training overlap

M=3,K=2,P=l

while the BS does not know the OCI's training and does not estimate

(uncompensated)

OCI channel.

TMT-ortho,C-

ICUs' and OCIs' training are kept orthogonal to each other while the

TNK

BS does not know OCI's training and does not estimate OCI channel.

M=3,K=2,P=l
TMT-ortho,C-

ICUs' training and OCIs' training are kept orthogonal to each other
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KT

while the BS knows OCI's training and estimates OCI channel.

M=3,K=2,P=1
TMT-ortho,

ICUs' training orthogonal to each other.

M=3,K=2,P=0
No OCIs
PCSI

PCSI with no OCIs.

M=3,K=2,P=0
NoOCI

No Inter-cell interference and PCSI curves are also shown for comparison purposes. 'KT'
in the legend in the Figure 4.4 stands for the 'Known Training' of the OCIs. Similarly,
'TNK' represents the 'Training of the OCIs Not Known'. The average received relative
power of the OCI is 1/16th of that of the ICU's power. The TMT pilot multiplexing
technique is used. Performance gain that is achieved with compensation in terms of
additional knowledge about the OCIs' training is evident. A gain of approximately ldB is
obtained by reserving resources for the OCIs.

Fig. 4.4. Average BER-Uncompensated and compensated OCI, OCI training known or
unknown (relative power=l/16), M=3, K=2.
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As the OCI in Figure 4.4 is quite weak, equalizer coefficients computed with known OCI
channel do not help resulting in having not much performance difference in knowing or
not knowing the training of the OCI. This difference becomes significant if the interfering
OCI becomes stronger. This is verified with a Quarter Power (QP) OCI (around 6 dB
below the ICUs) shown in Figure 4.5, which depicts that knowing or not knowing the
powerful OCIs' training play an important role (around 1.8dB SNR degradation by not
knowing the OCI's training) in CE process of the desired ICU. QP is a severe assumption
and is only made to simulate a worst-case scenario.

simp)
Fig. 4.5. Average BER-Compensated OCI, OCI training known or unknown (relative
power=l/4)M=3,£=2.

4.4.2. Uncompensated OCIs with no Intra-cell Interference
With an increasing number of OCIs, compensation via reserving resources to make their
training orthogonal becomes expensive in terms of transmission overhead. Therefore, we
focus on the case when all the OCIs' training overlaps (either known to the BS or not). In
this section we consider no intra-cell interference. We consider two equi-power
overlapping OCIs (P=2) and no intra-cell interference (K=l) with TMT training sequence
arrangement shown in Figure 4.6.
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Fig. 4.6. Overlapping OCIs (X=l, P=2).

The effect of knowing the OCIs' training and explicitly estimating their channels, on the
average BER with different average received SNRs per antenna element is shown in
Figure 4.7. Each of the 2 OCIs has relative power 6dB below the ICU (around quarter of
the ICU power). C2 channel with a vehicle speed of 50 km/hr is considered. A larger gain
at higher SNRs due to the known training of the OCIs is obvious from the figure.

Comparison of M=3,K^i*0utof telt=2-QP-DCI.•.

Fig. 4.7. Average BER Comparison between known and unknown training of overlapping
OCIs, M=3, K=l, P=2 (relative power=l/4).

In Figure 4.8 an increase in the number of overlapping OCIs from 1 to 6 is simulated.
With one ICU and up to 6 overlapping OCIs, coordinated Chu sequence-based K+P short
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training blocks (TMT) are used. Average BER performance with different number of
equal average power OCIs with 3, 4 and 5 antenna elements at the receiver is illustrated.
The average received power from each of these OCIs is 6dB below the ICU. There is no
intra-cell interference in the system. Average BER reduction with the employment of 3, 4
and 5 antenna elements at the BS is obvious. Without knowing the OCIs' training and at
an average BER of 10~3, 3 antenna elements can support upto 2 QP-OCIs, 4 antenna
elements can support around 3.5 OCIs and 5 antenna elements can support up to 5 OCIs.
Knowing the training sequences of the OCIs at the desired BS enables us to support more
OCIs at a certain level of BER. But this achievement costs additional receiver processing
and extra pilot overhead for each of the OCI. Simulations are carried out at the average
received SNR of 6dB at each receiving antenna element. Results are obtained after
performing LE. C2 channel with a vehicle speed of 50 km/hr is considered.
:,

M:

Effect of QPrOCls with equal Avg. Received poWer, M=3,4 and:5,K=i

iffl
tot

ioe

'•'' r -'a:

.1

'2:.:

#.
Number of Ofil:

:4;

%,

6

Fig. 4.8. Average BER- Performance with diversity and known and unknown training,
P=l,2,...,6, M=3 and 4 and 5, K=\.

In most of the practical scenarios, OCIs would not be sitting on a ring around the desired
BS. The number and power of the OCIs will vary with time. Figure 4.9 shows the effect
on the CE performance of the desired ICU, with different average power levels of the
OCIs due to the distance attenuation. 4 OCIs with no intra-cell interference and 3 BS
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antenna elements are assumed. It should be noted that the advantage of estimating the
OCIs' channels with their known training sequences is less significant at longer
distances. Simulations are carried out at an average received SNR of 6dB at each
receiving antenna element. LE results are illustrated with a path loss exponent of Q = 4 .
^BffBCt^frt'.Diife'rent :Poywr^if€J<iis'r; pathi'fogs'exp.^'

10
- f r - ^ M = 3 ^ f 4 ,QGfc=4, DGIs training U nknovwt:
- Q — i ^ ^ s t ; G X 3 i = ! % bcis: training Known
10 t

W iff2
\w:
a.

a.
m
CD | Q - f

n
TA

t:2

;;
via
ix
'M
1-6
i:;?
Distance of QCisrelatfee,tothe In-cell user
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Fig. 4.9. Average BER-Effect of distance attenuation of OCIs, P=4, M=3, K=l.

Results in Figure 4.9 show that at larger distances of OCIs (weak OCIs), the advantage of
knowing their training sequences is diminished. Therefore, treating them uncompensated
becomes a more practical assumption. Therefore, we will be using uncompensated
scenario in later sections of this chapter and also in the remainder of the thesis.
One advantage of having weak OCIs is time averaging over fewer short training blocks
(NT per ICU), than the number of available users (K+P). Results are shown in Figure
4.10. As described in Section 4.2.1, we simulate OCIs' relative powers of -15dB, 16.6dB and -18.2dB relative to the ICU [See Appendix A]. Simulations are carried out at
an average received SNR of 6dB at each receiving antenna element. LE and C2 channel
with a vehicle speed of 50 km/hr is considered. Two different pilot overheads are
compared. One has short training blocks equal to the total number of users (NT=K+P),
and the other has 2 (fixed) short training blocks (iVT=2). Average BER corresponding to a
maximum of 6 OCIs is shown. There are two antenna elements at the BS. We observe
degradation in the performance due to less time averaging over the short training blocks.
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4

v
But averaging over two training blocks still gives an acceptable range (BER<10"
with 4

OCIs @-15dB) and a good trade off with the reduction in the pilot overhead.
Inter-Cell Interference, NT= 2 or K+OCIs, M=2,K=1
OCIs relative attenuations:-15dB,-16.6dB and-18.2dB
• i'

—••

;;2:

i

'
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dumber of b c i

i

i
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Fig. 4.10. Average BER-Different power levels of OCIs (Uncompensated OCIs- no intracell interference), P=l,2,...,6, M=2, K=\, NT=2 and (K+P).

4.4.3. Uncompensated OCIs with Intra-cell Interference
In this section we illustrate the effects of the inter-cell interference in the presence of
intra-cell interference. Figure 4.11 shows different possible scenarios of the appearance
of the short training blocks of the in-cell and out of cell users. With 2 ICUs and 6 OCIs,
we consider 3 different simulation scenarios labeled as 'case 0', 'case 1' and 'case 2'.
•

'Case 0'; All users' (K+P) training overlap (ICUs are non-orthogonal).

•

'Case 1'; ICUs training is kept orthogonal but all the OCIs' training overlaps one
ofthelCU.

•

"Case 2*; is a load-sharing situation in which one half of the OCIs' training
overlaps one of the ICU and the other half of the OCIs overlaps the other ICU.
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Fig. 4.11. Different cases of appearance of ICUs' and OCIs' training blocks (TMT).
In Figure 4.12, average BER performance for the three above-mentioned scenarios are
compared against the case in which there is only one ICU in the system (no inter or intracell interference). The relative powers of the interfering OCIs are 6dB below the ICUs.
Simulations are carried out with 4 antenna elements at the BS. The number of short
training blocks (NT) is equal to the total number of users (K+P). It is evident that the
load-sharing scenario ('case 2') offers the best performance in terms of average BER,
considering the same amount of overhead. Simulations are carried out with LE and at a
level of 6dB of SNR at each antenna element.
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Fig. 4.12. Average BER- Different cases of appearance of OCIs (Uncompensated OCIs
with intra-cell interference).
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4.5. Modeling of OCIs with a Gaussian Approximation (GA)
In the section we analyze the CE error and theoretically evaluate how the CE error affects
the performance of the average MSE at the equalizer output in a SC-FDE system in the
presence of OCIs. The out of cell interference is modeled by using a Gaussian
Approximation (GA) approach. In GA, we assume the entire out of cell interference as
white Gaussian noise. To apply GA, the noise variance applied in the MMSE criteria has
to be scaled appropriately. The approximated received signal is given by:
Y[»] = S[»]H[»] + N[»] + N OCI [»]

(4.5)

where S[«] is the In-cell transmitted data, Y[n] is the A/xl received array input, H[n] is
the channel matrix, N[n] represents the AWGN and NociM represents the interference
caused by the unknown OCIs. Equalization according to the MMSE criteria minimizes
the mean square value of the error between the transmitted signal and the output of the
equalizer. The error signal is given by:
3[»] = S[»]-W[»]Y[»]

(4.6)

where W[n] is Afxl linear array weight vector. The MMSE is given by:

/^EJaMl2)

(4.7)

And can be minimized by applying the orthogonality principle [Hay02].
E[3Y*] = 0
= E[(S-WY)(HS+^2+^CI)]
The MMSE is minimal if the equalizer coefficient W is selected such that the error 3 is
orthogonal to the received array input signal Y. That is, the modified MMSE coefficients
are

W[»] = [ H [ » ] H [ » ] H + (a,2 + a2ocl )IM Y H[«]

(4.9)

The inter-cell interference noise term is added at the receiver side to the received desired
signal including the thermal noise term. The variance of the inter-cell interference noise
term can be expressed by
p
a

oci

=

2-i
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oa£oa

(4.10)

where P is the total number of interfering OCIs, sOCI represents the attenuation factor of
each (pth) interfering OCI due to the applied propagation model for the transmitted
signals, Eoa is the transmitted OCI symbol energy.
Figure 4.13 and 4.14 illustrate the effectiveness of the GA approach. It shows that low
power (@-18.2dB) and large in number (P=5 and 6) OCIs can be approximated by a GA
approach.
Five OCIs @-18.2dB
Simulation, OGIss: 6: @ -1:6:2dB

Nooei
©— OCIsSAJVIoM

Average SNR(ciB)

Fig. 4.13. Average MSE at the LE output with PCSI, OCI modeling with GA (P=5@18.2dB).
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Six OCIs @ -18.2dB

Fig. 4.14. Average MSE at the LE output with PCSI, OCI modeling with GA (P=6@18.2dB).

4.6. Summary
In this chapter, the CE aspects in the presence of inter-cell interference with or without
intra-cell interference were explored. To deal with inter-cell interference orthogonal outof-cell pilots requires that each cell leaves unused time or frequency resources for
adjacent interfering cells' pilots. This compensation consumes resources and may be
wasteful as well, as most of the weak OCIs would not appear very often. In this situation
the overlapping OCIs' pilots become more significant and practical. It is concluded that
the inter-cell interference could be handled with orthogonal in-cell pilots and OCIs could
be dealt with by a combination of the spatial diversity and additional time averaging over
several short training blocks.
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Chapter 5
MIMO Soft Decision-based Iterative Block
DFE
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we propose a low complexity multi-user or MIMO Soft Decision-based
Iterative, Block-based channel FDE (SD-IBDFE) algorithm. The proposed iterative
equalizer structure is a low complexity non-linear soft decision feedback technique that
not only mitigates the ISI but is also designed to suppress the co-channel interference
without incurring significant error propagation effects. Estimated CFRs are fed into the
SD-IBDFE and within the SD-IBDFE iterations the channel estimates remain the same.
We will be using the SD-IBDFE or its modified versions throughout in this thesis in
addition to other proposed algorithms. This chapter deals with the description and
mathematical details of the SD-IBDFE and presents evaluation of the algorithm via
simulations with or without co-channel OCIs.

5.2. Multi-User Soft Decision-based Iterative Equalization
Decision Feedback Equalization (DFE) is a non-linear treatment used to cancel the ISI
induced by the past symbols without any noise enhancements. [BT02b] shows the
pioneer work on DFE in single carrier systems with frequency domain feed forward
equalizer. [FAB02] and [WKW04] also address a similar DFE with frequency domain
feed forward and time domain feedback equalization. DFE in single carrier with single
link is extended to MIMO systems in [TPD03] with frequency domain feed forward filter
and time domain feedback processing. Higher complexity is one of the major concerns
due to time domain non-linear processing. [TPD03] is an extension to the work presented
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in [BT02b] and [FAB02] with MIMO channels. In the following section we present an
overview of the block-based decision feedback equalization schemes.

5.2.1. Overview of the SD-IBDFE
A hard decision based Iterative Block DFE (IBDFE), with block-based frequency domain
feedback processing in contrast to the symbol-based conventional time domain DFE, is
introduced in [BT02a]. Such structures reduce the complexity of the non-linear
processing compared to the time domain approaches. This complexity reduction becomes
significant in channels having long delay spreads. In IBDFE, since the feedback loop
takes into account not just the decisions for each block but also the overall block
reliability, we have small error propagation. This technique is later extended to diversity
scenarios [DGE04] and layered space-time schemes [DKF04]. Smaller error propagation
and additional diversity gain are the main motivation for considering the IBDFE
structure.
[TB04] proposed a Soft Decision-based Iterative Block Decision Feedback Equalizer
(SD-IBDFE) in a Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) channel environment. In this
section, we propose and evaluate a modified multi-user or Multiple Input Multiple Output
(MIMO) SD-IBDFE. The SD-IBDFE presented here is a modified version of that
proposed in [TB04] that uses an approach similar to [DGE04], with the difference that
soft decisions are used instead of hard decisions. In this SD-IBDFE, a conditional MSE
difference between the symbols and their soft decisions in each iteration is computed by
using the corresponding equalizer's output. The objective is to minimize the conditional
MSE with respect to the feed forward and feedback coefficients. Both feed forward and
feedback filters are implemented with efficient FFTs resulting in lower complexity
compared to the SC-FDE with DFE described in [BT02a], [TPD03] and [WKW04], in
which the feed back operations are implemented in time domain. The proposed SDIBDFE helps to mitigate ISI and also suppresses co-channel interference.
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5.2.2. SD-IBDFE Coefficients Computation
In this section we describe some mathematical details of the computation of the feed
forward and feedback filter coefficients for the SD-IBDFE. The adaptation of the feed
forward and feedback equalizer coefficients and the resulting MSE are computed. A
simplified block diagram is shown in Figure 5.1.

y«» —

Output
(Data Sink)

YM

• • Decoder

•BiM

Soft
Decision
Generation

•>> Feed Forward
Coefficients

H[«H

l

i

Feedback
Coefficients

Fig. 5.1. Block diagram of SD-IBDFE.

The SD-IBDFE considered contains two separate frequency domain filters, namely the
forward (W[«]) and feedback filters (F|>]), which are jointly optimized in each iteration
to minimize the error propagation. In order to determine the filter coefficients the
following assumptions are made:
•

The noise samples have zero mean and variance <j2n: E[N[»]N[»]*J = Ba2nlM where
\M is the identity matrix of size M and B is the block size.

•

Data symbols and noise samples are statistically independent.

•

Data symbols have zero mean and unit variance: E[S[/Z]S[/Z]* J = BIK

The frequency domain antenna array input vector is given by:
Y[»] = H[»]S[»] + N[»],

n=0,l,...,B-l

(5.1)

where
Y[«] € C Mxl , H[«] e CMxK, S[n] e C & 1 , N[»] e CMxl.
Frequency domain forward equalizer coefficients (zeroth iteration, /=0, LE) based on
estimated CFR are given by:
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W'=0W = [H[«]HM H +a2„IMYilW

(5.2)

where H[»] e CMxK, W[»] e CMx*
The equalizer output at iteration zero (i=0) is given by:
V / = 0 M = W' = 0 M H Y[«],

V[»] e C & /

(5.3)

Equalizer output samples are the J5-point IFFT of the equalizer output:
v i = 0 (^ = FB-1(V'=°W), v(*)e C™

(5.4)

where q=0,l,...,B-l and F"1 represents B-point IFFT. The time domain equalizer output
matrix v' e C & B at iteration / can be expressed by:
v'=[v;,v' 2 ) ...,v^f
where

(5.5)

vik=[pik(0)pik(l)...pik(B-l)\,k=l,2,...,K.

v'k{q) is assumed to be a complex Gaussian random variable with mean sk(q) and
variance J'"1.
The corresponding MSE for the equalizer at /=0 is given by:

T* = ^ l ! 4 ( W ' = 0 W H H W - i K x w i = 0 w H H M - i ; c ) H +^ 2 w' =0 ww' =0 w H ]
B * K „=0

(5.6)
where tr represents trace of a matrix.
The soft feedback symbols for QPSK equi-probable symbols are formed by finding the
conditional expectation of the data symbols, given equalizer outputs from the previous
iteration i-1.
S/(q) = E(S(q)\vi-\q))

/ = 1,2,...

(5.7)

For the Ath user and i-l iteration, the conditional expectation is computed as:

K\q) = E[sMW^)

YJA>?U)\Y)&)
=—"7';!
,

1

, = 1,2,...

(5.8)

LiPKH (.q)\y)Pxy)
constellation elements f

The soft decision s'^1 (q) at the z'th iteration depends only on the corresponding equalizer
output v'^ (q) for a given data symbol sk (q). The conditional density function is given
by:
-80-

(

^k" (^)lf) = ^p-exp
ForQPSKmodulation,

2\

\y-vik\q)

1

J

/ = 1,2,...

f-1

(5.9)

y=-~(±l±j).

The soft decisions are computed as:

*"U = l2

tanh

^V2Re(vM («?))'^

r

f
+ j tanh

V2Im(vM(^y
/

i-\

(5.10)

V
where Re(x) and Im(x) represents the real and imaginary part of a complex number x
respectively and tanh(x) represents the tangent hyperbolic function. Here we define the
conditional mean squared difference between the data symbols and their soft decision at
i'th iteration as:
2

Qik{q) =

E\sk{q)\2W-\q))-\f-\q)

(5.11)

Here we define a diagonal matrix & given by
~Q[(q)

a=

0

0 Q'2(q) 0
.0

(5.12)

QiK(q)_

Let Sl[ be a row vector containing the diagonal elements of Q,': SI'I1 = [Q[,Q'2,...,Q'K'\. It
should be noted here that £l'p is independent of n and E§sk (q)\ \v't (?) j = 1 •
The conditional MSE of the current iteration i, given the outputs from the previous
iteration, is given by:
T =-^fJE(4yiM-S[n]\vi[n]-S[n]fi))
&

(5.13)

-K x=0

The conditional MSE (5.13) is to be minimized with respect to the forward filter W'W
and feedback coefficients F' [»], subject to the constraint that the gain of the channel plus
the forward filter for the nth frequency sample is to be equal to unity. Let
m'[n] = diagiyW' [/z]H[>]). Then the constraint is equivalent to
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|fyw=(ui,...,i)*

(5.H)

This constraint is accounted for by use of a ^-dimensional Lagrange multiplier vector:

where, p[=-^
»=o
#[»] = the &h element of diag(H[n]H \hl[n]fr [n]H[n]H +

an2IMYu[n])

«1W = 1 - ^ W / ? 1 W
where QtvJt is the Mi element of the vector Q.'v. The update for the frequency domain feed
forward equalizer's coefficients W'[/z]are:
W'W = [H[»]fl'"[»]H[»]H +a2„IMYii[4^

-?'']

(5.16)

The frequency domain feed back equalizer coefficients F' [»] are given by:
F'[»] = IK -HE»]HW''[»]

(5.17)

The SD-IBDFE output at iteration z>0 is given by:
V'[»] = W''[»]H Y[»] + F'[*] H S M [«]

(5.18)

where,
S M W = F B (s M (^))
Equalizer output samples:
x!'(q) = F-1(\'[n])

(5.19)

The corresponding conditional MSE is:

/'' = ^ E 4 W ' W H H W - I K ) « / ( W ' W H H W - I K ) H

+ *,2W'[»]W''[»]H]

(5.20)

The new soft decisions for the current iteration i are obtained by using (5.10). Note that
from (5.14) and the constraint (5.15), the following is true:
i f > ^ ( F [ « ] ) = [0,0,...,0r
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(5.21)

This implies that the zeroth feedback coefficient in the time domain is zero, and hence
any soft decision s' (q) is not affected by s'~l{q).
Although the performance of the iterative receiver depends on the accuracy with which
the time-varying CFR H is estimated, it is worth noting that the soft decision feedback
of SD-IBDFE results incurs less harmful error propagation effects than conventional hard
decision feedback equalization. This SD-IBDFE has ability to mitigate ISI and suppress
the in-cell interference as well as it offers a low complexity solution to the DFE problem.
Notice within this SD-IBDFE receiver the equalization and channel decoding procedures
are performed separately; that is the feedback loop uses the equalizer outputs instead of
the channel decoder output. Higher performance gains can be achieved if these
procedures are performed jointly. This is done by employing frequency domain Turbo
Equalization (TE) schemes [TKS02] where the equalization and decoding processes are
repeated in an iterative way. Receiver processing with frequency domain-TE is presented
in Chapter 7.

5.3. Performance Evaluation
To simulate and evaluate the performance of the proposed SD-IBDFE we use the
parameters and assumptions described in Table 3.1 (Chapter 3). The channel model and
the corresponding average power delay profile are given in Table 2.1 (Chapter 2).

5.3.1. SD-IBDFE Performance Evaluation with no Intra-cell
Interference
Improvement in average Frame Error Rate (PER) performance with SD-IBDFE SISO
link (M=K=1) is depicted in Figure 5.2. Each transmitted signal arrives at each receiving
antenna through an independent C2 channel with a vehicle speed of 50 km/hr. The results
are obtained after performing the Linear Equalization (LE-/£=0, where h represents the
total number of SD-IBDFE iterations), 1 and 4 SD-IBDFE iterations (7^=1 and 4). In
these simulations, the length of the short training block (7V) is 104, while the block length
(B) is 416 and the simulations are carried out with 1000 channel realizations. Frequency
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Multiplexed Training (FMT) is used to multiplex the pilots among the data symbols.
Notice that most of the gain is obtained in the first iteration {h=l) and the gain gap
reduces as we increase the number of SD-IBDFE iterations.
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Fig. 5.2. PCSI Vs FMT-Chu, improvement in average FER through SD-IBDFE, M=K=l.

5.3.2. SD-IBDFE Performance Evaluation with Intra-cell Interference
In this section we evaluate the SD-IBDFE performance by considering the inclusion of
the orthogonal co-channel ICUs. Figure 5.3 illustrates the performance comparison of
SD-IBDFE with LE with two co-channel ICUs (K=2). In this case the three possible
orthogonal training options are FMT, TMT-ortho and TMT-A1 (only with K=2). In FMT
scheme, pilots are orthogonally inserted in the data block in a frequency-multiplexed
manner. TMT-ortho represents pilot multiplexing in time by using short training blocks.
The TMT-A1 produces the orthogonal training via Alamouti space-time coding and is
only possible with two transmitting sources {K=2).
With PCSI, an improvement of around 1.8dB is achieved over LE, using SD-IBDFE
algorithm with IE=4. With CE and two antenna elements (M=2) at the BS, the SNR gain
of about 1.2-2.0 dB is obtained with SD-IBDFE. An independent C2-channel for each
transmitter-receiver link with a mobility of 50km/hr is used in the simulations. Two short
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training blocks are used. 2000 channel realizations are considered to obtain the average
BER results.
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Fig. 5.3. Average BER comparison between LE (/E=0) and SD-IBDFE (7E=4), M=K=2.

5.3.3. SD-IBDFE Performance Evaluation with Intra and Inter-cell
Interference
In order to see the performance of the SD-IBDFE with in-cell as well as out of cell
interference we have used a scenario described in Section 4.4.3 for the uncompensated
OCIs with Intra-cell Interference. Figure 4.11, reproduced here as Figure 5.4 for
convenience depicts the specific interference distribution. In this case, there is a loadsharing situation in which one half of the OCIs' training overlaps one of the ICU and the
other half of the OCIs overlaps the other ICU.
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Fig. 5.4. Scenario of the overlapping OCIs' and ICUs' training blocks.
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In evaluation illustrated in Figure 5.5, we have used the modified simulation parameters
described in Table 4.1. 2000 channel realizations are used in order to obtain the curves.
There are two orthogonal ICUs in the system and two OCIs are affecting each ICU. The
relative powers of the interfering OCIs are 6dB below the ICUs. Simulations are carried
out with four antenna elements at the BS. The number of short training blocks (NT) is
equal to the total number of users (K+P). It is evident that at higher SNRs, SD-IBDFE
based iterative processing further improves the average BER performance by around 1.4
and more dBs. This suggests that the soft cancellation provided by the SD-IBDFE could
be a good candidate for suppressing the co-channel interference along with the IS I. The
Iterative Equalization (iter#4) in the legend shows 4 SD-IBDFE cycles
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Fig. 5.5. Average BER-Improvement by SD-IBDFE (Uncompensated OCIs with intracell interference), M=4, K=2, P=2+2.

5.4. Summary
In this chapter we propose a new low complexity block-based SD-IBDFE, which assists
to remove ISI and suppresses the co-channel interference. As the feedback coefficients
update involves soft decisions, the possibility of error propagation at higher SNR is
reduced. As both feed forward and feedback filters are employed with efficient FFT
implementation, the processing complexity is much lower compared to the DFEs based
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on the time domain feedback processing, especially in the case of larger channel memory.
This gives a notion that with improved channel estimates via any decision-directed
approach, the proposed SD-IBDFE has ability to further suppress the interference.
Moreover, as SD-IBDFE computes and updates the soft decisions, it would be possible to
easily modify it to accommodate the Turbo Equalization (TE).
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Chapter 6
Interference Suppression in SC-FDE SDMA
System
6.1. Introduction
This chapter focuses on developing and evaluating algorithms to suppress the intra-cell
interference as well as the inter-cell interference caused by the uncompensated OCIs
(unknown interferences). The chapter consists of three parts: The first part proposes and
evaluates a new SC-FDE multi-user hard decision-based threshold-based Decision
Feedback Iterative Channel Estimation (HD-DFICE) algorithm. The second section is
dedicated to the CE improvement in the presence of intra and inter-cell interference via a
version of PIC-assisted HD-DFICE. In the third section, a Least Squares (LS) forward
filter processing is proposed to further mitigate the interference.
Also, iterative CE over multiple frames to estimate the desired user's channels provides
some additional gain. Simulation results show that the combination of these low
complexity algorithms gives reasonably good results in interference-dominated doubly
selective channels.

6.2. Decision Feedback Iterative Channel Estimation (DFICE)
This is an era of iterative receiver processing. A popular estimation technique integrated
in an iterative receiver is Decision Feedback Iterative Channel Estimation (DFICE).
Iterative Channel Estimation (ICE) for mobile wireless channels has received great
attention due to their performance gain [SJS03]. In DFICE, both pilot symbols and soft or
hard decisions (estimates of the data symbols) are used to improve the channel estimate
quality in a semi-blind manner [SLS98]. In the DFICE, in contrast to purely pilot assisted
CE methods [LiOO] both the pilot symbols as well as the decisions on the information
symbols are utilized for CE. The simple notion of the method is that in the absence of
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transmission errors we can benefit from the availability of 100% pilot information by
using the detected symbols as an a-posteriori reference signal. It should be noted that the
decision-directed CE algorithms face error propagation at lower SNRs.

6.2.1. Overview of the DFICE
[SLS98] presents initial work on ICE in a GSM-like system, and showed performance
gain with soft decision feedback. Soft decisions improve the quality of the channel
estimates due to less error propagation. More recently, a series of work on SISO-DFICE
with MC-CDMA and OFDM system is done in [SRA05], [BA06] and [BA07]. A recent
SISO CE using DFICE in SC-FDE system is presented in [LFD08]. It should be noticed
that in the presence of inter-user interference the decision-directed approaches become
complex and more vulnerable to the error propagation due to the overlapping data of
different co-channel users. There is an abundance of research done on ICE with MIMOOFDM systems [CL05], [ZSW06] and [QYS05]. A DFICE, has been presented for the
space-time trellis coded (STTrC) OFDM system in [LSA99]. A similar idea has been
generalized to the MIMO-OFDM system in [LWS02]. Due to the high complexity of the
matrix inversion encountered in the LS and MMSE estimator, several reduced complexity
CE algorithms, for the MMO-OFDM system have been proposed [Li02], [XG03] and
[LWL02]. Most of the previous work on interference in MEVIO-OFDM-DFICE systems
involve turbo processing and will be described later in Chapter 7.

6.2.2. HD-DFICE Algorithm
The CFR estimates used in the previous chapters are computed from a combination of
known pilots and the 2xlD Wiener interpolation filter. Also a Low Pass (LP) smoothing
filter is used to further suppress the effect of noise. The CFR estimates of the ICUs can
further be improved iteratively by making use of the decisions. These decisions are taken
either before the decoding stage in the receiver or coding gain can also be utilized by
picking up the decisions after the decoder. In this work we include the coding gain while
making the decisions. In this section we will introduce a threshold-based hard decision-
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based DFICE (HD-DFICE). A simple block diagram of the proposed multi-user system
employing the HD-DFICE is shown in Figure 6.1.
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Fig. 6.1. Block diagram of hard decision-based CE (HD-DFICE).

Low Pass (LP) smoothing filter obtains the initial estimates through the position I in
Figure 6.1. In LP filtering, the full-length estimated CFR is converted into the time
domain by using an IFFT and smoothing is done over the noise caused by the AWGN
and the unknown OCIs by setting the IR samples beyond the maximum span of L to zero,
where L represents the channel memory. After passing through the iterative equalization
(SD-IBDFE) and the Viterbi decoder, hard decisions are available at the receiver. The
message information is fed back to the encoder and an interieaver. At this point, decisions
on all frequencies become available. An FFT is performed on them and an updated
channel estimates for the Mi ICUs at nth frequency and y'th HD-DFICE iteration for
j=l,2,...,/ ICE are computed as:
T - T/r

Y[n]

where /i CE represents the total number of DFICE iterations, Y[»] e C Mxl is the array input
and S£[n] represents the hard decision for the Mi ICU aftery" HD-DFICE iterations at the
nth frequency such that n=0,l,...,5-l. It should be noted that these hard decisions are
obtained after several SD-IBDFE iterations (M),l,...,/ E -1, typically /E=4) and the decoder
stage.
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In SC-FDE, while invoking (6.1) a possible problem is noise enhancement at frequencies
where S[[n\ for kth user has a smaller magnitude. In other words, as the envelope of the
frequency response of the decisions is not constant in SC-FDE, there is an issue of noise
enhancement while computing the CFR via decisions. This issue is tackled by using a
threshold-based Frequency Replacement Technique (FRT) in the HD-DFICE. In FRT
the noise enhancement affected CFRs are replaced by either the CFRs obtained in the
previous ICE iteration i.e. H^_1 or with the pilot-based initial CFRs i.e. H ° . A rationale
for the FRT is provided by (7.24) in Chapter 7. An empirically chosen threshold X is set
to decide the reliability of the decision, thus if | Si [n\ | is less than the threshold X, we
write the estimate update as:

HJM =

Hf x [«]

if|j/W|<A

Y|>]
H{\n] = -zr-.—

Otherwise

(6.2)

In Figure 6.1, the input of the LP filter after first HD-DFICE iteration (/=1) is taken from
position II. After first HD-DFICE iteration, H;('[»] obtained via (6.1) is fed back to the
SD-EBDFE that uses the updated CFR estimates for its internal iterations

0'=0,1,...,/E-1,

typically 7E=4). Iterative equalizer output is again fed to the decoder and an update of the
hard decisions is available for the next HD-DFICE iteration and so on.
The employment of the proposed multi-user HD-DFICE allows us to reduce the number
of required pilot symbols to achieve a certain FER performance. It is shown in the later
sections of the chapter, where we evaluate interference-prone systems, that the amount of
the training (number of short training blocks NT) that dictates the pilot overhead can
significantly be reduced with the help of HD-DFICE at the cost of slightly increased
computational complexity.

6.3. Simulation Results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed HD-DFICE algorithm we used the
parameters and assumptions described in Table 4.1 (Chapter 4). The channel model and
the corresponding average power delay profile are given in Table 2.1 (Chapter 2).
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It should be noted that the simulations include any error propagation effects resulting
from feedback of incorrect hard decisions.

6.3.1. HD-DFICE Performance Evaluation with no Multi-User
Interference
Figure 6.2 compares the average BER results with LE, SD-IBDFE and the HD-DFICE
with SISO link. For reference purposes PCSI curves are also shown. In these simulations,
the number of pilots spread in the first and last data block is 256. Equalizer output is
obtained after 4 iterations of SD-IBDFE (IE=4). Output of the SD-IBDFE is deinterleaved, and after passing through a Viterbi decoder and convolutional encoder, the
code bits are again interleaved. By using a simulation-based threshold of A =13, channel
estimates are computed iteratively. Each transmitted signal arrives at each receiving
antenna through an independent C2 channel with a vehicle speed of 50 km/hr. A gain of
about 1.2 dB is observed with HD-DFICE over the LE. Results shown in Figure 6.2 are
after one HD-DFICE iteration (7/c£=l). It should be noted that each IICE includes all IE i.e.
each IICE includes 4 SD-IBDFE iterations

(7E=4).

Fig. 6.2. Improvement in average BER via HD-DFICE, M=K=IICE=1, /E=4,C2-Channel,
50 km/hr, NT=l, results with LE and SD-IBDFE also shown for comparison.
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6.3.2. HD-DFICE Performance Evaluation with Inter-Cell Interference
It is illustrated in the previous section that with HD-DFICE based SISO system BER
performance can be improved by around ldB (See Figure 6.2). In this section, the HDDFICE is applied to a scenario with no intra-cell interference, but having unknown
(uncompensated) OCIs. There is only one ICU of interest and the focus is on the CE
aspects of the HD-DFICE algorithm in the presence of the interference caused by several
OCIs.
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 illustrate the average MSE at the equalizer output and the average
FER results respectively with the employment of the HD-DFICE with one ICU (K=l)
and two or three OCIs (P=2 and 3). The average MSE is computed using (5.20). The
relative powers of the uncompensated OCIs are assumed to be 15 dB lower than that of
ICU. Two antenna elements (M=2) at the BS are used. The number of short training
blocks sent by the ICU prior to the first and last block of the frame is two (NT=2). This
means that a total of 4 short blocks per ICU are sent in one frame.
Average MSE performances of pilot-supported LE, pilot-supported SD-IBDFE with Ig=4,
and HD-DFICE-supported SD-IBDFE, with 2 or 3 OCIs, with

7/CE=1,

are compared in

Figure 6.3. The crossover at lower SNRs is caused by the error propagation in both SDIBDFE and HD-DFICE. The SD-IBDFE (iter4) in the legend represents one SD-IBDFE
cycle with IE=4, using only initial CFR estimates derived from pilots. Similarly, the HDDFICE (iterl) means two SD-IBDFE cycles with 7£=4 each, with second cycle using
updated ICE-derived CFR estimates. The notation "nk" means that the desired BS does
not have knowledge about the training sequences of the OCIs.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the corresponding average FER. It should be noted that, as the
number of OCIs increases, the inter-cell interference makes the array input noisier and
the performance of HD-DFICE is expected to deteriorate (as depicted in the FER results).
Average FER with PCSI is also plotted for reference purposes. A similar trend is
expected with the presence of higher power OCIs. With further increase in the number of
OCIs or their relative powers, the performance of HD-DFICE might deteriorate, but will
still be better than LE or SD-IBDFE at higher SNR values. Presence of Intra-cell
interference will further affect the performance of all these algorithms. Performance of
the HD-DFICE in the presence of intra-cell interference is addressed in Section 6.4.
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Figure 6.5 depicts the average FER as a function of the number of OCIs. There is only
one ICU (K=l), two receive antenna elements (M=2), the average SNR at each antenna
element is 6 dB and the OCIs' received average power is either -15 dB or -16.6 dB. C2
channel with a vehicle speed of 50 km/hr is used. OCIs interfere with ICU data and pilot
signals, and as mentioned above, there is no attempt to compensate for the OCIs. The
number of training blocks is 2 (NT=2). Following equalization algorithms at the receiver
are compared:
•

Linear Equalization (LE) with ICU CFR estimated from pilot-aided CE (PACE)
with 2xlD Wiener interpolation.

•

SD-IBDFE with ICU CFR initially estimated with PACE and in subsequent
iterations by HD-DFICE.

It is observed from Figure 6.5 that for an average FER of 10" , only one -16.6 dB OCI can
be tolerated by the LE, while two -15 dB or four -16.6 dB OCIs can be tolerated by the
HD-DFICE-assisted SD-IBDFE. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of HDDFICE. They also show the system's sensitivity to the number of uncompensated OCIs,
especially for a fixed amount of pilots and also to the number of receiving antenna
elements that is less than the total number of interferers (M<K+P).
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Fig. 6.5. Average FER with only LE and SD-IBDFE with HD-DFICE (uncompensated
OCIs with no intra-cell interference @-15dB or -16.6dB) M=2, K=IICE=l,
Channel, 50 km/hr, NT=2.
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Average BER results shown in Figure 6.6 are obtained with fixed number of training
blocks (NT=2) and also with the training blocks equal to the sum of in-cell and out of cell
users (K+P). It shows less sensitivity to the number of OCIs and additional gain is
achievable by sending more training blocks, but this would require a proportional
increase in pilot overhead.

Fig. 6.6. Average BER with only LE and SD-IBDFE with HD-DFICE (uncompensated
OCIs with no intra-cell interference @-15dB or -16.6dB), M=2, K=IIce=l, h=4, C2Channel, 50 km/hr, NT=2 or K+P.

6.4. Parallel Interference Cancellation (PIC) assisted HDDFICE
In the previous section, we evaluated the performance of the HD-DFICE with inter-cell
interference in which the power levels of the OCIs are much lower than the ICU. In case
of intra-cell interference we face relatively higher power or, due to slow power control,
equal power interferers. In the presence of intra-cell interference the decision-directed CE
approaches become sensitive to multiple user fed back decision errors. To utilize the
proposed HD-DFICE in the presence of the intra-cell interference along with the inter-
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cell interference, the array input should be as much interference-free as possible. This is
accomplished by using a well-known process called Parallel Interference Cancellation
(PIC).
PIC is a promising way of mitigating the effects of co-channel multi-user interference or,
more generally, interference in a SDMA system [MHOO]. PIC detects and subtracts the
estimates of all interfering signals in parallel before detection of the wanted signal. The
obtained interference is subtracted, i.e. canceled from the received signal, and the data
detection is performed again with reduced multiple access interference. In ICE the
subtracted interference version of the array input is used to obtain the new channel
estimates.

6.4.1. Overview of the PIC
PIC is not a new interference cancellation technique. The Successive Interference
Cancellation (SIC) technique was first proposed for uplink OFDM by [VPE99], and PIC
was proposed in the same paper as a future candidate for interference suppression in
SDMA systems. SIC and PIC are compared in [SSM99] with coded multi-user OFDM
system and used in combination with the other adaptation schemes in [MHOO] and
[MH05]. With SC-FDE systems, PIC is used to suppress the interference with perfect
channel knowledge in [KDF04].

6.4.2. PIC-assisted HD-DFICE Algorithm
As described earlier, PIC can potentially suppress the intra-cell interference, given
estimates of intra-cell CFRs, and eventually the channel estimates can be further
improved with a subsequent HD-DFICE. We propose an architecture, which combines
the iterative equalization of SD-IBDFE, with PIC and HD-DFICE. HD-DFICE is fed
with an improved array input of different ICUs filtered through PIC. Decoder hard
decisions on interfering in-cell data (obtained after several SD-IBDFE iterations and
Viterbi decoding) are used to remove estimated interference, and the HD-DFICE obtains
the CFR estimates from the residual.
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PIC is invoked in a very simple way. At the jth HD-DFICE iteration, for the Mi ICU, at
the nth frequency, after IE iterations of SD-IBDFE, the cancellation from all other ICUs is
done thusly:
XJh[n] = Y[»] - ^ H f 1 [n]S/[n]

(6.3)

e=i,

where H/_1|>] represents the estimated CFR for the /th user at (7-1 )th iteration at nth
frequency, Y[«] e C Mxl

is the array input having a composite signal from all the

interfering sources and S/ [»] represents the hard decision of /th user after j HD-DFICE
iterations for n=0,l,...,2?-l. In the HD-DFICE unit, the updated CFR estimates for the Mi
ICU are computed as:

Hi=ji^

(6.4)

After getting updated CFR estimates via (6.4), a combination of frequency and time
domain smoothing over successive FFT blocks as described in Chapter 2 is applied. As
mentioned in Section 6.2.2, a possible problem when applying (6.4) is noise enhancement
at frequencies n where •?/[»] has a small magnitude. This problem is dealt with by a
threshold-based frequency replacement FRT method described in Section 6.2.2. Notice
that PIC is sensitive to inaccurate subtraction of ICU interference due to ICU CE and hard
decision errors.

6.5. Simulation Results
In order to simulate the proposed PIC assisted HD-DFICE algorithm, we use the
parameters and assumptions described in Table 4.1 (Chapter 4) and the channel model
and the corresponding average power delay profile are given in Table 2.1 (Chapter 2).
Also the interference distribution scenario is the 'case 2' described in Section 4.4.3 in
Chapter 4.
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6.5.1. PIC-assisted HD-DFICE Performance Evaluation with Intra and
Inter-cell Interference
Two orthogonal ICUs (K=2) with 4 OCIs (P=4) are considered in the system (see Figure
4.11). 'Case 2' is a load-sharing situation wherein one half of the OCIs' training overlaps
one of the ICU and the other half of the OCIs overlaps the other ICU (depicted as 2+2 in
Figure 6.7). Two OCIs' pilots interfere with each of the two ICUs' pilots, and each ICU's
data is interfered with by the other ICU's data plus all 4 OCIs' data.
Each OCI has the same average received power, either -15 dB or -18.2 dB. There are 4
receiving antenna elements (M=4) at the BS. Each transmitted signal arrives at each
receiving antenna through an independent C2 channel with a vehicle speed of 50 km/hr.
Also shown are average FER curves with PCSI in two cases:
(1) The channels of all the in-cell and out of cell users are known, and a LE
suppresses all the OCIs as well as the in-cell interferer (Labeled PCSI, LE,
OCIs@-15dB).
(2) Only the channels of the ICUs are known (the OCIs still just add to the noise),
and a LE receiver detects ICUs (Labeled PCSI, ICUs only (OCIs@-15dB)).
The OCIs are at 15 dB below the ICUs in each of these PCSI cases. With OCIs at this
level, it is seen that knowing only the ICUs' channels causes about a 0.4 dB SNR penalty
relative to the case where all channels are known and taken into account. Figure 6.7 also
shows a substantial amount of SNR penalty relative to PCSI (4.5 to 5 dB), for LE when
the ICU channels are estimated non-iteratively. This penalty in evidently caused by
inaccurate channel estimates which result from interference to pilots from noise and
OCIs. LE performance of around 2.7dB SNR degradation with no Inter-cell interference
(no OCI) is also shown.
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Fig. 6.7. Average FER with LE processing (uncompensated OCIs with inter and intra-cell
interference), M=4, K=2, C2-Channel, 50 km/hr, NT=2, P=4 @-15dB and -18.2dB.
Figure 6.8 shows average FER results, under the 'case2' interference condition as
mentioned above. We evaluate and compare the performance of the following:
1- SD-IBDFE equalization with IE=4 using initial pilot-based CFR estimates
(Labeled 'IBDFE').
2- With the PIC assisted HD-DFICE supported SD-ffiDFE with IICE=l or 2 and each
IICE contains

Ig=4 (Labeled 'DFICE').

There is an improvement over the LE, non-iterative CE case; the SNR penalty relative to
perfect CSI is now about 3 dB at 10"2 FER, for the two OCIs per ICU at -15 dB. Figure
6.8 also shows the case where there is no OCI. The SNR penalty attributable to the
presence of the two -15dB OCIs per ICU is about 1.5 dB. The substantial (>2dB) SNR
penalty relative to PCSI is due to the effect of noise and OCI interference on the channel
estimates that are used in IBDFE equalization with PIC.
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Fig. 6.8. Average FER with SD-IBDFE and PIC assisted HD-DFICE (uncompensated
OCIs with inter and intra-cell interference), Af=4, K=2, C2-Channel, 50 km/hr, NT=2,
P=4@-15dBand-18.2dB.

6.6. Interference Mitigation via LS-IS Algorithm
In PIC-based HD-DFICE, the main emphasis was on suppressing the intra-cell
interference by utilizing the hard decisions. We propose a further step in the attempt to
remove the effects of low power OCIs on the CE without explicitly estimating their
channels. Estimating the CFRs of the low power OCIs has two problems. First is that the
receiver processing complexity would increase per OCI and secondly due to their low
powers it is hard to reliably estimate their CFRs. The proposed solution involves the
Least Squares (LS) direct adaptation of the forward equalizer taps over a frame interval,
assuming channel time variation is slow during this interval. In this algorithm, the LS
direct adaptation of the forward filter is done over several FFT blocks, which do not
exceed the channel coherence time. We call this technique as Least Squares Interference
Suppression (LS-IS) algorithm.
In this technique, the LS processing enhances the desired user signal by using its
signatures. These signatures are the improved decisions of each ICU, provided by the
updated CFR estimates obtained via a combination of the SD-IBDFE and PIC-assisted
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version of the HD-DFICE. The forward coefficients in terms of ICU channel estimates
are replaced by the following LS estimates over F blocks in a frame,

W/W =

1

tfewjxiwf) F^i£te[^]j/[^f)

(6.5)

t1 c=l

where c is the block index in a frame, for c=\,2,...,F, and XJk[n,c] is the filtered array
input after PIC processing obtained via (6.3) for Mi user aftery'th HD-DFICE iteration for
the cth block in a frame and S]k\n,c\ represents the updated frequency domain hard
decision for Mi user in cth block at nth frequency after SD-IBDFE and channel decoder.
W/[»] is applied and an updated set of hard decisions for each of the ICU is obtained
(•?/[»])• In the next ICE iteration, the updated CFR estimates for the Mi ICU are
computed as:
(6.6)
Afterward, a Wiener smoothing filter is used. Figure 6.9 shows a block diagram of the
iterative receiver, including the LS processing to mitigate the inter-user interference.
Note that the use of LS-adapted equalizer coefficient vectors amounts to linear MMSE
equalization after ICU interference removal. However the usual LE performance loss
relative to IBDFE on frequency-selective channels is not significant due to the diversitycombining property of the M receiving antenna elements.

Using "In-cell Interference-fiee" array output to
compute the correlation matrix and cross correlation
vector for each In-cell User.

Decision
-»• Directed Direct
LS Adaptation

Initial Channel
Estimates of InCell Users
Pilot-based CE

Fteq & Time

\&A • i i^nwcs per

Interpolation

Frame)

(2x1 D Wiener)

7

M

Decision

Soft Decisions
based IBDFE

PIC

Feedback

*H

DFICE
(foralllCUs)

Updated Channel Estimates of
In-Cell Users
,

LIBDFE Iterations

DFICE Iterations

Fig. 6.9. Block diagram of iterative receiver for mitigating intra and inter-cell
interference using LS forward filtering (LS-IS algorithm).
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6.7. Simulation Results
Figure 6.10 illustrates the LS-IS average FER performance. There are two equal power
orthogonal ICUs (K=2) and four OCIs each at 15dB average received power below the
ICU (P=4@-15dB). Four receiving antenna elements (M=4) at the BS are assumed.
Following scenarios are depicted for comparison:
1. CE results with SD-IBDFE having Ig=4 using initial pilot-assisted CFR estimates
(Labeled TBDFE').
2. LS-IS algorithm (updating of forward equalizer) with HD-DFICE results having
one or two ICE iterations

(IICE ,iter=l

and 2) (Labeled 'DFICE').

3. PCSI with SD-IBDFE having (IE ,iter=4) (Labeled 'PCSI-IBDFE').
Two 256-symbol short training blocks per ICU are used (NT=2 placed prior to the first
and last symbol in a frame). Rate Vi, constraint length 7 convolutional code, QPSK
modulation and independent time-varying channel on each user to antenna link with a
mobility of 50 km/hr are considered. In comparison to Figure 6.8, the improvement with
the proposed LS-IS algorithm is depicted in Figure 6.10. An SNR improvement of 0.5 to
1 dB with two OCIs at -15 dB each is achievable. It should be noted that while enhancing
the signal of the desired ICU, the proposed LS approach also suppresses the intra-cell
interference by about 0.8 dB (in the no OCI case).
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Fig. 6.10. Average FER with SD-IBDFE and LS-IS assisted HD-DFICE (uncompensated
OCIs with inter and intra-cell interference), M=4, K=2, C2-Channel, 50 km/hr,
NT=2, /ICE=1 and 2, P=4 @-15dB.

6.8. Optimizing Pilot Overhead with LS-IS algorithm
Figure 6.6 illustrated the performance improvement obtained incurred by a large amount
of pilot overhead (NT=K+P). Also in most of the simulation results presented above we
use at least NT=2. More AT costs a proportional pilot overhead. Utilizing iterative
processing can reduce high pilot overhead. The idea is that more HD-DFICE iterations
(/ICE)

may compensate the worse initial CFR estimates caused by the lesser NT.

In this section we perform simulations keeping all the parameters the same as in above
simulations other than NT, which is now one per user.
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6.8.1. Simulation Scenarios
Following equalization and CE algorithms are evaluated with NT=1 and compared with
NT=2 (OCIs@-15dB) and shown in Figures 6.11a, 6.11b and 6.11c.
1. LE with 4 OCIs (non-iterative CE).
2. LE with no OCI (non-iterative CE).
3. PIC assisted HD-DFICE with no OCI and IICE=l (no LS-IS).
4. PIC assisted HD-DFICE with no OCI and Iicg=3 (no LS-IS).
5. PIC assisted HD-DFICE with 4 OCI and IIcg=l (no LS-IS).
6. PIC assisted HD-DFICE with 4 OCI and 7/C£=3 (no LS-IS).
7. LS-IS based HD-DFICE with no OCI and //C£=l.
8. LS-IS based HD-DFICE with no OCI and 7/C£=3.
9. LS-IS based HD-DFICE with 4 OCI and 7/C£=l.
10. LS-IS based HD-DFICE with 4 OCI and //C£=3.
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Fig. 6.11. Average FER with SD-BDFE and LS-IS assisted HD-DFICE (uncompensated
OCIs with inter and intra-cell interference), M=A, K=2, C2-Channel, 50 km/hr, NT=1 and
2, P=4 @-15dB, a) LE with 0 and 4 OCIs (non-iterative CE), b) PIC assisted HD-DFICE
with 0 and 4 OCI and / /C £=lor 3 (no LS-IS), c) LS-IS based HD-DFICE with 0 and 4
OCIand/ / C £=land3.
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We observe that by increasing

IICE,

all algorithms perform better in terms of SNR

degradation. The proposed LS-IS algorithm significantly reduces SNR degradation and
the average FER with NT=1 becomes equal to that of NT=2 and this is true in the
presence or absence of the inter-cell interference (see Table 6.1, last column). Hence if
HD-DFICE is provided with a good set of decisions (via LS-IS), the overhead penalty
(NT=2) can be removed.

6.9. Overall Comparison of the Algorithms
In this section we review the algorithms proposed and evaluated in this chapter. Table 6.1
summarizes some new results and some of the selected results from the chapter and
presents a comparison in terms of SNR degradation between non-iterative and iterative
CE algorithms at an average FER of 10~2 with NT=1 and 2 per ICU. 'AH pilot
transmission' results with or without inter-cell interference are also given for reference
purposes. In 'All pilot transmission', we assume a transmission of a frame with all
symbols known at the receiver.
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Table 6.1. Summary of the comparison between different algorithms.
M=A, K=2, C2-channel
50km/hr., Parameters
and assumptions given
in Table 4.1 (Chapter4)

SNR for
PCSI (dB) for
10 2 FER

SNR with CE (dB) (SNR degradation due to
non-perfect CSI shown in bold)
Non-iterative
PIC-assisted
LS-B
CE (SDassisted
DFICE (no
IBDFE)
DFICE
LS forward
filter)

No OCIs ( ^ = 1 )
0.3

4.2 (3.9)

3.6(33)

2.3 (2.0)

0.3

3.7(3.4)

3.2(2.9)

2.3 (2.0)

4 OCIs, each @ -15 dB
(NT=l)

1.3

6.3 (5.0)

5.0(3.7)

3.5 (2.2)

4 OCIs, each @ -15 dB
(NT=2)

1.3

6.1 (4.8)

4.3 (3.0)

3.5 (2.2)

NoOCIs(N7/=2)

NoOCls(NT=2)
4 OCIs, each @ -15 dB
(NT=2)

All Pilot transmission 0.6 (0.3)
All Pilot transmission 1.5 (0.2)

Observations:
•

HD-DFICE performance improves with the quality of the hard decisions (See last
two columns of Table 6.1.

•

HD-DFICE reduces SNR degradation significantly in the presence of OCIs.

•

In the presence of OCIs, doubling pilot overhead by changing NT from 1 to 2
(thereby enhancing averaging over noise and OCI interference) improves initial
pilot-generated CFR estimates by 0.2 to 0.7 dB for non-iterative and PIC-assisted
HD-DFICE.

•

With LS-IS algorithm the SNR degradation with NT=l becomes equal to that of
NT=2 with or without OCIs.

•

The presence of 4 -15 dB OCIs degrades SNR for PCSI by only 1 dB, but
degrades SNR with CE by several dBs.

•

All pilot transmission results dictate that a further improvement room with the
improvement of the decisions via better CE is still present. This could be achieved
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by using soft decision in DFICE with turbo processing. The Soft Decision-based
DFICE (SD-DFICE) is addressed in Chapter 7.

SNR degradation due to the following reasons:
•

HD-DFICE is sensitive to multiple user fed back decision errors.

•

The sensitivity of the equalizer output to errors in multiple interferers' channels.

•

Uncompensated out of cell interference to data (unless LS-IS is used).

•

HD-DFICE combined with PIC in the presence of OCIs is sensitive to inaccurate
subtraction of ICU interference due to the CE and hard decision errors.

•

At the low SNR levels in the simulations, initial and iterative CFR estimates are
noisy.

6.10. Channel Estimation over Multiple Frames
The time averaging is involved in the initial pilot-based CE as well as in the proposed
LS-IS algorithm to suppress the inter-user interference. The performance of such schemes
could further be improved at slight complexity increase if the time averaging is
performed over larger number of SC-FDE blocks or in general blocks per frame or over
multiple frames. From initial pilot-based CE point of view, the interpolation and
smoothing of channel estimates over more than one frame also has the potential of
improving the performance, as long as the number of frames does not exceed the user
channels' coherence times. We denote the total number of consecutive frames (by
considering a full duplex communication system) as Fx. Fr=l means averaging over one
frame and Fr=2 means averaging over two consecutive frames, while each frame consists
of 12 blocks. Figure 9.1 shows a scenario with iv=2.
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Fig. 6.12. Multi-frame (full-duplex) CE structure (F,=2).

Block number 1, 8, 16 and 24 are the pilot carrying blocks. There is no difference in the
frequency axis interpolation, while in time direction linear interpolation is carried out
between the blocks. Each frame consists of one code block.
It is illustrated in Figure 6.13 that an improvement of about 0.5 dB is obtained by
exploiting the multi-frame CE technique with iv=2, M=4, K=l, C2-Channel, 50 km/hr,
NT=2, P=4 @-15dB and

IICE=2.

SNR degradation with iv=l and iv=2 is compared in

Table 6.2. Extra frames are effective at slow vehicular speeds. At higher speeds CE over
several frames might not perform better than one frame case.
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Fig. 6.13. Average PER comparison with Fr=l or 2, non-iterative CE SD-IBDFE and LSIS assisted HD-DFICE, M=4, K=2, IICE=1, C2-Channel, 50 km/hr, NT=2, P=4 @-15dB.

Table 6.2. Improvement via CE over multiple frames (LS-IS).
M=4,K=2,C2-channel
50km/hr., Parameters
and assumptions given
in Table 4.1 (Chapter 4)

SNR for
PCSI (dB) for
10 2 FER

4 OCIs, each @ -15 dB
(NT=2),Fv=\

1.3

4 OCIs, each @ -15 dB
(NT=2), Fr=2

SNR with CE (dB) (SNR degradation due to
non-perfect CSI shown in bold)
Non-iterative
PIC-assisted
LS-IS
CE (SDassisted
DFICE (no
DFICE
IBDFE)
LS forward
filter)

6.1 (4.8)

4.3 (3.0)

3.5 (22)

CEover multiple frames (LS-IS assisted DFICE)
3.0 (1.7)

6.11. Summary
In this chapter, we developed iterative receiver processing techniques for the
improvement of the desired ICUs' channel estimates in the presence of intra-cell and
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inter-cell interference. To deal with intra-cell interference, PIC is used in coordination
with the SD-IBDFE. Moreover, a new PIC-assisted hard decision-based DFICE receiver
structure is introduced, which utilizes the LS adaptation to feed the DFICE with decisions
having lesser impact of the OCIs. It is also shown that HD-DFICE based on better
decisions provided by the LS-IS can improve the channel estimates in the presence of
inter-user interference at lower pilot overheads. Also, iterative CE over multiple frames
gives some additional SNR gain.
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Chapter 7
Turbo Equalization based Iterative Channel
Estimation
7.1. Introduction
In this chapter, we modify the threshold-based HD-DFICE technique by replacing hard
decisions with the soft estimates of the symbols derived from a Low-Density ParityCheck (LDPC) code-based channel decoder. In Soft Decision-based DFICE (SD-DFICE)
the extrinsic information is used in the soft mapping of the symbols. An Expectation
Maximization (EM) algorithm is used to derive the SD-DFICE algorithm, which also
provides a rationale to justify the use of FRT algorithm presented in Chapter 6. The
multi-user frequency domain adaptive soft interference cancellation detector SD-IBDFE
is modified to work with the turbo processing. The effect of OCIs is suppressed by using
a Sub-Space (SS) technique in which the correlation matrices of the OCIs are estimated.
An average FER comparison between the hard and soft decision-based DFICE is
presented. Finally, a brief computational complexity analysis of the DFICE and
interference suppression algorithms is presented.

7.2. Overview of Frequency Domain Turbo Equalization
Separating the channel equalization (SD-IBDFE) and decoding is a sub-optimal way of
equalizing the channel. Turbo Equalization (TE) is an iterative receiver processing in
which equalization and decoding tasks are repeated on the same set of received vectors.
The concept of turbo decoding can be merged with the equalization process in order to
improve the equalization performance with the aid of soft outputs provided by an
equalizer. A turbo decoder consists of two Soft-In Soft-Out (SoISoO) decoders creating
two dimensional (2-D) memory. In case of the TE, the 2-D memory is provided by the
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channel encoder at the transmitter and the ISI caused by the multi-path Rayleigh fading
channel. The soft information generated by either equalizer or the decoder is used as apriori information by the other component. TE achieves reliable communication over ISI
channels and shows low BER at low and medium SNRs with iterative decoding.
[TKS02] and references therein describe a theoretical and historical background on
frequency domain TE. With TE in SISO link, [TKS02] shows a BER performance
improvement. An iterative time domain soft ISI cancellation is presented in [ATM03]
utilizing the TE in MIMO channels, in the presence of unknown co-channel users.
[ATM03] estimates the correlation matrices of the unknown users by time averaging over
several OFDM blocks. [RW02] proposes a blind suppression of the unknown Multiple
Access Interference (MAI) in synchronous and asynchronous CDMA systems with TE. A
SC-FDE system is considered in [KHS03], with the inclusion of a so-called turbo-like
algorithm to improve the BER performance. In that work, DFE is implemented in the
time domain with soft decision only taken in the first feedback step. A comparison with
turbo processing between MIMO OFDM and MIMO SC-FDE with coded and spatially
multiplexed data is presented in [YSS04]. It is an extension of a SISO TE approach
described in [TSK02]. [SYS03] describes the CE aspects, by using RLS adaptation-based
TE in MIMO-OFDM. Recent work on frequency domain TE, with SC-FDE signals is
presented in [NLF07]. In that work, different equalization and CE approaches with turbo
processing are evaluated and compared.

7.2.1. Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) code-based Turbo
Equalization
A frequency domain TE comparison between Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) codebased TE and the convolutional code-based TE is given in [SF06]. There is an error floor
at higher SNRs with the convolutional code-based TE and this motivates the use of
LDPC code-based TE. Therefore, in a TE-based receiver, we will be using Low-Density
Parity-Check (LDPC) codes for TE. LDPC codes are recently re-discovered error
correcting linear block codes [Gal62]. LDPC code can be fully described by the
associated sparse parity-check matrix. The decoding process is done iteratively. If the
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number of iterations is too small, the algorithm may not converge. The LDPC
coder/decoder does not require any interleaver/de-interleaver, which reduces the
complexity of the LDPC code-based TE. Unlike other codes, a LDPC decoder cannot be
directly connected to the output of an LDPC encoder, as the decoder requires LogLikelihood Ratios (LLRs). Therefore, a demodulator or a SoISoO equalizer (described in
Section 7.3) is needed with LDPC decoder. [KFS06] describes the MIMO OFDM CE
aspects with TE using LDPC coding.

7.3. Soft-In Soft-Out IBDFE-based TE
The receiver comprises a modified version of SD-IBDFE presented in Chapter 5 named
Soft-In Soft-Out (SoISoO) IBDFE. In SoISoO-IBDFE the SD-IBDFE is altered and
improved to fit the requirements of the turbo processing. SoISoO-IBDFE generates Log
Likelihood Ratio(s) (LLR(s)) to be fed into the LDPC decoder and also uses a-priori
LLRs from the LDPC decoder in iterations />1. The SoISoO-IBDFE generates LLRs for
each of the code bits for the Mi desired ICU. It should be noted that receiver processing
including frequency domain TE is performed for the detection and CFR estimation of the
ICUs' only since the OCIs may be at low power levels.
Let the Mi ICU's transmitted QPSK symbol sk{q) = ak(q) + jbk(q). By exploiting the
concept of LLRs for the Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) transmission [ATM03] and
[TKS02], the SoISoO-IBDFE computes the a-posteriori LLRs Qe[ak(q)] of the real part
of the Mi ICU's transmitted symbol, 1 and 0 as:
r

Qe[ak(q)] = \n

P[ak(q) = l\y(q)]^
P[ak(q) = 0\y(q)l

(7.1)

where k=l,2,...,K is the ICU index. The magnitude of Q.e[ak(q)] drives the reliability of
the information about the specific bit. With the help of Bayes' rule (7.1) can be written
as:
= l] + ln
Q, [**(*)] = In' P[y(g)|a*(g)
k
P[y(q)\a (q)=0],
P[a\q) = 0]^
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(7.2)

The first part of (7.2) is the current extrinsic information based on the received vector
y(q), and the second part is the a-priori LLR of the code bit a\q) from the previous
iteration of the decoder. As shown in Figure 7.1, (7.2) can be written as:

Qe[ak(q)] = Al[a\q)] + A{m[ak(q)]

Turbo iterations

MIMO
Channel

(7.3)

A2r/(<?)]

UYA
Fig. 7.1. Simplified Block diagram of LDPC code-based TE.

&\[ak{q)~\ (1 st part of (7.3)) denotes the extrinsic information regarding the fcth ICU
generated by the SoISoO-IBDFE and is fed to the LDPC decoder. Ap2m[ak(q)] (2nd part
of (7.3)) is the a-priori information at the output of the decoder to be fed to the SoISoOIBDFE in the iterative processing. The superscript "prev" stands for the previous iteration.
By approximating the equalizer output as a Gaussian random variable, the extrinsic
information fed to the decoder can be derived as [RW02]:
f
k
Al[ak(q)] = ln P[y{q)\a (q) = ^
P[y(q)\a\q)=0l

\[ak(q)]

(7.4)

can be computed by finding the mean and variance at the equalizer output after

each SoISoO-IBDFE iteration. Soft interference cancellation is done in the SoISoOIBDFE as described in Chapter 5. The SoISoO LDPC decoder computes the a-posteriori
LLR using the prior information for each coded bit (q=0,l,.. .B-\) given by:
Q.d[a\q)\ = \n

P[**(*) = 0 | A f V ( * ) ]

(7.5)

or
£ld[a\q)] = A2[a\q)] + Ar[ak(q)]
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(7.6)

In (7.6), A2[ak(q)] is the extrinsic information fed back to the SoISoO-IBDFE and
'Ap"p[ak(q)] is the a-priori information fed to the decoder from the equalizer. In a similar
way LLR for the imaginary part bk (q) is computed. The LDPC decoder also computes aposteriori LLR for every information bit so that the final hard decision can be made after
the final iteration. These hard decisions are comparatively better than the ones with the
non-turbo receivers, at the cost of the complexity associated with the TE.
For each ICU the soft feedback information derived from the channel decoder output can
be exploited in order to derive the estimates of transmitted data symbols. We here focus
at first on the computation of the data symbol estimates for each ICU. The soft
information in the form of LLRs is converted into symbol estimates through soft
mapping [LGL01]. Eventually the ICE techniques presented later in the chapter make
use of hard decisions or the data symbol estimates derived from the output of the channel
decoder in addition to the pilot symbols. Finally, these updated estimated CFRs are fed
into the proposed TE assisted LS-IS and SS-IS algorithms.
The objective is to derive the estimated value of the Mi ICU's transmitted QPSK symbol
sk(q) = ak(q) + jbk(q) from coded data LLRs provided by the channel decoder. The
estimated ak{q) is approximated by its mean value [LGL01] given by:
ak(q) = E(ak(q)\Al[ak(q)])

(7.7)

The ak (q) can be expressed by:
a" (q) = E[ak (q) | A, [a" (q)\ = p{ak (q)=l\

\ [ak (q)}- p{ak (q) = 0\ A, \ak (q)}

(7.8)

The extrinsic information of the independent and independent and identically distributed
coded data can be written as:
' P[ak(q) = \\Ax[ak(q)] ^
A2[aM (q)] = In
.
,.. .
K
*'
^1-P[^(^) = 1|A 1 [^(^)]

(7.9)

The probability of having ak (q) = 1 is given by:
PU\q) = l\AAa\qn= ^ ^ f \ )
*
l + exp(A2 [«*(*)])
Similarly,
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(7.10)

P[ak(q) = 0\Al[ak(q)] = l-P[ak(q)

= l\Al[ak(q)] = J
,
l + cxp[A2[ak(q)]j

(7.8) becomes,
ak{q) = p{ak (q) = 11 A, [ak (q)}- p{ak (q) = 0 | A, [ak (q)}

=

Cxp{A2[ak(q)])

1

(7.11)

l + exp(A 2 [^(^)] )"l + exp(A2[**(<7)])
=

exp(A 2 [ g *( g )])-l
exp(A2[tf*(^)])+l

= tanhf

AJ** (q)] A
2

(7.12)

where tanh(x) represents the tangent hyperbolic function of x. Similarly soft value for the
imaginary part bk (q) can be found.
The above proposes a solution to convert the binary decoder output into a soft estimate of
the symbol. Hence the modification in the SD-IBDFE in order to make it SoISoO-IBDFE
is a slight change in the soft decision computation (5.10). The soft decisions will now be
computed using the a-priori LLRs, instead of the conditional MSE from the equalizer's
output.

7.4. TE with ICE and Interference Suppression
In this section, we apply the threshold-based HD-DFICE presented in Chapter 6 in a TEbased receiver. The TE-based HD-DFICE performance is expected to improve because of
the soft information transfer between SoISoO-IBDFE and the decoder. The exchange of
extrinsic information between SoISoO-IBDFE and the LDPC decoder is repeated
iteratively and helps to improve the final hard decisions. Channel estimates of the cochannel ICUs with these decisions are used to cancel the intra-cell interference with PIC
processing in a similar way as described in Chapter 6. The LS-IS desired signal
enhancement algorithm further reduces the effects of the OCIs. Decisions obtained after
PIC and LS-IS algorithm are used in the HD-DFICE. Also a Sub-Space (SS) approach is
used to further suppress the effects of the OCIs at the array output [RW02]. We name this
Sub-Space Interference Suppression (SS-IS) approach. The process of TE-assisted HDDFICE is repeated until reliable estimates are obtained.
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Moreover, we introduce a Soft Decision-based DFICE (SD-DFICE) in the SC-FDE
multi-user system. It is shown in [Win04] that in a SISO-OFDM system the a-posteriori
probability-based SD-DFICE gives better performance in the mean squared error (MSE)
sense compared to the extrinsic information-based SD-DFICE. But there is not much
difference in the average FER results. In this work we will be using extrinsic information
in the SD-DFICE algorithm. Later in this chapter we show that soft decision based
DFICE exhibits better error propagation performance and outperforms the hard decisionsbased DFICE in an interference-prone SC-FDE system. A simplified implementation
block diagram of DFICE in general is shown in Figure 7.2.
It is mentioned in Chapter 6 that in SC-FDE, the envelope of the frequency response of
the decisions is not constant, which creates noise enhancement at certain frequencies
while computing the CFR via decisions. A threshold based frequency replacement
solution named FRT algorithm was introduced in which the CFR obtained from decisions
at noise enhancement frequencies are replaced by the CFR estimates of the previous ICE
iteration. While deriving the SD-DFICE via an Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm we also provide a rationale to justify the use of FRT algorithm. It addresses and
solves the problem of noise enhancement in SC-FDE HD-DFICE and SD-DFICE channel
estimates due to data sequence frequency selectivity.

7.5. Frequency Domain TE-based HD-DFICE
The performance of the decision-directed iterative processing heavily depends on the
quality of the decisions. Especially in an interference prone system the decisions are not
only affected by the noise but also by the inter-user interference. LS-IS proposed in
Chapter 6 uses PIC to filter out the effects of ICUs with the help of the decisions made in
the preceding iteration. Similarly the LS processing which was included to remove the
effects of the OCIs also utilizes the decisions of the desired user. Hence the quality of the
decisions influences the performance of the LS-IS algorithm. Here we attempt to improve
the decision-quality and eventually the performance of the LS-IS algorithm by using TE.
In the TE based receiver, a hard symbol decision can be made by decoding the equalizer
output to obtain the decisions on the information bits and then re-encode to get the coded
bits for symbol mapping. Then these hard decisions are used in HD-DFICE. With HD-
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DFTCE, error propagation may occur in the iterations when wrong decisions are made.
Even if decisions are correct, undesirable noise enhancement occurs at frequencies
where SJk[n\ is small. On the other hand, using soft decisions in which the estimator is
derived from an EM principle [LWL07] can reduce error propagation and improve the
DFICE performance (as given in Section 7.8).
A brief description of the LS-IS assisted HD-DFICE with TE is summarized as:
1. Get the initial pilot-aided CFR estimates for all the ICUs (Using orthogonal TMT
or FMT pilots).
2. Perform the 2xID-Wiener filter interpolation to estimate channels at non-pilot
frequencies and times.
3. Use the SoISoO-IBDFE to separate the ICUs and obtain the hard decisions 7k (J)
for each ICU with LDPC decoding, while ignoring the OCIs.
4. Using PIC, parallel cancellation of the in-cell interference is performed using incell hard decisions.
5. LS adaptation of SDMA equalization for residual signals to suppress the OCIs.
6. Improving the channel estimates with HD-DFICE and repetition of the above
steps.

7.5.1. TE-Modified WINNER Frame Structure, Simulation
Assumptions and System Parameters
The LDPC code-based TE is applied to a system with intra and inter-cell interference.
The FFT size is 1152 data symbols (5=1152). The signal is generated in the frequency
domain by a larger IFFT (2048), so as to be over-sampled. The symbol rate is 45
Msymbols/s. Each transmitted signal is QPSK with rate Yi LDPC coding. Two ICUs are
considered (K=2). The average received powers of the ICUs, which transmit
simultaneously in a common bandwidth, are assumed equal as a result of the application
of slow-acting power control. As well, there are 4 OCIs (P=4) transmitting to other BSs.
The average received power of the OCIs is significantly below that of the ICUs (at -15dB
and at -18.2dB). This assumption is consistent with the use of a frequency reuse
partitioning or dynamic channel assignment strategy to reduce average OCI power. Each
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transmission path is modeled as an independent complex Gaussian random variable with
Jakes model Doppler variations. Each transmitted signal arrives at each receiving antenna
through an independent C2 channel with a vehicle speed of 50 km/hr. An assumed carrier
frequency of 3.7 GHz yields a maximum Doppler frequency of about 170 Hz. The
average SNR is signal to noise ratio per receive antenna. It does not include OCI power.
The simulations include any error propagation effects resulting from feedback of
incorrect hard decisions.
All users' 12-block frames (F=12) are assumed to be perfectly synchronized. To the first
and twelfth block (F=l or 12) of each frame is added NT short training blocks per in-cell
user, containing a Chu sequence of Tr pilot symbols. The resulting pilot waveform is
therefore uniform in amplitude and spectrum. All in-cell pilots are orthogonal and do not
interfere with one another. The interference distribution is a load-sharing situation when
one half of the OCIs' training overlaps one of the ICU and the other half of the OCIs
overlaps the other ICU. The frame size is not equal to the code block size, rather three
code blocks constitute a frame. In simulation results, inside each ICE iteration

(/ICE),

the

receiver performs several (typically 4) turbo equalization/decoding iteration (7E).
Average power delay profile of the C2 Urban Macro multi-path time-varying channel is
given in Table 2.1. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1. WINNER Frame structure, simulation assumptions
and system parameters.
Number of sub-carriers in a block or
FFT size (X)
Modulation Scheme
Carrier frequency
Signal BW
Sub-Carrier spacing
Number of blocks per frame
Used sub-carriers (B)
Short training blocks for time averaging
(NT) per user
Number of pilot symbols per training
block (Tr)
Number of pilots/frame
Number of blocks/Frame
Number of In-Cell users
Number of receiving elements
Number of OCIs
Code Block Length
Turbo Iterations (7E)
DFICE Iterations (/ICE)
Reliability Threshold in DFICE (A)
LDPC Decoder Iteration
LDPC Decoder Type
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2048
QPSK
3.7GHz
45 MHz
39.0625KHz
12
1152 (45MHz/39.0625KHz)
lor 2
7>384 or 288
T*NT
F=12
K=2 (Orthogonal training)
M=3
2+2
4608
4
lor 2
13
6
rate-1/2, regular(3,6), Sparse parity
check matrix dimension=2304x4608
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Fig. 7.2. Simplified implementation diagram of an LDPC-based TE with WINNER frame structure.
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7.5.2. Simulation Results
In this section, we evaluate the average FER performance of the proposed LS-IS
algorithm with LDPC code-based TE. Figure 7.3 shows average FER comparison
between simple SoISoO-IBDFE with four iterations (/E=4) (Labeled 'only IBDFE') and
the LS-IS algorithm with TE (Labeled 'LS'), with and without HD-DFICE. There are
four OCIs and two ICUs in the system. For OCIs, an average received power level of
15dB below the ICUs are considered. The varying parameter in LS-IS with TE is the
number of short training blocks per user, which directly affects the quality of the initial
channel estimates. As with TE, we work at lower levels of SNRs therefore, reliable initial
estimates are crucial. Initial channel estimates are improved by sending more short
training blocks while the channel estimates are further improved with the HD-DFICE due
to the proposed LS-IS adaptation. An improvement of around 0.5 dB is achieved with
two short training blocks compared to the single block. Three BS antenna elements and
one HD-DFICE iteration (/ICE =1) is considered. It should be noted that /ICE iterations are
the outer iterations and include the inner / E iterations. PCSI with SoISoO-IBDF TE curve,
is also presented for reference purposes. The "Only IBDFE" uses pilot-based estimated
CFR utilizing the 2xlD Wiener interpolation.
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Avg. SNR (dB)
Fig. 7.3. Average FER-Comparison of different algorithms with TE with / ^ E =1, h =4,
K=2, P=4 @-15dB, NT=1 and 2, M=3 and 7>384.

Figure 7.4 shows the effect of more HD-DFICE iterations on the FER performance. Error
propagation causes worse performance of HD-DFICE with 2 iterations at low SNR
levels. A crossover happens at around 3.6 dB. This trend shows that further iterations
may help at or after 3.6 dB of SNR.
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Fig. 7.4. Average FER-Comparison of different algorithms with TE with 7ICE=1 and 2, IE
=4, K=2, P=4, NT=1 and 2, M=3 and Tr =384.
The fraction of pilot overhead is computed as:
Pz/o/ Overhead =

# of training - carrying blocks/frame * Tr * ATT * K '
1152 symbols/block * 12 blocks/frame

Figure 7.5 illustrates the effect of reducing the pilot overhead. With NT=2 around 16.7%
(7V=288, B=1152) overhead consumed by the pilots, compared with the previous 22.2%
(7>=384, 5=1152) case. It is observed, that still performance of within 2.5 dB SNR
degradation with TE, and interference suppression via LS adaptation compared to the
PCSI, is achievable.
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Fig. 7.5. Average FER-Comparison of different algorithms with TE with 7ICE=1 and 2, /E
=4, K=2, NT=1 and 2, P=4, M=3 and Tr =288 and 384.
Increased diversity gain improves the decisions and an SNR improvement of around
1.6dB is achieved by increasing the number of elements at the BS from M=3 to M=4 with
16.7% pilot overhead. 'M3' and 'M4' in Figure 7.6 represent 3 and 4 BS antenna
elements respectively. The distant OCIs with reduced received relative power levels (@18.2dB) reduce the noisy effect on the composite received signal and the CE performance
improves. The average PER performance with such low power OCIs is also shown in
Figure 7.6 (dashed lines).
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Fig. 7.6. Average FER-Comparison of different algorithms with TE with /ICE=1 and 2,1%
=4, K=2, P=4, M=3 and 4 and Tr =288 and 384.

7.6. Concluding Remarks on TE with HD-DFICE
Table 7.2 summarizes the TE with HD-DFICE performance at a FER of 10"2 with M=4,
K=2, 7ICE=1 or 2, JV7/=1 or 2 and with (P=4 @-15dB) or without OCIs (P=0). The table
contains results from Figure 7.6 and also some new results, which are not shown
graphically in any figure. Numbers (not bold) shows the absolute SNR while numbers
shown in (bold) represents the SNR degradation caused by the imperfect CE. The second
column in the table represents the absolute SNR with PCSI with and without the presence
of the OCIs. The last three columns are dedicated to the CE algorithms. The first CE
column shows the results with the receiver utilizing only non-iterative CE based on
SoISoO-IBDFE. The second and third CE columns show the results with HD-DFICE
without and with LS-IS respectively.
It is observed that compared to the LS-IS algorithm presented in Chapter 6, the addition
of TE reduces required SNR by 1 to 3 dB. SNR degradations due to non-perfect CSI
remain at 2-4 dB.
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Table 7.2. Summary of the comparison between different algorithms
with TE, M=4, K=2, P=4, NT=l and 2,7ICE=1 and 2.

Turbo-Results
B=1152
r r (l&12symbol)=288
HiVr=l,/ /C£ =2
UNT=2,IIce=l

SNRforPCSI
(dB) for 10 2
FER

SNR with channel estimation (dB) (SNR
degradation due to non-perfect CSI shown in
bold)
DFICE
Non-iterative
DFICE with
CE
No LS-IS
LS-IS
SoISoOIBDFE

No OCIs (NT=l)
-0.8

2.9 (3.7)

1.9 (2.7)

1.6(2.4)

-0.8

1.9 (2.7)

1.2(2.0)

0.9 (1.7)

4 OCIs, each at -15 dB
(NT=l)

-0.4

3.7 (4.1)

2.9 (3.35)

2.25 (2.65)

4 OCIs, each at -15 dB
(NT=2)

-0.4

2.7 (3.1)

2.1 (2.5)

1.7(2.1)

No OCIs (NT=2)

7.7. TE-assisted Sub-Space Interference Suppression (SS-IS)
Unknown out of cell interference can be suppressed with a combination of a sub-spacebased (SS) method and PIC technique [RW02]. Here we are proposing that in a SC-FDE
uplink SDMA system, out of cell interference can be filtered out by a Sub-Space (SS)
technique with the help of the proposed TE-assisted LS adaptation while PIC suppresses
the in-cell Interference. This can also be combined with a subsequent DFICE. We name
this Sub-Space IS (SS-IS) approach. In the SS-IS method, an unknown interference signal
plus noise sub space is estimated, and the estimate is projected onto the SS to get a
cleaner version of the known users. In SS-IS we will be utilizing the previously proposed
interference suppression techniques along with the SS-IS method to suppress the OCIs.

7.7.1. SS-IS Algorithm
In this algorithm, the objective is to improve the channel estimates of the K ICUs.
Decoder hard decisions on interfering ICUs' data (obtained after several SoISoO-IBDFE
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iterations) are used to remove the interference. From hard decisions of the ICUs and the
estimated CFRs, a preliminary estimate of the overlapping unknown OCIs is obtained.
At the jth DFICE iteration such that j= 1,2,...,/ICE , at nth frequency and after h iterations
of SoISoO-EBDFE such as i'=0,l,2,...,/E-l, the effect of OCIs at the array output can be
estimated as [RW02]:
V 7 M = Y[»] - X H f ' MSJk"[»]

(7.13)

where, V7 [n] e C Mxl and Y[n] is the array input. Note that the summation is over all the
ICUs (K). V7[»] contains a rough estimate of the OCIs plus the additive noise. Because
of the CE and decision errors of the ICUs, there is some residual ICUs' effect left
inV 7 |>]. Ideally, with perfect decisions, V7[»] will only contain OCIs effects and
additive noise. The correlation matrix of the OCIs' plus noise is given by:
T[n] = E[VJ[n]WJ[tif],

where T[n] e CMxM. In practice, T[n\ is estimated by time

averaging over several SC-FDE blocks (over Fblocks per frame, c=l,2,...,F), that is:
F

£v 7 W]V y Wf

(7-14)

The eigenvalue decomposition of the estimated time averaged OCIs plus noise
correlation matrix f[«] gives a unitary matrix Uoci with the P largest eigenvectors of the
eigen decomposition of f [«]. Uoci represents the OCI's signal sub space. The estimated
vector of the OCIs, Qoci, is obtained by projecting V7[»] onto UociQoaW = U o a U ^ a V 7 W

(7.15)

Estimation of the OCI free array input is established by subtracting OCI's estimates from
the received vector:
W7W = Y W - Q o a W

(7.16)

VP7[«] is an estimate of the 'out of cell interference free' array input. Then PIC is
applied to remove in-cell interference:
Xi'H = r ' [ » ] - j ; H / [ # W
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(7.17)

where Y[n] is the array output and S denotes hard decisions. The quality of the Wj [n]
highly depends on the decisions and eventually the estimated CFRs of the ICUs. XJk[n]
obtained in (7.17) is used to update the CFR estimates.

7.7.2. Simulation Results
The simulation parameters and the interference distribution considered are the same as
described in Section 7.5.1. Simulations are carried out with four antenna elements, four
OCIs and two ICUs. For OCIs, two different received average power levels of 15dB and
18.2 dB below the ICUs are considered. SS-IS algorithm is applied and results from LSIS with TE are also plotted and marked as LS-IS. Figure 7.7 illustrates that there is a 0.25
dB improvement beyond the LS-IS results of the previous section, with the employment
of the SS-IS. The performance of SS-IS with OCIs at -15dB is comparable to the LS-IS
with TE performance with OCIs at -18.2dB at a FER of 10"2. The PCSI and no-OCI case
with LS-IS with TE plots are also shown for comparison purposes.

A<erags,.SNR [dB)

Fig. 7.7. Average FER-Comparison of LS-IS and SS-IS with TE and DFICE, IE =4, /ICE
=1, NT=2, M=A and Tr =288.
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7.8. Frequency Domain TE-based SD-DFICE
So far the hard decisions from the decoder output are used in DFICE. Although the use of
the hard decisions in DFICE gives a low complexity solution for ICE it is sub-optimum.
Instead DFICE driven by the extrinsic information (LLRs) or soft decisions may improve
the CE performance because it takes the reliability of the decisions into account.
Moreover, results with the 'all pilot transmission' in Chapter 6 also suggest that there is
still considerable room for improvement in the decision directed algorithms like PIC,
DFICE or LS adaptation. In this section we apply soft decisions in the proposed
threshold-based DFICE with the turbo processing and denote it as Soft Decision-based
DFICE (SD-DFICE). A simplified block diagram is shown in Figure 7.8.

Soft symbol
mapping &
CFR Estimation

Extrinsic information

Turbo iterations

MIMO
Channel

A 2 [* l (9)]

H[n]

• t
Y[n]

A3Y1

SolSoO-IBDFE

A [*'(<?)]
ae[sk(q)]

4>

A,rV(9)]

LDPC
Dec/Enc

<•>
Decisions

Fig. 7.8. Simplified block diagram of soft decision based DFICE.

In DFICE approaches the use of soft decisions and the incorporation of the code
structure are two useful components, which can be utilized to mitigate the error
propagation. The LDPC decoder can supply soft decisions and implement the code
structure at the same time. The LDPC code uses an iterative decoder, and hence
combines more naturally with ICE. In the next section, we present a SC-FDE receiver
that combines LDPC-based turbo decoding with ICE via the Expectation Maximization
(EM) algorithm [ZP99].
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7.8.1. Derivation of SD-DFICE using EM Algorithm
Using soft decisions in DFICE, in which the estimator is derived from Expectation
Maximization (EM) principle [KV95] can reduce error propagation and improve the
DFICE performance. We consider the EM algorithm [KV94] for Soft Decision-based
DFICE (SD-DFICE) for the kth ICU. Before the decoding process is completed, Sk is
unknown, where, St represents the kth user's data symbol; however we have some apriori knowledge on the unknown Sk- The EM algorithm is a suitable choice to exploit
the a-priori knowledge and if it converges is close to be the ML solution. Maximizing a
likelihood function approaches the ML solution, but since the Sk in the function is
unknown, the two-step EM algorithm "maximizes" the "expectation" of the loglikelihood function instead, over all possible S*. It starts from a pilot-based initial
channel estimates to estimate Sk, which is then used to further refine the channel. In each
iteration the a-priori constraints are enforced in the step of estimating Sk. When only the
probabilities, not the exact symbols are available the channel estimates are still close to a
ML solution and can be written as:
Hk = argmaxH^ logp(Hk \ Sk,Y)

(7.18)

where p(x) denotes probability of an event x. As Sk is not known, there is no closed form
solution to (7.18) and the iterative EM algorithm, which maximizes instead an averaged
form of the likelihood function using expectation-maximization is well suited for this
type of problem. In EM terminology if both Y and Sk are known a set U ^ f Y , ^ } is
known as a "complete data set" and the parameter set of interest is H^. At the jth EM or
DFICE iteration, the maximization of the expectation procedure is expressed as:
Hf1=argmaxHJ(log^(Hj+E^YHJlog^(Y|^,H,)]|

(7.19)

Assuming the CFR at frequency n for Mi user is a complex Gaussian random variable
with mean given by the pilot-based estimate and variance o2H , its density function is
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^

(7.20)

In these derivations frequency index n is omitted for simplicity. In (7.20), o2H is the
variance of the complex H^ and H° is the &th user initial pilot-based channel estimate.
Also,
£

M Y „i°gKr|^> H j] = l o gpT -"T Z | ^ H * - Y | V j Y , H J (7.21)

By discarding all the terms that do not depend on the H^, we obtain
M+i H£
=argmax H

1

H.-H

--LE

^.H.+JA-Y

2

a

'**

AUSt

(7.22)

m^k

By setting the gradient with respect to H^ equal to zero, we get
1 /*

ft

ry' +1

I

.

B

1

r

,A

• °)- |- ^.H i EM + -?*W,fc] Y-2J.ft

= 0(7.23)

Which gives us

H ;+i

(7.24)

_

1+

'H,

2 E^|Y,Hi l11^

The denominator of (7.24) contains the autocorrelation (second moment) of the sequence
Sic, i.e. E^Sk\ j , and in the numerator we have the expectation (first moment) E{Sl) of
the sequence, often called the soft decision. The expectation is taken over all possible Sk
that are constrained by the code structure.
The problem of noise enhancement in SC-FDE systems while computing the CFR via
decisions is dealt with the FRT algorithm described in Chapter 6. In FRT the noise
enhancement affected CFRs are replaced by either the CFRs obtained in the previous
ICE iteration i.e. H^

or with the pilot-based initial CFRs i.e. H^,. A rationale of the

FRT is provided by (7.24). The estimate obtained from (7.24) tends to avoid the noise
enhancement problem inherent in SC-FDE due to frequency selectivity in Sk. For small
values of Sk, the estimate in (7.24) is dominated by H ° .
The iterative channel estimator can use either hard decisions with FRT using (6.4 with
no LS-IS), (6.6 with LS-IS) or soft decisions where the soft decision based estimator is
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derived from the EM principle using (7.24). Both hard and soft decisions-based
estimators use the pilots and 2xlD interpolation estimators to obtain the initial channel
estimates. The full-length estimated CFR is passed through a low pass smoothing filter
described in Chapter 2 to reduce the effects of noise and OCIs. In the smoothing process
the full length CFR is converted into the time domain by using an IFFT and smoothing is
done by setting to zero all the impulse response samples beyond the maximum span of L,
where L is the channel memory length.

7.8.2. Simulation Results
The tradeoff between complexity and the decoded FER performance is characterized in
simulations by comparing the hard and soft decision-based iterative channel estimator
results.
Figures 7.9 and 7.10 illustrate the average FER results with Soft Decision-based DFICE
(SD-DFICE) using (7.24) while HD-DFICE results are also shown for comparison
purposes. Figure 7.9 illustrates results with no inter-cell interference while Figure 7.10
includes the OCIs' effect. Simulations are carried out with 4 antenna elements (M=4), 2
ICUs (K=2), 4 or zero OCIs (P=4 or 0), 4 SoISoO-IBDFE iterations (/E=4), upto 3
DFICE iterations

(7ICE=1,

2, and 3) with 2000 C2-channel realizations. An SNR gain of

about 1.5dB is achieved over the hard decision-based DFICE in a system with 4 low
power (-15dB) OCIs. With 3 SD-DFICE iterations, at the FER of 10~2, the SNR
degradation with CE is only about 0.6 dB with respect to the PCSI. Almost the same
amount of SNR gain is achieved with the scenario of having only in-cell interference. In
comparison with Figures 7.6 and 7.7, Figures 7.9 and 7.10 illustrate that the soft
decisions based on the extrinsic information can be utilized in the DFICE to obtain
enhanced CE performance.
Hence the SD-DFICE algorithm could be considered as the "ultimate" equalization and
CE technique developed and evaluated in the thesis. Referring to Figure 7.10, it exceeds
the next-best (HD-DFICE) performance by ~ 1.5dB and it comes within about 0.5dB of
TE with PCSI at low (0 to 0.5dB) SNRs per antenna.
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Fig. 7.9. Average FER-Comparison of hard decision and soft decision-based DFICE, SSIS and LS-IS with TE, 7ICE=1,2 and 3, iVT=2, F ^ l , M=4=/E, P=0 and 7V =288.
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Fig. 7.10. Average FER-Comparison of hard decision and soft decision-based DFICE,
SS-IS and LS-IS with TE, /ICE=1,2,3 and 4, NT=2,7E=4 and 5, F r =l, M =P=4 @ -15dB
and Tr =288.
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7.9. Complexity Analysis
In ICE and interference suppression processes, there are three iteration cycles involved.
First is the LDPC decoder internal iterations, second is the turbo (IBDFE) iterations and
the last is the ICE iterations. These three types of iterations drive the complexity of the
overall ICE process. The overall complexity of the receiver processing in terms of the
number of complex multiplications is broken into different stages of the CE process. The
complexity associated with the matrix inversion highly depends on the numerical method
used to compute the inversion. For a matrix of size M, associated complexity with
efficient matrix inversion is around M3. (freq)3 and (time)3 denote the complexity
associated with the matrix inversion of the pre-computed interpolation matrices in
frequency and time respectively. The dimension of these matrices depends on the number
of pilots in the sliding window used in the time-frequency interpolation.
There is one FFT required for computing the frequency domain CFR. For PACE and
interpolation, two matrix inversions (in time and frequency axis) are required to be
computed. But these matrices can be pre-computed and do not contribute in the on-line
computational complexity. SoISoO-IBDFE involves one matrix inversion, two FFTs and
three multiplications. Similarly, PIC needs one multiplication. With LS-IS, one additional
matrix inversion, two multiplications and one FFT/IFFT are added in the overall
complexity equation. SS-IS adds two multiplications in the overall complexity. DFICE
also contributes in the overall complexity with additional one multiplication and one
FFT/IFFT. Table 7.3 summarizes the complexity associated with different algorithms.

Table 7.3. Number of complex multiplications per ICE iteration
Process/Algorithm
Frequency Domain Channel Transfer
Function
Initial CE/Interpolation
SoISoO-IBDFE
PIC
LS-IS Forward Processing
SS-IS Forward Processing
DFICE processing

(/ICE)

per ICU.

Associated Computational Complexity
B[\og2(B)]
(freq)"+(time) 3+5+fl[(Af)3+1]
/EB[(M)3+21og2(5)+3]
B
i
B[(M) +2+log2(B)]
2B
B[l+log2(B)]
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7.10. Summary
In this chapter, interference mitigation algorithms presented in Chapter 6 are modified
with the inclusion of turbo processing. A turbo equalization-assisted Soft Decision-based,
iterative multi-user CE technique (SD-DFICE) is presented. We use orthogonal pilots, a
2xlD interpolator and a smoothing filter to obtain reasonable initial channel estimates.
On the other hand in the decision directed mode, soft symbols obtained via turbo
processing are much more effective in the DFICE process compared to the hard
decisions. The proposed SD-DFICE scheme is supported by a combination of adaptation
and interference suppression algorithms. Moreover, a Sub-Space based method (SS-IS) is
also introduced to suppress the OCIs explicitly. It is shown that PIC assisted SoISoOIBDFE suppresses the intra-cell interference along with the IS I, while the LS-IS and SSIS algorithms are useful in suppressing the effects of OCIs. An EM-based justification of
the proposed multi-user threshold based frequency replacement DFICE technique is also
presented. As in Figure 7.10, the SD-DFICE technique performs the best and exceeds the
HD-DFICE algorithm by around 1.5dB and the SNR degradation with respect to the
PCSI is only 0.5dB.
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Chapter 8
Chunk-Based Transmission in SC-FDE
SDMA systems
8.1. Introduction
In this chapter, the multi-user SD-IBDFE and HD-DFICE is applied to suppress the intracell and inter-cell interference in a split-spectrum or chunk-based SC-FDE system. A
chunk-based system introduced under the WINNER concept, named Block Interleaved
Frequency Division Multiple Access (B-IFDMA), is described. For comparison purposes
the B-IFDMA is compared with the Full Bandwidth (FBW) system as well as with socalled Local Frequency Division Multiple Access (L-FMDA) system. In a chunk-based
system the performance of the CE with orthogonal ICUs' pilots and overlapping OCIs is
evaluated under different pilot overheads. The chapter is divided into two parts. The first
part describes the general SC-FDE based B-IFDMA signal and system model and its CE
performance. The second part addresses the multi-user CE aspects of the L-FDMA
system. In the end, results with both systems are compared in a tabular form.

8.2. B-IFDMA
Chunk-based communication and relevant radio design is recently receiving interest. A
chunk in the WINNER concept is defined as the smallest time-frequency unit, which
could be allotted to a user [Win04]. Chunk-based communication allows for flexible use
of radio spectrum, and also for enhanced frequency diversity if chunks are separated in
frequency by more than the channel's coherence bandwidth. Block Interleaved Frequency
Division Multiple Access (B-IFDMA) is a way of resource allocation with equi-distant
chunks, recently introduced in WINNER system [SFF07] for non-adaptive uplink
transmission for users where instantaneous bit rates are much lower than the total system
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bandwidth. In non-adaptive B-IFDMA the resource/chunk allocation for each user is
fixed. B-IFDMA is claimed to be a power-efficient version of a chunk-based
communication with reduced frequency offset problem compared to its counter-part,
Interleaved Frequency Division Multiple Access (IFDMA) [SBS97]. Power efficiency
comes from an intra-chunk sleep mode in which the transmitter is turned off to save
power. In B-IFDMA, the usable frequency chunks are called "blocks". The block size is
chosen in such a way that it experiences flat fading in its Time-Frequency grid. In this
chapter, we will focus on the non-adaptive chunk-based system and its CE aspects.

8.2.1. Salient features of B-IFDMA
There are a few advantages claimed for the B-IFDMA system in comparison with the
other available access schemes. Some of them are [SFF07]:
•

Better frequency diversity compared to the Full Band Width (FBW) and similar
frequency diversity provided by the IFDMA.

•

Less sensitivity in terms of carrier frequency offset and phase noise compared to
the IFDMA.

•

Intra-chunk sleep mode is claimed to provide better power efficiency.

The other issues associated with the chunk-based transmission are the following; Keeping
the PAPR of the transmitted waveform low, time variation of the chunk-based channel,
arrangements and selection of proper training sequences for CE, synchronization, cooperation and competition of multi-users (contention) and multi-user interference
management (synchronous and asynchronous ICUs and OCIs). We will be focusing on
the CE aspects of the chunk-based communication in an interference-prone SC-FDE
system. For this purpose we apply iterative equalization and CE algorithms described in
previous chapters to a B-IFDMA system in inter and intra-cell interference environment
with different pilot overheads. Another chunk-based system called Local Frequency
Division Multiple Access (L-FMDA) is also considered and compared with B-IFDMA in
terms of average FER via computer simulations.
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8.3. B-IFDMA Structure and System Parameters
The basic structure of the B-IFDMA proposed in the WINNER system is depicted in
Figure 8.1. The system is required to use multiple blocks per user at equally spaced
frequency intervals exceeding the maximum expected channel coherence BW to fulfill
the data rate requirements. Also in Figure 8.1 'FNU' stands for frequencies not used. In
the WINNER Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) wide area transmission mode a chunk is
defined as a time-frequency piece of 8 frequencies and 12 blocks (F=12). In previous
chapters a FFT block was constituted by a full 416 or 1024 frequencies. In B-IFDMA
terminology, "block" is a short time-frequency plane. As shown in Figure 8.1, in basic BIFDMA a block is constituted by 4 frequencies and 3 sub-blocks. Here we define a "subblock" as a block of samples whose time duration is that of a full FFT block (e.g.
25.3usee in a full system BW of 40MHz) but in which only 4 sub-carriers are assigned. A
sleep mode consisting of nine sub-blocks is inserted between frames. A sleep mode is the
state in which the terminal goes into a power-saving mode by not transmitting. In general
the number of symbols per user per frame is given as:
# of symbols/user/frame =# of sub - blocks*# of frequencies/block * # of blocks/user/frame

Assuming an inter-block spacing of 32, the total number of useful symbols per frame will
be 3x4x32=384.

8.3.1. Pilot-assisted CE in B-IFDMA
ICUs' frequency-multiplexed pilots are placed orthogonal to each other in the block
containing 4 frequencies and 3 sub-blocks (4x3) for initial CE. The pilots of the OCIs
overlap the ICUs' pilots. Sleep mode (lasts for nine sub-blocks in this case) concept is
also depicted in Figure 8.1. The pilot overhead depends on the number of pilots per
block, number of ICUs and the number of training blocks per ICU (NT). The pilot
overhead is computed as:
, _ [ # ofpilot carrying sub — blocks * #ofpilotsymbolsperICU*

# of orthogonal ICUs*#of short training blocks

TotalUofcoded symbols I block

Initially the assumption is that each ICU has only one orthogonal pilot per block. The
notations ul and u2 in Figure 8.1 represent the orthogonal pilots of the two ICUs (userl
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and user2) in the desired cell. With one pilot in a block, no interpolation is possible in
either in time or in frequency axis, and the CFR estimate obtained at the single pilot
position for each orthogonal ICU is used for the whole block. With two orthogonal ICUs
and NT=1, the pilot overhead will be 16.7% for each ICU. We call this arrangement of
pilots with F=12,F1-12.
F1-12-BIFDMA ("Block" Interleaved
Frequency Division Multiple Access)
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u1 = Pilot of ICU#1+overlapping OCIs pilots
u2 = Pilot of ICU#2+overlapping OCIs pilots
d = Overlapping data of all ICUs and OCIs
FNU = Frequencies Not Used

Frequency-Sub-carriers

Time-DFT-Precoded Symbols

Fig. 8.1. Pilot arrangement for a B-IFDMA chunk-based system with one pilot per user
perblock-(Fl-12).

Figure 8.2 illustrates a comparison of the actual CFR and the estimated CFR with only
one pilot per ICU per block. CFR for each ICU is estimated based on only one pilot and
due to the wide frequency spacing between blocks and hence the reduced opportunity for
frequency domain interpolation, it does not follow the frequency correlation of the actual
CFR. From Figure 8.2 we predict that CFR estimated with Fl-12 will suffer a large SNR
degradation with respect to the PCSI.
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CFR'vrith PCSI and F1-12-Esiimated CFR

;33 Oiajoirit-Frequency blocks (32*4"12S).

Fig. 8.2. Actual Vs estimated disjoint CFR (straight horizontal lines represent the
estimation using Fl-12 pilot scheme).
Figure 8.3 shows an attempt to improve the initial CFR estimate at the cost of an
additional orthogonal pilot per ICU. Two orthogonal pilots per ICU per block are placed
at the edges of the sub-block. Here again we consider two ICUs. First user uses the first
sub-block to send its pilots, while the second user sends its pilots in the second sub-block.
It should be noted that these pilots are placed orthogonal to each other by placing zeros at
the sub-carriers being used as pilots by the other user. The pilot overhead in this case will
be 33.33% for each ICU.
F2-12-BIFDMA
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Fig. 8.3. Pilot arrangement for a B-IFDMA chunk-based system with two pilot per user
per block-(F2-12).
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Linear Interpolation (LI) is carried out in the frequency direction, and the CFR estimates
for the pilot-bearing sub-blocks are obtained. LI for finding the response at any frequency
n and at antenna element m is given by:
(8.1)
Pi+i ~ Pi

for

pt<n<pM.

where Hkm(n) represents the linearly interpolated CFR at the nth tone while H* (_/>,•)
denotes the estimated CFR at the />;.th pilot tone. With the assumption of slow time
variations, the same CFR estimates are used in the remaining two sub-blocks. This pilot
placement scheme, named F2-12, is shown in Figure 8.3.
For initial CE, FMT is used and the time averaging to average out the effects of noise and
OCIs is obtained by sending more pilot-containing sub-blocks. The proposed pilot
arrangement for B-IFDMA with 4x3 blocks in WINNER is the FMT arrangement of
Figure 8.1; i.e. Fl-12. For NT>3, a combination of FMT and TMT could be used. As an
example, Figure 8.4 depicts the concept of NT=4. A short training block is sent prior to
the sub-block in TMT-fashion, while pilot symbols are also inserted in the sub-blocks
along with the data symbols in FMT-fashion.
Short training block (TMT)
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D
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A frame
Frequency
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CD

Fig. 8.4. Pilot distribution in a frame of B-IFDMA (concept ofNT=4, a combination of
TMT and FMT).
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8.4. SD-IBDFE Performance Evaluation
SD-IBDFE assisted non-adaptive SC-FDE B-IFDMA system is evaluated. SD-IBDFE
uses the pilot-assisted estimated CFRs of the ICUs. The system parameters are
summarized in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1. B-IFDMA parameters.
Number of sub-carriers per block
Number of SC-FDE sub-blocks in a block
Used sub-carriers
Number of sleep sub-blocks/frame
Mobility in the channel
Inter-block spacing
Number of sub-blocks/Code Frame (F)
Number of ICUs
Number of Out of Cell users
Number of receiving antenna elements
Number of pilots per block per user
Number of short training blocks per user

4
3
32x4=128
9
50km/hr
32 sub-carriers
12
K=2
P=4
M=A
lor 2
NT=\ or 2

The performance is evaluated with a block size of 4x3 (sub-carriers x DFT-pre-coded
OFDM sub-blocks). We assume four antenna elements at the desired BS with two
orthogonal ICUs and four overlapping OCIs at an average received power levels of 15dB
and 18.2dB below the ICUs. Either one or two FMT pilots per block per ICU are used,
termed as Fl-12 and F2-12 respectively. As the number of pilots per block is constrained
by the block size, initial pilot-based estimates will either experience significant
performance degradation and/or a large pilot overhead. In the simulations, the channel
encoder is a memory 6 Convolutional Code (CC) with generator polynomials (133,171)
in octal form. In Fl-12, no interpolation is possible, while in F2-12 a Linear Interpolator
(LI) is used to get the estimates of the CFR at the remaining 2 frequencies per sub-block.
In Figure 8.5, the average FER performance with different pilot overheads using pilots
for CE, without using ICE, with 4x3 block size and 32 inter-block spacing is compared.
A frequency spacing of 32 sub-carriers=32x39.0625=1.25MHz is on the same order of
magnitude as the coherence BW of the C2 channel. It is observed that for PCSI, the
performance of B-IFDMA is very good. However, if CE is taken into account, the
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performance of B-IFDMA severely degrades. Fl-12 with NT=2 scheme with an overhead
of 33.33%, using SD-IBDFE, the performance degradation exceeds 8dB. With a greater
pilot overhead of Fl-12 with NT=4, the FER is improved by about 2dB. With two pilots
per block F2-12 with NT=4, the SNR degradation gap reduces to 5.2dB. Results with noOCI case and lower average power OCIs (@-18.2dB) are also shown.
Dft paraded B.iFDMA'Sjsfeirii fl-12 and'tt-H

ftsrsjs.SNR p

Fig. 8.5. Average FER-Comparison for B-IFDMA with 4x3 block size, CE using pilots
and 2x1 D interpolation, SD-IBDFE with no DFICE, M=4, NT=2 and 4.

8.5. DFICE-Smoothing via Averaging
We invoke (6.1) to obtain the hard decision-based (.?/[*]) decision-directed raw CFR
estimates for the whole block. Smoothing of the estimates over four frequencies is
performed in each sub-block by means of simple averaging over the four frequencies in
each sub-block.
Figure 8.6 illustrates the comparison of the HD-DFICE scheme performance with the
receiver having only SD-IBDFE and pilot-based CE. An improvement of ldB with F2-12
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with NT=2 is achievable with the employment of the HD-DFICE. Similarly, with NT=4, a
further improvement of around 0.8dB is observed. Improvement with the lower relative
average power OCIs (-18.2dB) and with no-OCI case is 0.6dB. The smaller difference is
due to the better initial pilot-assisted CFR estimates in case of lower power or no-OCI
case.
J3R-P(etodeil'OFDM% 8-IFDMS system:
DiFlceVsSD-IBDFE

Fig. 8.6. Average FER-Comparison for B-IFDMA with 4x3 block size.
Although the HD-DFICE employs smoothing by averaging and achieves an improvement
of about 1 dB, but still B-IFDMA has a huge SNR degradation with estimated CFRs. The
cause of the SNR degradation gap of SD-IBDFE is twofold: first, the poor initial channel
estimates, since there is a lack of 2xlD Wiener interpolation, which is only possible in
full BW case; second, in B-IFDMA, HD-DFICE there is a lack of smoothing filtration on
the decision-based CFR estimates over the four frequencies in a sub-block. Moreover,
there is degradation due to no OCI mitigation by LS-IS. The addition of LS-IS processing
does not reduce SNR degradation for B-IFDMA, as there are only 3 sub-blocks per frame
that can be used for time averaging. On the other hand, very good performance of the
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PCSI is a result of frequency diversity and the size of the codeword. The number of
coded symbols per frame in different systems is given as:
1- Full BW is 1024x12 (sub-carriers x sub-block)=12288 coded symbols per frame.
2- B-IFDMA with sleep mode is 4x32x3 (sub-carriers x chunks x sub-block)=384
coded symbols per frame.
B-IFDMA with sleep mode has 32 times shorter code block compared to the FBW case.
To confirm this reasoning, the case of B-IFDMA with no sleep mode is simulated, having
a slightly larger code block length compared to the sleep mode case. The corresponding
number of symbols per frame will be 4x32x12=1536 coded symbols per frame.
B-IFDMA with no sleep mode has 4 times larger frame length compared to the case of BIFDMA with sleep mode. As illustrated in Figure 8.7, the PCSI curve with B-IFDMA
with no sleep mode is between the other two cases. Hence, due to the short frame lengths,
the PCSI FER of B-IFDMA performs much better than the FBW scenario. It should be
noted that short frame length results in less FER, but the difference in the BER will not
be considerable.
DFWrecoded B-IFDMA- PCSf.Efatof code block length
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8.5.1. Results with NT=1
Higher values of NT average out the noise and the unknown OCIs and provide the SDIBDFE a better set of ICUs' CFR estimates. Figures 8.5 and 8.6 show results with NT=2
or more. More NT costs a proportional pilot overhead. In this section we simulate the
HD-DFICE performance with NT=1. Figure 8.8 shows the results with M=4 (antenna
elements), K=2 (orthogonal ICUs), NT=1, with P=4 (OCIs) and P=0 respectively. Results
with NT=2 or more from Figure 8.6 are also shown (dashed lines) for comparison
purposes.
We concluded in Chapter 6 that worse initial CFR estimates because of the lesser NT
could be covered by utilizing more DFICE iterations

(/ICE)

with FBW. In contrast, with

B-IFDMA although more /ICE improves the FER (absolute SNR=5dB with /ICE=3, NT=1)
it could not give performance equivalent to that provided by the NT=2 case (absolute
SNR=4.5dB with

/ICE=1,

NT-2). This is mainly due to the absence of LS-IS processing

and smoothing in HD-DFICE in B-IFDMA.
B-IFDMA, NT=1,2,and 4

Average SNR (dB)

Fig. 8.8. Average FER results with B-IFDMA - with or without OCIs @-15dB (NT=l,2
and 4).
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Some more results that are not shown graphically in the figures are given in Table 8.2
and Table 8.3 in Section 8.8 where we present the concluding remarks and discussions on
the CE performance of two chunk-based systems. For example a block size of 8x6 is also
simulated. There are 4 pilots per block per user; the corresponding total pilot overhead is
16.6%. Figures 8.9 and 8.10 depict results with B-IFDMA of 8x6 block size, with only
PCSI and with CE respectively. Comments on these results are given in the Section 8.8.
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8.6. CE over Multiple Frames
With FBW system, we have shown in Chapter 6 that some performance gain is
achievable with CE over multiple frames. In a similar way, in B-IFDMA we denote the
total number of consecutive frames as Fr. Figure 8.11 shows a scenario with Fr=2.
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Fig. 8.11. Channel estimation over multiple frames in B-IFDMA.
There is no difference in the frequency axis CE, while with Fr=2 as shown in Figure
8.11, in time direction the CE is carried out with linear interpolation between the first and
13th sub-block. It should be noted that similar to FMW system each frame consists of one
code block. About ldB improvement with Fr=2 over Fr =1 is achieved. Results are given
in Table 8.2, in Section 8.8.

8.7. L-FDMA
It is evident from above results that B-IFDMA CE performance is much worse than the
FBW system. It would be fairer to compare the performance of the equal block length
systems. One of the candidates is a partial-band system or so-called Local Frequency
Division Multiple Access (L-FDMA) system. The concept of L-FDMA is exactly as BIFDMA, but instead of 32 4x3 blocks per frame, at regular 32 sub-carrier intervals, there
is only one 32x12 block per frame. Just as for B-IFDMA, each user has 32x12=384
QPSK coded symbols per frame. However, the B-IFDMA spectrum spans 128 x 39.0625
KHz = 5 MHz, while the L-FDMA signal spans only 32 x 39.0625 KHz = 1.25 MHz. LFDMA frame structure is depicted in Figure 8.12.
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ul=Pilot of ICU#1 (ortho to ICU#2+overlapping OCIs pilots
u2= Pilot of ICU#2 (ortho to ICU#1+overlapping OCIs pilots
d=Overlapping data of all ICUs and OCIs
FNU= Frequencies Not Used
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Fig. 8.12. Pilot arrangement for an L-FDMA chunk-based system.

8.7.1. Pilot Arrangements and DFICE Performance
The pilot arrangement or spreading in L-FDMA is performed in a similar way as was
done in the FBW system described in Chapter 6. Pilots are multiplexed in FMT manner;
8 pilots are spread in the first and the 12th block and a block contains 32 frequencies.
ICUs' pilots are kept orthogonal while the OCIs' pilots overlap the ICUs' pilots. All
twelve blocks are used (i.e. no sleep mode) to transmit data. Interpolation in both time
and frequency axes is possible with L-FDMA. Moreover, in contrast to the B-IFDMA, LFDMA allows smoothing filtration in the DFICE process. We expect the L-FDMA signal
to have worse performance than B-IFDMA with PCSI, since L-FDMA benefits from
much less frequency diversity, but its CE SNR degradation from the PCSI may be less
than that of B-IFDMA.

8.7.2. Simulation Results
In this section we evaluate the average FER performance of the L-FDMA system. Figure
8.13 illustrates the L-FDMA FER performance curves with PCSI and with FMT based
LS-IS assisted HD-DFICE. In comparison to Figure 8.6, it is observed that with M=4,
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K=2 and P=4 @ -15dB L-FDMA performs around 2.5dB worse than B-IFDMA with
PCS! This is mainly due to the lack of frequency diversity in L-FDMA. But the SNR
degradation with L-FDMA due to the CE with NT=l (overhead=8.3%) is around 4.5dB
which is ldB less than that of B-IFDMA whose overhead=33.33%. As far as the absolute
SNR with CE is concerned L-FDMA is still worse than B-IFDMA.
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Fig. 8.13. Average FER performance, L-FDMA, Af=4, K=2, P=A.

One interesting aspect with L-FDMA and B-IFDMA could be to observe their
performances at lower instantaneous baud rates. Figure 8.14 illustrates such comparison
between B-IFDMA and L-FDMA with the following simulation assumptions:
•

Single Input Single Output (SISO) link i.e. M=K= 1,

•

Number of training blocks, NT= 1,

•

Number of OCIs,P=0,

•

C2-channel with mobility of 50km/hr.

•

B-IFDMA with 4x3 blocks, 2 pilot per block (16.67% overhead).

•

L-FDMA with 4 (2 pilots per pilot carrying symbol) pilots per chunk (4.16%
overhead).

Three different instantaneous data symbol rates are simulated given as:
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Case-I (Labeled as -32)
•

1.25 Mbaud instantaneous data symbol rate i.e. 384 coded data symbols per
frame in 32 chunks for B-IFDMA and 4 chunks for L-FDMA.

Case-II (Labeled as -64)
•

2.50 Mbaud instantaneous data symbol rate i.e. 768 coded data symbols per
frame in 64 chunks for B-IFDMA and 8 chunks for L-FDMA.

Case-Ill (Labeled as -128)
•

5.0 Mbaud instantaneous data symbol rate i.e. 1536 coded data symbols per
frame in 128 chunks for B-IFDMA and 16 chunks for L-FDMA.

B-IFDMA, C2 channel, 50km/hr- M=K=1
10"

Est-ICE3-128:

PCSI-128

10

.•.•.•:::

Esi-ICE3-64

:V::.-:

W
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8

9
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Fig. 8.14. Average FER comparison between B-IFDMA-64, B-IFDMA-128 and LFDMA-32, L-FDMA-64, L-FDMA-128, M=K=NT=l, a) B-IFDMA b) L-FDMA.

Figure 8.14a shows the simulation results of B-IFDMA while Figure 8.14b illustrates the
L-FDMA results with three different instantaneous baud rates. The performance of PCS I
with B-IFDMA-128 (FER=0.02 @ 8.1dB) is better than the L-FDMA-128 (FER=0.02
@ 10.9dB). We get an error floor with CE in case of L-FDMA-32 and L-FDMA-64. With
L-FDMA the performance improves with chunk size from 32x12 to 64x12 and then to
128x12 but the FER performance of B-IFDMA-128 never crosses (always better than)
the L-FDMA-128. Hence we conclude that B-IFDMA offers superior performance
compared to L-FDMA, at least for symbol rates at and below 5.0 Mbaud, with or without
perfect CSI, although it has higher pilot overhead.

8.8. Concluding Remarks
Following are some concluding remarks about the B-IFDMA and L-FDMA simulation
results. Also results at an average FER of 10"2 are summarized in tabular form in Table
8.2 and 8.3.
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Table 8.2. Summary of the comparison between B-IFDMA (4x3 and 8x6) and L-FDMA
M=4, K=2, P=4, NT=l and 2.

SNR for
ideal CSI
(dB) for 10-2
frame error
rate

B-IFDMA with
4x3 blocks, 32
subcairier spacing
between blocks.
2 pilots per block
per user (33.3%
total pilot
overhead for 2 incell users).

B-IFDMA with
4x3 blocks, 32
subcarrier spacing
between blocks.
2 pilots per block
per user (33.3%
total pilot
overhead for 2 incell users).
L-FDMA using 4
adjacent chunks.
8 pilots per user
per chunk (8.3%
total pilot
overhead for 2 incell users)
B-IFDMA with
8x6 blocks, 32
subcarrier spacing
between blocks.
(16.6% total pilot
overhead for 2 incell users).

SNR with channel estimation (dB) (SNR
degradation due to non-perfect CSI shown
in bold)
Noniterative
channel
estimation

Iterative
channel
estimation

Iterative
channel
estimation
plus least
squares

-1.5

5.8(73)

3.9(5.4)

3.9 (5.4)

-1.5

4.0(53)

2.7 (42)

2.7 (4.2)

-1.0

7.5 (85)

5.0(6.0)

5.0(6.0)

-1.0

5.6(6.6)

4.5(55)

4.5 (5.5)

No OCIs

No OCIs
NT=2. F ,=1
4 OCIs. each at 15 dB
NT=i,Fr=i
4 OCIs. each at 15 dB
NT=2,F=1
4 OCIs. each at 15 dB
NT=l,Fr=2

4 OCIs. each at 15 dB
NT=l,Fr=l

4 OCIs. each at 15 dB
NT=1, F,=l

4.0(5.0)

6.0(45)

1.5

0.3
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6.8(65)

5.4 (5.1)

4.7 (4.4)

Table 8.3. Summary of the comparison between B-IFDMA (4x3) and L-FDMA
M=K=NT=\.

SNR with channel estimation (dB) (SNR
degradation relative to perfect CSI shown in
bold)
Iterative channel est.
SNR for perfect CSI
with decoding in
(dB) for 10 2 frame
iteration loop
error rate

Pilot schemes

768 coded data
symbols per frame
in 64 chunks for BIFDMAand8
chunks for L-FDMA
(2.50Mbaud
instantaneous data
symbol rate)
1536 coded data
symbols per frame
in 128 chunks for BIFDMAandl6
chunks for L-FDMA
(5.0 Mbaud
instantaneous data
symbol rate)

B-IFDMA with 4x3
blocks, 1 pilot per
block (8.3%
overhead)
L-FDMA with 4
pilots per chunk
(4.1% overhead)
B-IFDMA with 4x3
blocks, 1 pilot per
block (8.3%
overhead)
L-FDMA with 4
pilots per chunk
(4.1% overhead)

7.7

10.2 (2.5)

12.5

FER floor above 10"2

8.1

10.4 (2.3)

10.9

13.6 (2.7)

B-IFDMA:
•

B-IFDMA offers superior performance compared to L-FDMA, at least for
rates at and below 5.0 Mbaud, with or without perfect CSI, although it has
higher pilot overhead.

•

With B-IFDMA doubling pilot overhead by changing NT from 1 to 2
improves initial pilot-generated CFR estimates by almost 2 dB for noniterative CE, and by 0.5 to 1.2 dB for DFICE.

•

With B-IFDMA the presence of 4 -15 dB Out of Cell Interferers (OCIs)
degrades SNR for PCSI by only 0.5 dB (from -1.5dB to -l.OdB), but
degrades SNR with CE by several dBs.

•

DFICE via averaging reduces SNR degradation significantly in the presence
of OCIs.
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•

Addition of LS processing does not reduce SNR degradation for B-IFDMA
with a block size of 4x3, probably since there are fewer (only 3) DFTprecoded OFDM symbols used per frame that can be used for LS averaging.

•

The 8x6-BIFDMA has 1.3dB higher required SNR for PCSI (which is due to
its slightly lower frequency diversity), its SNR degradation with DFICE and
LS processing is 1.6dB less than that for the 4x3 case. One of the reasons for
this is the use of 4 pilots instead of 2 in 8x6 case, which allows better
interpolation in the time direction. Moreover, 8x6-BIFDMA performs better
because of the effectiveness of the LS processing which provides a further
gain of 0.7 dB.

L-FDMA:
•

New comparisons of B-IFDMA with equivalent-rate L-FDMA are conducted.

•

1.25 Mbaud L-FDMA suffers 2.5 dB loss relative to B-IFDMA for perfect
CSI.

•

In the presence of 4 OCIs (P=4), L-FDMA has 4.5 dB loss due to non-perfect
CSI, while B-IFDMA has a corresponding 6.0 dB loss.

•

As a result, 1.25 Mbaud L-FDMA with DFICE has only a 1 dB loss compared
to 1.25 Mbaud B-IFDMA.

•

The pilot overhead for L-FDMA is much less than that of B-IFDMA.

•

Low bit rate L-FDMA has worse performance than B-IFDMA for perfect CSI,
but its SNR degradation due to CE with non-perfect CSI is somewhat less.

•

In the case of B-IFDMA and IFDMA, channel frequency correlation cannot
be effectively exploited to interpolate to non-pilot frequencies and to smooth
noise.

8.9. Summary
In this chapter, we evaluated the CE performance in a multi-user chunk-based B-IFDMA
system. It is observed that due to frequency diversity and shorter frame size we get better
FER performance with PCSI while on the other hand due to the lack of the smoothing
over four frequency sub-blocks and 2xlD Wiener interpolation, poor multi-user channel
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estimates are obtained. This causes a huge increase in the SNR degradation gap between
the PCSI and the B-IFDMA CE curves. HD-DFICE improves the SNR degradation by an
amount of 0.6-1 dB. L-FDMA system with the same instantaneous baud rates is also
simulated. L-FDMA suffers worse CE performance due to the lack of frequency
diversity. Overall the B-IFDMA offers superior performance compared to L-FDMA, at
least for rates at and below 5.0 Mbaud. Hence the use of such chunk-based systems
should be directed by the compromise between the gains from frequency diversity and
power saving versus the worse CE performance.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
9.1. Introduction
In this chapter, conclusions and possible future work towards the suppression of multiuser interference are briefly described.

9.2. Conclusions
In this thesis we addressed the issue of multi-user channel estimation problem in an
interference-prone multi-cellular uplink SC-FDE environment. The problem of multi-user
interference is too large in scope to be handled with a single algorithm. A practical
approach is to use a combination of several techniques to achieve a reasonable CE
results. In this thesis we apply several techniques to improve the multi-user channel
estimates. Following are few conclusions:
•

With interference management techniques, it is shown that reasonably good initial
channel estimates can be obtained by orthogonal pilot multiplexing either in time
or frequency among ICUs.

•

Separate time-frequency resources can be reserved for interfering OCIs to achieve
better in-cell CE performance. But as the number of OCIs' streams increases, it is
not possible to mitigate them with spatial signal processing; instead, it is more
practical to treat OCIs as additive noise.

•

Iterative equalization based on soft symbol estimates (SD-IBDFE) shows superior
performance at higher SNRs compared with the LE and helps in improving the
channel estimates in iterative CE process. This gives a notion that with improved
channel estimates via any decision-directed approach, the proposed SD-IBDFE
has ability to further suppress the interference. The block-based SD-IBDFE
assists to remove ISI and suppresses the co-channel interference. As the feedback
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coefficients update involves soft decisions, the possibility of error propagation at
higher SNR is reduced. As both feed forward and feedback filters are employed
with efficient FFT implementation, the processing complexity is much lower
compared to the DFEs based on the time domain feedback processing, especially
in the case of larger channel memory.
•

A threshold-based DFICE is proposed. Multi-user decision-directed iterative CE
needs efficient in-cell and out of cell interference suppression from the received
composite signal. It was found that this suppression can be achieved with the help
of the proposed SD-IBDFE, PIC, LS adaptation, utilizing OCIs' sub-space and
CE over multiple frames.

•

With turbo equalization, an EM algorithm-based SD-DFICE algorithm is
developed to improve the estimation performance. The SD-DFICE algorithm
could be considered as the "ultimate" equalization and CE technique developed
and evaluated in the thesis. Referring to Figure 7.10, it exceeds the next-best (HDDFICE) performance by ~ 1.5dB and it comes within about 0.5dB of TE with
PCSI at low (0 to 0.5dB) SNRs per antenna.

•

CE aspects of a new chunk-based system called B-IFDMA are explored and the
CE techniques developed for the full bandwidth SC-FDE systems are applied to
such systems. The use of such chunk-based systems should be directed by the
compromise between the gains from frequency diversity and power saving versus
the worse CE performance.

•

It is also found (See Appendix B) that the effect of asynchronous low-power OCIs
is not severe and can be neglected. Although necessary signal processing is
needed if the BS experiences higher power levels of the asynchronous OCIs.

9.3. Future Work
9.3.1. Simulation Environment
One of the extension of our current work is to test the algorithms in an environment with
correlated channels, log-normal shadowing effects, frequency offset and phase noise
effects in both full bandwidth and chunk-based B-IFDMA systems.
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9.3.2. Comparison of Proposed SS-IS and LS-IS with more Complex
Optimization Algorithms
More complex optimization algorithms to suppress the inter-user interference such as the
Genetic Algorithm with turbo equalization can be investigated as a future work. It is
considered that the genetic algorithm is complex, and that its stability and convergence
highly depends on the process parameters [HK06]. Within WINNER, there is a
simulation attempt to use the genetic algorithm to estimate the channel along with the
turbo processing [Win03]. In those simulations no OCIs was considered. It will be
worthwhile to compare such algorithms in the presence of inter-cell interference. Results
in terms of SNR degradation should be compared with the proposed LS-adaptation based
SD-DFICE results. The obvious advantage of the proposed schemes over the genetic
algorithm is their lower complexity.

9.3.3. Transmitter Adaptation
We have used some advanced techniques implemented at the receiver to suppress the
interference but we have not applied any transmitter adaptation or pre-coding technique
to deal with the interference. Although they need channel information at the transmitter,
exploration of such techniques with estimated channels fed back to the transmitter is one
possible area of future research.

9.3.4. Cross-Layer Efforts to Reduce Interference
A marriage of the physical layer processing and the higher layer protocols is necessary to
suppress the OCI effects. This could be done by putting more emphasis on interference
avoidance via cell-sectoring, distributed antennas and slow frequency hopping like in
GSM. Eventually the OCIs can be controlled by adjusting the traffic load in each
interfering cell. Such cross-layer performance improvement efforts could be one of the
extensions of this work.
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9.3.5. Multi-User BERT Chart Analysis for TE
Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) chart and Bit Error Rate Transfer (BERT) chart
are the analysis tools used to evaluate the iterative processing performance. The EXIT
chart was introduced in [BriOl] and the BERT chart was introduced in [LS05 and
references therein]. By using these analyses we may avoid the cumbersome and time
consuming computer simulations which involve simulating the TE. Either of these tools
has its own advantages and disadvantages. Exploring these tools, especially BERT chart
analysis (due to its simplicity), and applying it in the multi-user scenario is one of the
potential future works.

9.3.6. BER Expression in the Presence of Interference
Computing a closed form expression of BER or the outage probability for an
interference-prone multi-user system is always a challenging topic. Researchers have
been working on finding the exact or approximate (bounds) evaluation of the average
BER in interference-prone flat or multi-path fading channels, limiting the number of
interferers to one or two. Exploring such analytical expressions is also a potential future
work as a continuation of the efforts in reducing the computer simulation burden and also
verifying the simulation results and obtaining insight for examining the influence of
various parameters on system performance.
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Appendix A
A.l. Proposed Uplink Interference Simulation Scenario
In this Appendix, a model for simulation of interference in wide area uplink multicellular system is suggested. Figure A.l illustrates a system with three-sectored
hexagonal cells with maximal radius R. The inner circles of the hexagonal cells with
radius 0.7 R have three sectors named Ai, A2 and A3. Inner circles represent areas with
frequency reuse 1. The outer hexagonal areas labeled Bi, etc. have frequency reuse factor
3, since they would otherwise be more vulnerable to interference from adjacent cells. The
resources labeled Ai, Bi, A2, B2 etc. are disjoint.
We assume that in a SDMA scenario, up to K (K=l,2,...) ICU terminals share the same
transmission resources, and therefore interfere with one another in any given sector. Thus
each user signal has up to K-\ equal-power in-cell interferers. For uplink transmission the
average received power from ICUs is assumed to be equal, as a result of power control, to
the power of a user on the edge of a cell or inner circle. ICUs in inner area (e.g. area Ai
shown in Figure A.1) also suffer out-of-cell interference from two nearby sectors (also
labeled Ai). The maximum number of OCIs from these two sectors is 2K. The minimum
distance of each of these OCIs to the BS is

With WINNER urban coverage

propagation exponent of 3.84, the average received power of a minimum distance OCI
relative to the average power of any ICU is given by:
38.4[log10 (0.7/V3)] = -15 dB

(A.l)

The maximum OCI distance in this case is 2.7/?. The corresponding relative average
power is computed as:
38.4[log10 (0.7 / 2.7)] = -22.5 dB
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(A.2)

Fig. A. 1. Cellular layout, showing frequency reuse zones
Similarly, for an ICU in region Bi, the nearest out-of-cell Bi interferer appearing at the
BS is at a distance of V7R. The corresponding average power relative to an ICU signal is
given by:
38.4[log 10 (l/V7)] = -16dB

(A.3)

The maximum OCI distance for Bt is AR and similar to (A.2) the corresponding relative
power is computed as:
38.4[log10 (1 / 4)] = -23 dB

(A.4)

The maximum number of OCIs from the three nearest Bi sectors is 3K.

A.l.l. Suggested OCI Power Levels
As a conclusion, with 3-sector hexagonal cells with center reuse-1 circles of radius 0.7 R,
and outer reuse-3 areas with radius R, the ranges of maximum and minimum average OCI
powers are the same, to within 1 dB. For the purpose of link level simulations and
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evaluation of uplink SDMA channel estimation performance and pilot assignment,
following interference scenarios can be suggested:

•

Number of in-cell interferers (reflecting the degree of spatial multiplexing) K1, all with average powers equal to that of the desired signal.

•

Number of OCIs with average powers relative to the desired ICU uniformly
spaced from -15 dB to -23 dB. For example with 6 OCIs, the average powers
would be: -15dB, -16.6dB, -18.3dB, -19.8dB, -21.4dB and -23dB. We will be
using OCIs' relative powers from this range like -15dB, -16.6dB and -18.2dB.

•

The channels between each transmitting antenna and each receiving BS
antenna are independent, and they are scaled in relative power as indicated
above.
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Appendix B
B.l. Asynchronous Out of Cell Interferers (AOCIs)
Signals from the ICUs are block-synchronized to the receiver, but as far as OCIs are
concerned, this might not be the case. In multi-user SC-FDE systems, different
propagation distances between ICUs and OCIs may cause asynchronous interference.
This creates an additional source of Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI) when the delay
differences between users are sizeable. The ICI contribution imposed on each sub-carrier
can be viewed as an additional noise, which becomes near-Gaussian distributed as a
consequence of the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) [HK06]. It would be worthwhile to
explore the effects of the asynchronism of the OCIs on the overall system performance. A
delayed OCI causing ICI is shown in Figure B.l.
FFT Window

Desired In-cell User
ICI due to Asynchronous
OCI
Asynchronous OCI

Fig. B.l. ICI caused by asynchronous OCI.
The CP enables the use of low complexity receiver spatial combining algorithms
assuming that the signal is synchronized and the channel impulse response length is no
longer than the CP length. When an interfering asynchronous OCI (AOCI) signal is
present, the signal's CP may not align in time with that of the desired ICU's signal
especially because of the differing propagation delays from the desired and interfering
signals. Traditional frequency domain antenna combining techniques, such as linear
MMSE combining, cannot perfectly suppress the interferer when its channel impulse
response plus delay is greater than the CP length, since the DFT representation of the
interferer, with uncoupled frequency components, no longer applies. As shown in Figure
B.l, in a CP-based communication system, an asynchronous interferer is one whose CP is
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not aligned with the desired ICU's CP. This restricts the modeling of the asynchronous
OCI in the frequency domain as the OCIs' channel on the tone multiplied by the data
symbol. Eventually, the frequency domain weighing coefficients which are based on the
assumption of cyclic convolution, are no longer capable of suppressing the asynchronous
interferers. In fact, to completely suppress the AOCI using frequency domain cyclic
convolution-based weights, all of the components of OCIs' impulse response must be
suppressed on each tone [TV03].

B.l.l. Effect of Asynchronism
Before attempting to explore and apply the asynchronous interference suppressing
techniques, let us look at the amount of ICI caused by the AOCIs in a multi-user SCEFDE system. It is predictable that very low relative power levels of the AOCIs might
diminish the ICI part caused by the asynchronism. We consider a system with K ICUs
and Z AOCIs with a receiver with M antenna elements. We denote the delay of the
AOCI's CP relative to the beginning of the desired in-cell signal's CP as doa and model it
as doci zeros at the beginning of the IR for the channels from the interfering OCU. The
CP length for both types of users is Lcp.
A SC-FDE QPSK modulated uncoded system is simulated. Simulations are carried out
with two antenna elements (M=2) with one ICU (K=l) and one synchronous OCI (P=l)
or one asynchronous OCI (Z=l). The three-path SUI-5 channel model [SUI01] with
average power-delay profile depicted in Figure B.2 is used. A block length of 256 is
assumed. In terms of the samples the channel impulse response spans 60 samples while
Lcp is 64 samples. PCSI is assumed. Figure B.3a shows the average BER linearly
equalized curves with synchronous OCI at different average received power levels (0, 5,
10, 15 and 20dB below the ICU). Figure B.3b shows results with a corresponding
uncoded OFDM system.
1
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Fig. B.2. Average power-delay profile for SUI-5 model.
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a)
OrictfdedvSUI-6 CHanhel,;M=2,

feffcl

b)
Fig. B.3. a) SC-FDE-Average BER-Synchronous OCI with different power levels, M=2,
dOci=0, K=P=l @ 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 dB below the ICU. b) OFDM-Average BER
(specifications are the same as in part a).
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Figure B.4 illustrates the effect of asynchronous OCI on the performance with different
power levels. Again, the simulations are carried out with two antenna elements with one
ICU and one AOCI. The delay of the OCI is 60 samples. Figure B.4a shows results with
SC-FDE system. In comparison to Figure B.3a, there is an error floor at higher SNR for
higher power AOCIs (i.e. OdB and -5dB AOCIs). At higher SNRs, ICI due to
asynchronism is causing the floor. A similar trend with OFDM system can be seen in
Figure B.4b.
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Fig. B.4. a) SC-FDE-Average BER-Asynchronous OCIs with different power levels,
M=2, doci=60, K=Z=l. b) OFDM-Average BER (specifications are the same as in part a).
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B.1.2. Suppression of AOCI
Removal of the ICI due to asynchronous users in OFDM system has been studied
extensively in [MBS02] and [CC93]. One of the techniques to remove the ICI caused by
the AOCIs is Time Domain Equalization (TDE) with Channel Shortening (CS). The
channel impulse responses for all the users can be shortened into certain time windows of
size less than the CP to accommodate the frequency domain cancellation. The CS
problem has been studied for DMT systems [BZT02] and can be applied to multi-user
SC-FDE or OFDM systems. The other technique used to reduce the asynchronism effects
is known as overlap and cut method [ITK07]. In this section both of the above described
techniques are applied to a SC-FDE system with one AOCI.

B.l.2.1. Space-Time Processing to Align AOCI
Degradation due to the AOCIs with small delays is reduced by designing a TDE that
effectively aligns the CPs of the desired and AOCI signals by constraining the lengths of
the effective channels from OCIs to the output of the equalizer to be less than or equal to
the length of the CP of the ICU. There are two time domain approaches to shorten the
CIR. The MMSE CS approach was originally proposed by [FM73] as an optimization
criterion for CS in ML receivers. In this approach, a reference or target impulse response
transversal filter is used, whose order is equal to the desired impulse response length. The
MSE between the output of the reference system and the output of the equalizer is
minimized. This approach has been extensively used in the later work in relation to
Discrete Multi-Tone (DMT) systems [LCC95] and [CC93]. The second approach
presented by [MYR96], limits the length of the effective impulse response of the channel
by minimizing the residual ISI.
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B.l.2.1.1. MMSE CS

- e(q)

Fig. B.5. MMSE time domain equalization for channel truncation.
A time domain equalizer fzm{q), with length P' is applied to the AOCI's channel impulse
response hzm{q) of length L to get the desired AOCI's channel impulse response hz(q) of
length L. Figure B.5 illustrates a simplified block diagram. A training sequence x(q) is
sent and an error signal is generated by comparing the reference or target OCIs' impulse
response model hz (q), with the time domain equalizer (fzm (q)) output. The filter
coefficients of fzm (q) and hz {q) are chosen to minimize the MSE value Jerr of the error
signal e(q). By ignoring the influence of the noise, ]m can be written as [CC93]:

- r"w?)

j~=4(#)=4^)

(B- D

where / and r" are defined in Figure B.5. From Figure B.5, (B.l) can be written as
p'-i
J err

\2"

z

X K (I)x(q - A - /) - J <p a (I)j(q - /)
„ 1=0

(B.2)

i=o

As for uncorrected training symbols E{x{i)x{j)) = d{i - j), where S (i) is the Kroneker
delta function, (B.2) can be written as:

/„=£C(/)S(/)-22x;w
1=0

1=0 b=0

n=0 b=0 7=0

(B.3)
In vector notation
J =hz7hz
J err
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where, h^eC ( P ' + L - 1 ) r f ',

£(0)
h i = hl(L-l)-

(B.5)

hl(0)

£(L-D
and I

eC

^P'xP

and Z yy e C * are the channel correlation matrices, given by:

Z^i,j) = W-J

+ A)

(B.6)

and
L-l

z„v>j)=Tl*iU)i>K.u+i-j)

(B.7)

i=0

To minimize the MSE, we differentiate (B.4) and equate it with zero to obtain the
optimum filter coefficients as:
l
Tm

uz

xy

(B.8)

B. 1.2.1.2. Minimizing the Residual ISI
A set of equalizers fzm{q), with lengths P' is applied to the AOCI's channel impulse
response hz(q) to get the desired AOCI's channel impulse response t>z(q) such as the
most of the energy of h% (q) should fall within the window of L taps [MYR96] as shown
in Figure B.6.
bl(.q) = bKM*9li.4)
In vector notation, ii* = h^cp*.
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Fig. B.6. Impulse response of the AOCI.

h* can be divided into two parts. One covers the samples within the window h i w e C

Lxl

as shown in Figure B.6, and the other contains the samples from outside the window
h ow e C ( L ~ L ) x l . Here and onward we use simpler notation by omitting the user and
antenna index. h iw and h ow are given by:
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Here we define residual ISI, a due to the imperfect choice of <pzm(q), and defined as the
ratio of the energy outside the window to the energy inside the window and is given by
[MYR96]:
a= " >
h 1W
l h .1W

(B.12)

By properly choosing the equalizer fKm (q), a can be minimized, a is also given by:
~ _ 9 T hLh ow T _ cpTXcp
~ rrrr
—¥5~

a

(BA5)

Optimal shortening is obtained by choosing cp to minimize h„whow while satisfying the
constraint h^h iw = 1. This is equivalent to minimizing cpTXcp with the constraint of
(pTYep = 1. [MYR96] uses eigen decomposition to obtain the optimum filter coefficients
given by:

9*=(V^)\*

(B 14)

-

where, 1 ^ is the unit length eigen vector corresponding to the minimum eigen-value of
the matrix A , given by:
A = (VY_yix(x/YT)"1

(B.15)

B.l.2.2. Simulation Results
Figure B.7 illustrates the effect of applying the time domain CS on the AOCIs. The
simulations are carried out with two or three antenna elements with one ICU (A=l) and
one synchronous (P=l) or one AOCI (Z=l) @ -15dB. Uncoded average BER curves with
synchronous OCI, AOCI with no CS and AOCI with CS are compared. The delay of the
AOCI is 60 samples. It is observed that the error floor caused by the AOCI can be
eliminated by applying CS.
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Average SNR?(dB):

Fig. B.7. Average BER-Effect of low power AOCIs' CS, M=2 and 3, K=P=Z=1 @-15dB.
It should also be noted that with low power AOCIs, the error floor occurs at higher SNRs
and effect of truncation is noticeable only at high SNR values. This suggests that the
effect of asynchronism of low power OCIs could be neglected. On the other hand for
higher power AOCI, time domain-CS works in the similar way and is effective on all
SNRs. This is illustrated in Figure B.8a (SC-FDE) and Figure B.8b (OFDM) with higher
power (equal to ICU) AOCI. In these simulations 2 antenna elements are used at the BS.
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Fig. B.8. a) SC-FDE-Average BER-Effect of higher power AOCIs' CS, M=2, K=P=Z=l
@OdB. b) OFDM-Average BER (specifications are the same as in part a).
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B.l.2.3. Overlap and Cut Method
In this section we apply Overlap and Cut (O & C) method [ITK07] to remove the effects
of AOCIs. Figure B.9 illustrates the basic concept associated with the O & C method. In
O&C method, SC-FDE signal is transmitted without a CP. Two overlapping FFTs are
performed on the serially received signal. After FFTs the edges are cut to remove the
effect of the differences in the arrival times between the ICUs and OCIs.
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Fig. B.9. Overlap and Cut method.

Simulation results with or without an equal power AOCI are shown in Figure B.10.
Simulation parameters are described in Section B.l. Results with conventional CP-based
transmission are also shown (Dashed lines) to illustrate the equal performance of the
O&C method with the conventional CP-based technique. In O&C method as the
transmission is continuous, with reasonable cut-value we may solve the asynchronism
problem among different uplink users. The effect of different cut sizes is also shown in
Figure B. 10.
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Fig. B.10. SC-FDE-Average BER-Effect of equal power AOCIs' CS, M=2, K=P=Z=l
@0dB.

B.2. Conclusions
It is concluded that the effect of asynchronous OCIs is not severe as far as their power
levels are low enough and can be ignored. Although necessary signal processing is
necessary if the BS experiences higher power levels of the asynchronous OCIs.
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